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ABSTRACT

A central intent of 'Tomorrow's Schools' reforms in New Zealand was to make

schools more accountable for improving the quality of teaching by devolving

responsibility for staff appraisal to principals.

The researcher sought to discover what kind of dilemmas arose for two

principals in the context of implementing staff appraisal poliry and how their

theories of practice constrained their ability to resolve complex problems.

Further questions were asked about how viable it would be to mount a critical

and collaborative intervention to atter practice, how the impact of the

intervention could be evaluated, and what the implications of this research

might be for training principals.

The research shows that appraisal activity poses leadership dilemmas arising

out of tensions between concern to meet organisational goals and concern for

relationships among individuals. The principals responded by suppressing

these dilemmas and avoiding threat with consequent ineffectiveness in the

resolution of problems. Intervention within a framework of astion research

involved teaching the participants how to discover, critique and alter the values

and beliefs which governed the defensive strategies that were

counterprodustive to their intentions to be open and inclusive.

The result of the intervention was that the schools devetoped appraisal policies

that disclosed purposes related to both accountability and staff development.



At the Interpersonal level the principals' atempb to counter unilaterally

controlling and protective tendencies in their behaviour were blocked whilst in

dialogue with others by their inability to articulate the conflict in values which

was at the source of their appraisal dilemmas. The research illustrates the

complexity and challenges inherent in learning the theoretical and practical

cuniculum in order to recognise conflict, respond to it, and devetop critical

dialogue skills"

The research concludes that training programmes for school leaders should

accord significance to the expectations held of principals to perform a dual role

as evaluators and developers of staff. A problem-based, interventionistform of

training is recommended. such training should focus on developing

competence in critical and collaborative approaches for dealing with appraisal

dilemmas.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE RESEARCH PROBLEM, NORMATIVE
THEORYAND AIMS

THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

REform Alms

In New Zealand radical education administration reforms introduced in lg8g

determined a new era of school management. The central aims of the reform

were to make schools more accountable, more collaborative, and more

responsive to stakeholders. To achieve these aims a hitherto distanced,

unwieldy, and unresponsive bureaucratic structure was disbanded and

decision-making for school operations was devolved to the local level with

system control maintained through national charter objectives which all

schools were required to meet. Sehools would be governed by Boards of

Trustees representative of stakeholders (parents, staff and students). Boards

would be responsible, in consultation with relevant stakeholders, for the

establishment and oversight of school policy which would be implemented by

the principal (Picot Report, 1988; Tomorrow's Schools, lggg).

The Prlnclpal's Role

The 'Tomorrow's Schools' reforms have changed and expanded the role of

the school principal. In the new self-managed school system principals

perform a role that places them in the multifaceted position of chief executive
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of the board, professional leader, school manager, and lynchpin at the

interfaces that exist at staff - student level, staff - board level, and school -

community level. Almost allthe administrative functions hitherto managed by a

centralised bureaucracy have been devolved to schools. In particular,

accountability for personnel management has been transferred to principals to

an elitent unparalleled in any other educational setting. In this new role the

principal is required to manage the human resource functions of staff appraisal

and development effectively because accountability and improvement are

paramount issues in managing the quality of teaching and learning. Managing

the human side of the organisation is undoubtedly one of the principal's most

important responsibilities. Scriven (1g8g) asserts that:

Personnel evaluation and development are, after all, the most crueiat
Part? of quality control and staff dievelopment in the schoot, and have to
be the most substantiat task of the school administrator (p. l lg).

It is my contention that this particular leadership obligation creates a major

challenge for school leaders because the process of designing and

implementing appraisal practices requires the recognition and synthesis of a

multiplicity of seemingly irreconcilable purposes.

Leadership Challenges

The presence of conflicting purposes creates problems which have several

dimensions and which consequently pose organisational and interpersonal

dilemmas for school leaders. Such dilemmas are characterised by purposes

and values which are at variance, thereby creating tensions between a

concern for meeting the needs of the organisation and a concern for meeting

the needs of the individuals in it (Argyris, 1971; Beare, Galdwelt & Millikan,

1990). An example of this type of dilemma in a staff appraisal contg)(il is the

principal's need to deal with an unsatisfactory teacher in the interests of the

school, while simultaneously being concerned for this teacher whose child is

suffering from a terminal illness.



On one hand, the principal has an obligation to ensure that the teacher is

performing essential professional tasks, and, if this is not happening, then

concerns must be expressed and commitment to improved practice must be

gained. However, on the other hand, the principal wishes to deal with this

teacher in a humane manner recognising the teacher's considerable stress. In

such a case, the principal wants to be collegial but must also be accountable.

The dilemma for the principal is how to give this teacher negative feedback

about unsatisfactory work, and insist on improved practice, whilst also

maintaining a supportive relationship and attempting to reduce threat. In such

a situation the teacher is likely to be threatened when confronted by the

principal. The principal is likely to be threatened by the task of having to

express dissatisfastion. The leadership challenge involves balancing an

organisational goal and an individual goal implicit in this type of dilemma.

Effective dilemma management is viewed as a critical leadership competency.

To be effective principals must confront dilemmas rather than avoid them, and

then attend to both horns of the dilemma without compromising either one. In

order to manage dilemmas principals will need to develop a particular set of

problem-solving competencies. These include an ability to recognise and

articulate dilemmas, an understanding of the theories of practice that guide

problem-solving efforts, an awareness of how they might be personally

implicated in maintaining problems, and skill in applying strategies that

generate valid information and permit critically collaborative reflection about

practice. These competencies are all part of dilemma management. In the first

place, it is necsssary to recognise the features of a dilemma in order to realise

that one is faced with a complex problem which is unlikely to be resolved in

routine ways. In the second place, one must be able to discover how routine

approaches prolong or circumvent the resolution of dilemmas because of a
predisposition to avoid threat and suppress conflict. In the third place, untess



new skills are learnt it is not possible to counter the repertoire of defensive

skills that are instinctively used when dilemmas pose threat to oneself or to

others.

How Appralsal Exacerbates Dllemmas

Argyris (1991) refers to the particular difficulty that performance evaluation

presents for capable professionals. Because most professionals are

conscious of their own performance standards, are used to success and are

highly motivated to do well, they are often brittle when f;aced with personally

threatening situations. Argyris says:

There is no petter example of how this brittleness can disrupt an
organisation than pertorniance evaluations. Because it represeits the
one moment when a professional must measure his or hbr behaviour
against sotne formal standard, a pertormance evaluation is atmost
tailormadeto push a professional iniothe doom toop (p. lM).

The "doom loop" as Argyris terms it, illustrates the way in which evaluative

activity exacerbates defensiveness, and how this condition is self-reinforcing in

appraisal contexts because these contain high levels of threat the condition

that creates defensiveness and causes dilemma suppression and avoidance.

Defensiveness is caused by a wish to protect self and others from potential

threat and embarrassment. According to Argyris, defensive responses are

cuhurally taught to all of us early in life and are connected with notions of

caring, being thoughtful, and being effestive (1ggs, p. g). when faced with

embarrassment and threat people think and act in ways that cover up or

bypass threat by being indirect and by giving mixed messages (such as, I

don't want to upset you, but...), or by withholding information that they believe

is threatening. Defensiveness prevents people from identrfying and getting rid

of the causes of embarrassment and threat. Inevitably,.defensive reasoning

makes the discovery and articulation of dilemmas difficuh.
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The design and implementation of staff appraisal policy spotlights internal and

external demands for quality that often cause anxiety. Tensions between

professional accountability and collegial support surface as teacher autonomy

and privacy are breached. A need for dialogue that is concerned with truth-

telling based on valid information is created. In other words, individuals and the

organisation should be capable of learning about weaknesses so that

informed and agreed changes can be made. Because evaluative activity

focuses on making judgements about individual and organisational

performance, and may bring competence into question in serious situations

uncovered by the appraisal process, there is risk involved both for those being

judged and those responsible for making judgements. In such contexts

dilemmas are invariably present and defensive routines are even more marked

because of the human tendency to place blame elsewhere when under threat.

Framing complex organisational and interpersonal problems that arise for

principals in terms of dilemmas suggests that solutions might lie in principals

acquiring skills that focus on effective management of dilemmas rather than

their suppression or avoidance. The resolution of dfficult interpersonal

problems generated by dilemma tensions is no easy task and wiil present a

major challenge for principals seeking to meet their leadership obligations

effectively. For those proposing to train school leaders in ways that impact

positively on practice, dilemma management training is a Mable option and a

substantial challenge.

A NORMATIVE THEORY OF EFFECTIVENESS

The normative theory that guides this research project is founded on the belief

that complex, recurring problems arise in the context of staff appraisal

practices in schools. when such problems arise and pose dilemmas, they

5



challenge the organisation, and school leaders in particular, because routine

approaches to resolving difficult problems may not uncover either the

dilemmas or the natural tendency to be defensive in such situations. This

theory suggests the norms that lead to the ineffective management of

dilemmas and those that underpin an alternative, effective approach to

dilemma management. Making a transition to effective practice is a matter of

learning about what is problematic and what constrains problem-solving, and

then reasoning and acting in ways that counter barriers to dilemma resolution.

The very idea that a dilemma can be managed and resolved might be

unacceptable to some people because they view this as an impossibility. The

dictionary meaning of the term 'dilemma' is: a situation in which a choice has

to be made between two equally undesirable alternatives. Hence, a dilemma

places one 'between a rock and a hard place', usually creating indecisiveness

about which way to turn. As a consequence, many people assume that a

choice between addressing one horn or the other is the only way to

accommodate the difficulty. Indisputably, a dilemma is a dfficult situation

because attention to one course of action invariably leaves the other course

unattended.

I have taken the position that it is possible to manage and resolve dilemmas

provided that one can learn how to do this. Ghoosing between ahernatives is

sometimes not an option for leaders who may be placed in the position where

they are obliged to deal with multiple strands of tough issues that are both

organisationally and interpersonally oriented. A conscious choice must be

made to deal simultaneously with both horns of a ditemma if it is to be

managed and resolved. lmplicit in the notion of dilemma resolution is the

assumption that defensiveness can be managed. Argyris's research has

shown that defensive routines are changeable (1985, p. 340). I believe that if



defensive reasoning can be replaced by productive reasoning then it might be

possible for practitioners to learn how to resolve dilemmas.

Ineffective Approaches to Dilemma Management

School leaders challenged with having to manage dilemmas typically respond

in ways that sacrifice one goal or value at the expense of another. An

assumption that serving one set of obligations precludes leaders from meeting

the other set of obligations leads to the belief that seemingly contrary

obligations cannot be reconciled. Such a, "predisposition to polarise in order

to ignore or suppress dilemmas" (Argyris, 1g77, p. 128), is often encountered

in leadership behaviour. For example, a principal faced with the dilemma of

having to deal with a poorly performing teacher who is under great personal

stress, might decide that the teacher cannot tolerate communication of

dissatisfaction about teaching tasks. Therefore, in order to protect the teacher

and maintain a positive relationship the principal diminishes the professional

problem, attends to the staff member's need for support, and consequently

sacrifices an organisational obligation to ensure that teaching tasks are carried

out satisfactorily.

This tendency to avoid meeting conflicting goals synchronously is evident in

the way in which organisations approach problems such as the design and

implementation of appraisal systems. By emphasising either a developmental

or a judgemental focus rather than attempting to achieve a synthesis of both

purposes either one goal is not achieved, or goal achievement is delayed, or

aftended to in surreptitious ways. This is also a common tendency in problem-

solving approaches to difficult interpersonal situations where an organisational

goal (such as gathering accurate information about staff competence) may

ofien be abandoned at tho expense of an individual goal (such as reducing

threat to statf autonomy) or vice versa. Rossmore (1989), describing the way

7



in which leaders have typically approached the resolution of dilemma-ridden

problems, reveals that they fail to improve organisational performance when

they are unaware of dilemmas and the implications that their handling of these

dilemmas has for problem-solving. He states, 'They have framed their universe

of alternatives as a binary choice between one organisational and one

individual objective" (pp. 13,14). ln doing so, leaders have assumed that these

two objectives are mutually exclusive and they display a tendency to

underplay, give away, or delay achievement of one horn of the dilemma in

deference to the other.

IneffeEtive Organlsatlonal Responses to Dllemmas In Appralsal

Developmental Appraisal

A concern for the individual at the expense of the organisation often leads to

the creation of a purely 'developmental' appraisal system which is governed by

a threat avoidance value to the exclusion of accountability concems. Uttle

emphasis is placed on the regular monitoring of practice, the generation of

publicly testable information, and feedback about pefformance. These

systems espouse purposes related to supporting improvement; and

emphasise the need for recognition of achievement, provision of positive

feedback, and uncontested funding. Teachers are encouraged to engage

voluntarily in in-service training and development which is usually offered in the

form of a smorgasbord of choices unrelated to inquiry about (or evidence oD

current practice (Gardno, 1992). In many cases, the term appraisal is itself

invested with a non-threatening connotation, such as 'giving praise', and

issues of data gathering for judging worth are not openly addressed. The term

'formative appraisal' is consistently used in organisational espousals about this

kind of appraisal, yet the database for making judgements about what

specifically needs to be developed is seldom formally established or openly

shared. In these cases the organisational theory of practice has determined



that individual fears and feelings of threat must be allayed even though the

system will not have the capacity to provide useful information about the

quality of teaching or its improvement. The problem with such systems is that

either there is no formal means for evaluating practice, or when concerns

about practice arise they are deah with informally outside the system, and

often in surreptitious or closed ways that deny the original espousals of open

and non-judgemental intent. In short, the focus on the individual horn of the

dilemma sacrifices the organisational horn, and even when there is genuine

concern for individuals, organisational needs might intrude to jeopardise this

important value. An example of such intrusion might be the need to compel a

staff member to improve an aspect of teaching, although the developmental

system makes no provision for such an eventuality.

Judgemental Appraisal

ln direct contrast to the developmental appraisal strand is the 'judgemental'

system where the sole concern is to deal with official accountabilig issues

which extend from school-based decisions about the registration of beginning

teachers, to decisions about promotion and movement within satary ranges, to

the instigation of industrial relations procedures to deal with teacher

misconduct and incompetence. The most common feature of these systems is

that the concern is not with improving performance through on-going

monitoring, information gathering, feedback, and planned development, but

with acting punitively in dfficult situations that have most often reached crisis

level. The problem with these systems is that because they are generally not

concerned with gathering and using information about practice to improve it,

they are also not able to base accountability decisions on a sound database of

valid information. The paradox is that in many instances the emphasis on the

organisational goal to remove an incompetent teacher is not achieved

because the inadequacy of data gathering processes and the tack of



developmental provision can be cited as procedurally inadequate in industrial

action cases. The term 'summative' is often employed in this type of context

where appraisal activity occurs only to make management decisions or when

termination problems arise. Appraisal is then focused on making judgements

about performance competence that satisty an organisational need to rid itself

of an unsatisfactory staff member at the expense of individual concerns and

values that are morally or humanely oriented.

Robinson, Absolum, cardno and steele (1g90) suggest that the attempt to

separate issues of accountability (summative appraisal) from issues of

improvement (formative appraisal) is itsetf a defensive strategy against dealing

with a very difficult problem. These typical organisational approaches to

dilemma management are ineffective because one or the other purpose of

appraisal takes precedence in the espoused policies or procedural

documents. consequently, an honest attempt to meet both goats openly

becomes impossible, although inevitably it will be necessary for the system to

serve both the accountability and improvement purposes of appraisal in the

longrun.

Ineffective lnterpersonal Approaches to Dilemmas in Appralsal

School leaders typically approach the management of interpersonal dilemmas

that arise in appraisal practice in one of three ways: by doing nothing, by being

nice, or by being nasty (Argyris, lgBS; Bridges, 19g2; Robinson et al, 1gg0).

Doing Nothing about Dilemmas

One of the most common ways of dealing with dilemmas, especially if they are

not recognised as such, is to avoid dealing with them. Bridges (1992) asserts

that administrators confronted by problems of teacher incompetence display

commonly ineffective approaches to dealing with the dilemmas they face. They

10



react in ways borne out by Argyris (1977) and Rossmore (1989) and usually

tolerate the status quo as a c'omfortable option to having to deal with a too-

difficult or too-complex problem. This results in no action being taken at all and

consequently, in a situation in which student's interests are not being served

because of teacher or manager incompetence, the principal is unable to be

effective. This failure to act means that principals are often not meeting their

obligations as personnel managers.

Being Nice

The organisational - individual dilemma is often the cause of a soft-sell

approach; pussyfooting about confronting difficult personnel problems in a

non-threatening way, to the e)ilent that important concerns are not conveyed

forthrightly and a commitment to change or improvement is not agreed or

acted upon. Defensive reasoning leads to protection of self in distasteful

situations, or in cases when evidence itsetf is tacking to confirm global

evaluative assumptions about non-performance or alleged conc€rns. The w6h

to protect others leads to soft-soaping and ineffestual or indirect

communication of problems, and in these cases, while the individualteacher or

manager is protected, the organisational goal to improve prastice so that

school needs are met remains unachievable. Very often, in these situations -

where the concem is to 'care' for others by maintaining comfort - the impetus

to appraise vanishes altogether.

Being Nasty

Another defensive strategy is unilateral control of situations which leads to this

alternative response to interpersonal problems. In such situations a principal is

likely to adopt a hard-sell approach; haul a teacher over the coals, refer to

statutes and higher authorities, and tell them in no uncertain terms that their

performance is unsatisfiactory. In this approach there is setdom a two-way

11



discussion or movement towards bilateral agreement to establish evidence for

evaluation and then ast on the facts of the matter. In many cases the facts

themselves are not available and an autocratic or bullying approach is a

strategy for protecting oneself from having to reveal this. The problem with the

nasty approach to dilemma management is that there is likely to be low

commitment to change when there is low agreement in the lirst place on the

nature of and solutions for the problem. The organisational end (to dealwith a

crisis situation) may be met but at considerabte cost to relationships, with the

consequence that espoused values of collegiality and support will be eroded

through such practices.

Eflestlve Approaches to Dllemma Management

It is contended that the typical organisational and interpersonal responses to

dilemmas, described above as ineffective, arise out of approaches to practice

guided by defensive reasoning. An alternative theory of effestiveness would

focus on productive reasoning that might allow dilemmas to surface and be

confronted. Leadership etfectiveness is construed as the ability to solve

dfficult organisational and interpersonal problems in ways that eliminate

dilemmas.

Effective organisational Responses to Dllemmas in Appralsal

The mdn characteristic of an effective approach to dilemma management at

organisational level is the acknowledgement that appraisat must serve an

integrated range of purposes. These purposes range from professional

accountability, to identifying improvement needs, to supporting staff in their

development endeavours. such systems openly declare in policy and

procedural statements that a variety of purposes must be met. lt is accepted

that appraisal might be used in formative and summative roles and that

evaluation (whether it is to be used formatively or summatively) will involve the

12



making of judgements that are databased. Databased evaluation of

performance is based on the formal collection of information to substantiate

claims about etfective or ineffestive practice. In such systems, rather than

avoiding the threatening issues of teacher competency and erosion of

professional autonomy, these matters are considered openly. Agreement is

reached about establishing procedures that are acceptable to all parties,

without losing sight of what is not negotiable (in terms of meeting

organisational obligations) and what is negotiable (in terms of selecting

methods that address both organisational and individual concerns about

fiairness, valid information generation, and confidentiality).

Another important charasteristic of these systems is the collaborative

approach taken in policy and process development by involving all parties with

a stake in making decisions about how accountability and improvement goals

will be met. A continuing emphasis on collaborative data gathering processes

and joint agreement about effective performance criteria and reporting are

features that these systems display. The final characteristic in effective

systems is a move away from informal and global evaluation, based largely on

privately held assumptions and attributions about others, to the generation of

specific information that is publicly testable and can lead to joint commitment

to, and joint monitoring of, improvement. In sssence, there is a commitment to

values of honesty, non-avoidance of contentious issues, bilateral approaches,

and reliance on valid information to make judgements and decisions.

Effective Interpersonal Approaches to Dilemmas in Appralsal

The characteristics of effective appraisal systems are reflested in the

interpersonal engagements that take place within such systems. This

presupposes, however, that participants will be capable of applying a range of

skills that make collaborative, critical reflection a cultural norm. People in these
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systems adopt a new view of effectiveness in which value is accorded to

bilateral, databased communication. This is only possible if there is a high

commitment to the generation of valid information, honest feedback,

openness, and joint decision-making. In addition, the participants in such ideal

communication situations would be skilled enough to overcome the natural

defensive barriers that produce (in themselves and others) unilateral

controlling strategies characteristic of private and protective approaches to

interpersonal inquiry and activity.

Participants approaching difficult interpersonal enoounters in effective ways will

need to be knowledgeable about the muttiple dimensions of problems that

create dilemmas. In these cases they must choose to, and be able to,

recognise and articulate a dilemma rather than avoid or suppress it. Therefore,

revealing rather than concealing dilemmas is a key criterion of effectiveness. In

addition, the defensiveness that typically attends approaches to dealing with

dilemmas must be confronted. Argyris (1985) states that defensive routines,

"are productive when they protect the present level of competence without

inhibiting leaming" (p. s). They are counterproductive when they, ,'not only

protect but also simultaneously inhibit learning, especially about how to reduce

the threat" (p. 6). Effectiveness, therefore, also requires the discovery and

alteration of defensive routines which are the norm in threatening and

embarrassing interpersonal situations.

Becoming Effective

School leaders must learn how to become effective if they are to carry out their

appraisal obligations. I have taken the normative position that it is ineffestive to

avoid or suppress dilemmas in appraisal activity because this reduces the

possibility of exploring and resolving all dimensions of complex problems. To

become effective organisations (and the individuals in them) need to develop
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competencies that reduce defensiveness and increase the possibility of being

informed. In other words, they must be open to learning about what is

ineffective, especially when routine responses fail to address what is
problematic. The notion of organisational learning, which involves productive

rather than defensive reasoning, has considerable relevance for those involved

in evaluative practices. When long-term problems recur or are ignored as a

consequence of avoiding the examination of dilemmas and ineffective practice,

an organisation is closed to learning. When an organisation is concerned

about confronting and solving difficult problems, and is prepared to investigate

why routine strategies are failing to resolve the problem, it is leaming how to

become effective.

Organisational Learning

Argyris (1977) describes the foundation of organisational learning as an ability

to detect and correct errors and an ability to detect the mismatch between

what is intended and what actually happens in practice. In this sense, 'an error

is any feature.of knowtedge or knowing that inhibits learning,' 1p. 116). senge

(1990) refers to the need for an organisation to develop a body of knowledge

and tools that helps it see the underlying patterns of problems that present

roadblocks to change. He suggests that unless system behaviour can be

changed to examine, explain and confront the multiple dimensions of problem

sources that create complexity and conflict, little will really change. From his

perspective a learning organisation" would display ability to cope with

complexity, ambiguity and conflict by becoming self-conecting. Leaders in

such systems, that are open to error detestion and correction as concomitants

of learning, will strive to create conditions in which quality information

exchange is a paramount value and truth-speaking a norm that contributes to

learning (Senge, 1990). Organisational learning is, however, constrained by a

pervasive condition of defensiveness. According to Argyris, this cond16n
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persists because defensiveness is not recognised as counterproductive to

learning. He says, "defensive routines are rewarded by most organisational

cultures because the routines indicate a sense of caring and concern for

people" (1990, p. 29). In fact, the defensive strategy of giving mixed messages

is generally considered to be a thoughtful and mature way of being supportive

and minimising the risk of upsetting people.

Defensive Barriers to Learning

Argyris's research presents evidence that organisational defensiveness is a

universally evident condition (1985, 1990, 1992). lt manifests as defensive

routines that militate against the disclosure of privately held knowledge and

beliefs. Failure to disclose valuable information about organisational error

leads to closed rather than open approaches to problem resolution.

Organisations develop rules which make certain topics undiscussable, and this

makes it impossible to discuss the issue of undiscussability as well. This

organisational tendency to reduce public disclosure of views extends to deeply

ingrained practices and rules that make it possible to bypass rather than

confront not only errors and dilemmas, but also the defensive routines that are

embedded in organisational behaviour.

According to Argyris and Senge, problems caused .by defensive routines

compound in organisations because leaders find themselves in a double-bind.

They are expected to know about what is going on; it is not acceptable for

them not to know what is causing problems. Yet, in order to find out what is

blocking the resolution of a difficult issue they must expose their facade of

confidence, admit to uncertainty, and consider how they might be personally

implicated in order to be influencable and open to alternative views. This is a

highly threatening expectation. Gapable leaders are usually very skilful in using

defensive strategies to maintain an aura of capability and not reveal the
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thinking behind decisions. Inevitably, according to Argyris, even the most

capable individuals become carriers of defensive routines and organisations

become the hosts.

Argyris (1990, 1991) asserts that most organisations not only have great

difficulty in addressing this organisational learning dilemma but are not even

aware that it exists. This is because they mistakenly assume that learning is

about correcting errors in the external environment and they fail to focus

inward; to identify ways in which people inadvertently contribute to the

organisation's problems. A requirement for individuals to learn how they might

be implicated in the maintenance or non-resolution of problems is the

development of ability to reflect critically on their own defensive behaviour and

then ast in changed ways.

Making a Transltion to a New Theory of Effecilveness

Nearly twenty-five years of research undertaken by Argyris and his colleagues

has led to the conclusion that individuals act in response to a programme of

behaviour that produces and reinforces defensive reasoning. Argyris and

Schon (1974) have developed a strategy for teaching an alternative theory of

effectiveness which, if learnt and applied, can lead to productive reasoning and

effective problem solving in complex situations that require dilemma

acknowledgement and management. senge (1990) proposes that:

Organisations learn only through individuals who tearn. tndividual
learning.9oes. not guarantee organisationat learning. But without it no
organisational learning occurs (p. I gg).

According to Argyris and Schon (1978) the key to organisational learning rests

in an understanding of the theories of practice that govern organisational

behaviour. But, because such learning is usually blocked by conditions of

defensiveness, maintained in the behaviour of individuals who constitute the
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corporate world, it is necessary for individuals to engage in learning that

focuses on their personal theories of what constitutes effective problem-

solving practice. This is essential if they are to contribute to developing

organisational norms of openness, truth-telling, error detection and dilemma

management which are conditions conducive to improvement. Such theory

learning incorporates a practical model of double-loop skill leaming as a tool

for reflestive practice that can increase the individual's (and the organisation's)

capacity to learn and dealwith dfficult issues.

Double-Loop Learning

Argyris uses the terms "single-loop" and "double-loop" to capture the crucial

distinction between learning that leads to adoption of a variety of routine

strategies to solve a problem and learning that requires unlearning of a
repertoire of highly developed skills so that consideration can be given to the

ways in which problems are defined and resolved, and the ways in which

individuals are implicated in problem maintenance. Argyris and Schon (1974)

suggest that single-loop learning is used when, for example, a person learns

new techniques for suppressing conflist. lf, however, the person learns to be

concerned with the surfacing and resolution of conflict, rather than its

suppression (a notion that subscribes to entirely different values) then he or

she is engaging in double-loop learning. Figure 1.1 overleaf illustrates how

doubleJoop learning requires aheration of the value base that guides practice.

The values that govern a defensive approach to leaming are a wish to win and

a wish to avoid unpleasantness. single-loop leaming is about adopting a

different strategy while still adhering to these values. In double-loop learning

new strategies are guided by a new set of values that are concerned with

generating valid information and gaining joint commitment to solving problems.
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Flgure 1.1

Slngle-Loop and Double-Loop Learning

[Reproduced from Argyris, lgg0, p.94]

When routine problems occur or when change is not likely to be resisted,

single-loop learning can be appropriate. tf one sfirategy does not work, a

different strategy can often resolve a presenting problem. lt does not,

however, address the deeper issues of v'rhy a problem exists in the first place

or why a problem recurs. Highly competent professionats are highly skilled at

single-loop learning. They consequently employ defensive strategies to block

learning about what is c€nstraining problem resolution. This leads to what

Argyris (1977,1992) calls "skilled incompetenceo because leaders are usuafly

unaware of the extent to which they are employing defensive skills to restrict

their competence in solving complex problems. Engaging in critical reflection

about one's own practices requires an examination of what might be

preventing single-loop learning from being effective. Argyris (1g7n states that

when single-loop strategies go wrong people become defensive, ,,screen out

criticism and put the 'blame' on anyone and everyone but themselves. In

short, their ability to learn shuts down precisely atthe moment when they need

itthe most" (p. 100).

singleJoop learning does not lend itserf to rearning abor.fi or managing

dilemmas because individuals instinctively tend to use defensive strategies to
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avoid or suppress a dilemma. Dilemma management requires that problems

be framed in terms that acknowledge the complextty of a dilemma openly, and

also requires open discussion of error and personal implication in a problem.

Learning about dilemmas is a starting point but change is dependent on

acquiring skills that enable dilemmas to be managed and resolved through

productive reasoning. The skills of productive reasoning are neither easily nor

painlessly learnt. The propensity to conceal dfficufties, intentionally or

unintentionally, is very strong. Rossmore's (1989) research found a high

degree of variance between the private and public utterances of leaders, and

he notes that this variance had a significant impact on the degree of

camouflage engaged in, and consequently on ability to confront and manage

the dilemmas that are present in complex problems. All Rossmore's clients,

"hid their dilemmas, and withheld information on errors - the very information

they needed to discovertheir dilemmas" (p. 1g).

A principal fiaced with the problem of a teacher whose performance is

unsatisfactory and who is also contending with extreme personaldfficulties on

the home-front, might use single-loop learning in the following way. To address

the dilemma of wishing to ensure that teaching practice is improved, yet also

wishing to reduce the threat and embarrassment involved in exploring the

personal aspects of the problem, the principal might convey organisational

concerns indirectly and hint about dissatisfaction. lf the result of this astion

was unproductive she might subsequently adopt a firm, authoritarian tactic to

demand the teacher's immediate compliance with a change expectation. This

is single-loop learning because the principal prefers not to openly examine

deeper sources of what is problematic. The initial indirect approach protected

the individual and left the organisational goal unaddressed. The bullying

approach paid aftention to the organisational horn of the dilemma, and while it

is likely to result in the teacher's tacit compliance with a requirement, it is also



likely to result in strained relationships and the possible recurrence of the

problem because the individualhorn of the dilemma has been suppressed.

lf this dilemma was to be managed by the principal adopting a double-loop

learning approach she would be concerned about exploring why indirectness

had failed in the first place. In this instance the principal would be prepared to

look inward, at her own theory of effective practice to see if she is contributing

to the persistence of the problem. She would need to discover how defensive

routines prevent her from attending to both organisational and individual

problem dimensions simultaneously and effectively. lf she is able to openly

acknowledge the dilemma posed by the complexity of the problem she might

be able to approach the dilemma guided by different values. These would

include a concern with genuine inquiry to make the exchange of valid

information possible and a wish to make joint decisions about what was

discussable and what was not. Thus, doubleJoop learning requires reflective

practice that is both criticaland collaborative.

RESEARCH AIMS

This research project has been designed to investigate and contribute to the

knowledge base of leadership dilemmas in staff appraisal. Research will be

conducted to examine and improve the prastices of principals by testing the

researcher's normative theory in two school settings. The theory assumes that

leadership dilemmas emerge in staff appraisal contexts, that they create major

obstacles in attempts to resolve complex, long-term problems, and that such

problems could be resolved more effectively if leaders develop the

competencies required to manage dilemmas. The following aims guide this

research:
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* To establish what is problematic about appraisal in sc*rools in the light

of literature that illuminates the reform movement, the research base for

appraisal, and leadership training for dilemma management.

* To conduct action research in two schools where there is leadership

commitment to meeting reform obligations to design and implement

effective staff appraisal and development policies.

* To investigate conditions in these schools in order to determine the

incidence of leadership dilemmas and to diagnose the style in which

principals currently manage their dilemmas.

* To intervene in school practice as a consultant in order to facilitate

learning of an efiectiveness theory and related practical skills by leaders

and other senior staff.

* To employ critical and collaborative strategies that engage practitioners

in the discovery, reconstruction, and alteration of their theories of

practice by using the resources of problem-based methodology to

implement an interyention strategy.

* To evaluate the outcomes of the intervention for dilemma management

and problem resolution.

't To discuss the implications of the normative theory and research

process for changed organisational and interpersonal practice.

* To make recommendations about the ftrture training needs of

principals.

CHAPTER SUMMARIES

CHAPTER ONE . THE RESEARCH PROBLEM, NORMATIVE THEORY AND

AIMS

The dilemmas that challenge principals in their new role are briefly discussed in

this chapter. Ineffective approaches to managing dilemmas and the standards



for achieving effective dilemma management are described in the researcher's

normative theory of effectiveness.

CHAPTER TWO - LITEMTURE RE1/IE\^/

Section One - The Reform Agenda and the principal's Role

The reform literature is reviewed to establish the significance of staff appraisal

and development in relation to the reform agenda to devolve accountability to

the school level. This has been viewed as a structural solution to quality

management concerns and support provided for principals has been

consistent with a structural framing of the problem. lt is suggested that

appraisal related problems need to be framed in terms of dilemmas if appraisal

policy is to be implemented effectively by principals.

Section Two - Leadership Dilemmas in Staff Appraisal

The origins and nature of leadership dilemmas related to staff appraisal are

explored. Ineffective approaches to dilemma management, which involve a

separation of muttiple purposes and conflict avoidance as solutiofls, are

examined. Alternative, more effestive approaches, which involve the

confrontation of conflict and an integration of the judgemental and

developmental intents of appraisal, are identified. Such approaches contain

important implications for the issue of dilemma management.

section Three - Dilemma ManagementTrainino for school Leaders

Uterature is reviewed to identify significant leadership competencies retated to

effective staff appraisal. The ways in which leaders typically respond in

incompetent ways to the complex demands of dilemmas are examined. lt is
argued that principals, who will inevitably have to deal with the complexities of

dilemmas and defensiveness,,should be taught a theory of effectiveness and

an associated set of new skills for dilemma management. An intervention

strategy that can be employed to bring about change and improvement in the

problem-solving practices of principals through doubleJoop learning is
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described. The chapter concludes with a statement of the research questions

that guide this project.

CHAPTER THREE - RESEARCH METHODS

This chapter examines appropriate methods for answering the research

questions, and in particular for mounting critique based on a normative theory

of effectiveness. Research questions are concerned with analysis of the

problems faced by the two principals in the case studies, intervention to

improve problem-solving prac'tice, and evaluation of change. Action research

provides a suitable methodological framework for investigating and changing

practice in a collaborative, cyclic way. In order to examine how the principals'

theories of practice are implicated in the problems, and then find ways to aher

these theories, the relevant resources of problem-based methodology are

considered. Critical dialogue provides a means for intervening both

collaboratively and critically. Data gathering methods employed at each stage

of the action research process are described and issues of triangulation and

validity are discussed.

CHAPTER FOUR - CASE STUDIES: INTRODUOTION AND ANALYSIS

The two-phase process used to analyse problems of practice is described.

The first phase involves reconnaissance to establish the status quo and

describe conditions prevailing at the outset of the project. This initial analysis is

focused on determining the incidence of dilemmas in appraisal-related

problems. Analysis then proceeds to a diagnostic phase focused on identifying

the problem-solvlng styles used by the principals to manage their dilemmas.

The principals' concurrence with the description of dilemmas and the style

diagnosis leads to acceptance of an otfer to intervene and a training plan is

developed.
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CHAPTER FIVE - CASE STUDIES: INTERVENTION TRAINING STRATEGIES

This chapter explains how the intervention strategy for double-loop leaming is

implemented. A curriculum for learning an alternative theory of effectiveness is

developed and taught in formal workshop sessions. The first training plan

involves teaching the principals how to engage in critical dialogue to

reconstruct and alter their theories of action and counter defensive barriers to

learning. The second plan extends the training to senior managers in both

schools with a revised curriculum. Difficulties encountered in making a shift

from defensive to productive problem-solving approaches are discussed. The

obiections that the principals raise to learning an alternative problem-solving

style are examined and addressed.

CHAPTER SIX - CASE STUDIES: EVALUATION OF LEARNING AND CHANGE

In this chapter the impact of the intervention on organisational and

interpersonal practice is evaluated. The principals' attempts to apply their

learning and new skills In appraisal-related encounters are observed and

critiqued. Analysis of change efforts illustrates the principals' intentions to be

open and collaborative. Their astual practice is observed and compared with

others' perceptions of this practice. lmplications of the intervention method for

altering practice are discussed in relation to the principals' achievements,

barriers to learning, df,d curriculum complexity.

CHAPTER SEVEN - DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

ln chapter seven the researcher discusses the contribution of this research to

the resolution of complex educational problems through critical and

collaborative intervention. lt is argued that by adopting a principle of

extrapolation, explanations of inetfestive practice in the two case studiss can

be applied generally to other settings in which appraisal dilemmas arise for



leaders. The intervention is critiqued to examine curriculum complexity and

process limitations. Umitations of the normative theory, related to researcher

expertise and to motivating schools to commit themselves to the challenges of

organisational learning are discussed. Gonclusions are drawn about the

implications of the principal's post-reform role and the implications of research

for effective leadership professional devetopment. Recommendations are

made about research that could assist quality management initiatives in

schools. A problem-based, interuentionist model of training is recommended

for principals. Such training would focus on improving leadership competence

in dilemma management.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW: SECTION oNE
THE REFORM AGENDA AND THE PRINCIPAL'S ROLE

INTRODUCTION

Since this research is concerned with the effects of education administration

reforms on the role of school principals in New Zealand, and the implications

of this changed role for effective practice, it is necessary to explore the o1gin

of the major concerns that shaped the reform agenda and, hence, reshaped

the principal's role. I will argue that the issue of improving the quality of
teaching can be identified as a key concern in the antecedents and agenda of
the reform movement. This concern has had a significant impact on the eltent
to which accountability for personnel management has been devolved to

school level, consequently influencing expectations held of principals in their

new role.

The position taken in this thesis is that the government's wish to address

alleged 'quality' concems has led to the proposat of solutions that increase the

accountability of teachers and mangers in New Zealand schools. In particular,

the government has focused on the issue of teacher performance appraisal as

a means of improving the quality of teaching.
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I do not believe that such centrally directed sotutions contain the means for

resolving teacher and teaching quality problems unless they are

simultaneously supported by further measures. Structural solutions, which to

date have focused on relocating control for teacher performance, and

providing support for principals in policy development and strategic ptanning

tasks, have failed to consider crucial skills and competencies which must be

acquired by principals faced with mandated personnel accountability

obligations. These school leaders are accountable for managing and resolving

complex problems that attend the implementation of staff appraisal po1c6s.

current efforts to address this set of performance quality problems, by

exhorting principals and the new employing authorities - Boards of Trustees -

to effestively perform personnel management tasks have, in fact, disclosed a

deeper layer of problematic issues. These are interpersonat process problems

which have not been accorded significance and have consequently not been

considered as essential components of training programmes for principals. I

will argue for attention to be paid to a reformulation of the problem in terms

that acknowledge both the organisational and interpersonal dimensions of the

inherently conflicting expectations that create a major chal6nge for school

leaders with new responsibilities.

REFORM: FOCUS ON QUALITY coNcERNs

The Reform Agenda

The policy document, Tororro*'r s"hoobr Th" R"forr of Edr""tion
Administration in New Zealand (1ggg) broadcast the Fourth labour
Government's intention to act on recommendations outlined in the report of

the Taskforce to Review Education Administration, the picot Report:

(1988). The

Picot taskforce, established in 1g97, was given the
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administration of the education system in order to maximise delegation,

accelerate devolution of decision-making to local level, and redirect

administrative services to enhance client satis:faction. Structural reorganisation

was recommended to address concerns about quality, accountability,

responsiveness, efficiency, and effectiveness. A major expectation of reform

was its potential to deal with the complex issue of restoring public confidence

in professionalaccountability and the quality of teaching.

Origln of Quallty Concerns

The starting point for this radical reform can be found in proposals contained

in the Scott Report, The Quality of Teaching: Report of the Education and

science select Gommittee (1996), and in the Treasury Brief, Government

(1gg7). Gonclusions drawn in

both these documents implied that if the state schooling system was to remain

it had to be brought as close to a free-market economy as possible. lt needed

to be less vulnerable to pressure-group politics, more accountable and

responsive to clients, and far more exposed to the public getr.e. The

assumption was that such moves would dispel parental unease about

standards of both student and teacher performance, and the quality of
educational outcomes (Garlick, 1gg1; Gordon, 19gg; Macpherson, lggg). In
brief, there were two major catalysts forthe reforms.

One overriding issue was achievement of cost effestiveness and consumer

satisfaction with education expenditure. This necessitated replacing an

unwieldy and expensive central education bureaucracy with a system of self-

management. Self-managed schools would have responsibility for local

financialmanagement and operational decisions, and could therefore be more

responsive to clients and local community aspirations. To achieve this the

reforms required each schoolto be governed by an elected Board of Trustees



comprising a majority of parent representatives. The principal

accorded full membership and chief executive status.

A second and equally important pressure for reform was the political

assumption that parents were not satisfied with the quality of teaching. The

bipartisan Scott committee asserted, on the basis of public expression of

concern during electoral work and contact with constituents, that there was

widespread dissatisfaction with the quality of teaching and in particular with the

incompetence of some teachers (scott Report, 1996, p. g). The stated

purpose of the Scott inquiry was to define 'quality', expose areas of weakness,

and make specific recommendations to achieve quality control. The report

states that: "'Quality' implies or presupposes assessment or accountability

procedures" (Scott Report, 1996, p. 5Z).

The 'Tomorrow's schools' reforms sought to address these pressing

concerns by designating school boards as the employing authority for

teachers. Boards were given powers to appoint, dismiss, recommend

registration, appraise, and develop staff within a framework of public legislation

governing these responsibilities. In other words, the new employer board and

the principal as the school manager were nominated as being accountable for

managing personnel functions that impinged on the quality of teaching in the

new system which came into effect on 1st Oetober 1ggg.

Emphasls on Appraisal lor Accountabitity

It is concluded that the Scott committee's recommendations about teaching

quality influenced the way accountability was formulated in the ,Tomorrow's

Schools' policy. The committee had argued that the achievement of quality in

teaching was being hindered by inadequate control of professional

performance and stated:
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Professionalism requires a strong commitment to quality teaching.
Teachers must feel valued and rewarded for the a<cellence of their
teaching. They musf a/so be given opportunities through school-based
and acternal courses to develop or build on their professional skrTls.
Professionalism also requires accountability. Judgemenfs must be
made of teaehing practice. Where teaching practice is esccellent,
teachers should be recognised and rewarded by promotion. Where
teaching practiceis causing concern, teachers must be made aware of
that, required and helped to improve or required to leave the profession.
For the commiftee, professionalism must emphasise learner's rights.
P rof ess i on al i s m m u st n ot bec om e protecti o n i s m.
The committee believes that there is considerable disquiet about the
current methods of accountabili$ in teaching. Many parents and
communities have lost confidence in how teachers and principals are
held to account for the quality of teaching. The committee believes that
the Rey to quality depends on a proper influence for allffiose involved in
or aftected by teaching (Sgott Repgft 1988, pp. 6-7).

The report made strong recommendations that the profession should assume

a more active responsibility for its own accountability. lt asserted a need for

reputable and credible teacher assessment that, "should comprise self-

assessment, collegial assessment, board and community assessment" (p. 2B).

There were clear signals of the primary importance accorded to effective

procedures for staff appraisal and dealing with unsatisfactory teachers.

Although the exact proportion of teachers who were causing concern was not

quantified, the report asserted that they existed; and that current procedures,

especially those related to assessment and dismissal, were ineffective in

dealing with them. The Scott Report, however, had no discernible impact on

the system. An increasing impatience, both public and political, was directed

towards inaction on the part of the pre-reform Department of Education to

make teachers more individually accountable for their performance (Capper &

Munro, 1990; Macpherson, 1989).

A similar emphasis on teacher performance and accountability is also reflected

in conclusions reached by Treasury and presented to the incoming Labour

Government. lt is suggested that these directives were strongly influenced by

'New Right' economic policy which advocated a consumer approach to
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education, and an ideology of accountability embracing the commodification

of education (Grace, 1990; Gordon, 1989). These values were incorporated in

the pattern of the subsequent and on-going reform process, and are clearly

evident as major influences on current education policy. Treasury

recommended that there was a need to establish, "clear systems of incentives

and managerial accountability, which are enforced through effective quality

controf measures" CtfgagggBgpgl!, 1987, p. 42). The present National

Government is pursuing this agenda vigorously by making schools

incrementally more self-managed through the bulk funding of teachers'

salaries, and thus more directly accountable for teacher employment and

performance.

There is no doubt that accountability for teacher performance can be traced

through the literature as a force that shaped the priorities in the 1988 - lg8g

reform agenda. Gapper and Munro (1990) assert that a maJor factor in

stimulating the establishment of the Picot taskforce was probably the degree of

dissatisfastion with mechanisms for teacher accountability that existed at that

time. Munro (1989) suggests that this concern became an issue central to the

personnel provisions of 'Tomorrow's schools', and states that, "lf
Macpherson's accounts of its origins is correct it is probably central to the

whole initiative" (p. 25).

It has been contended that personnel issues in the reform agenda were

closely related to the achievement of the total agenda and that the two issues

of cost effectiveness and quality control were inextricably bound together

(Macpherson, 1989; Munro, 1990). lf schools wer6 made locally accountable

for decisions about employing and assessing teachers within financial limits

set by the Government then central spending could be better controlled.

Devolved locaf decision-making would include all employer responsibilities
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previously managed by the Education Boards (regional administrative

agencies) and the assessment and advisory functions performed by the

teacher evaluation division of the Department of Education - the inspectorate.

Both the Scott Report and the Treasury Report had indicated a lack of

confidence in the effestiveness of accountability systems. The Scott Report

urged the Department to restructure the inspectorate because:

The inspecforafe's responsibilities to advise and to judge are often in
conflict in terms of accountability. Ihese two functlons musf be quite
distinct and separate. The inspectorate should consisf of an advisory
wing and ary,audit wing. Both would be integral parts of protessional
judgement (1986, p. 43).

The report also commented that there were inadequacies in the training and

preparation of inspectors and principals forthe assessment role.

The emphasis on quality of teaching issues and school responsiveness to

parental concerns was signalled by the Prime Minister and Minister of

Education, David Lange, when he announced the brief of the Picot taskforce in

a speech to the New Zealand Secondary School Boards Association Biennial

conference (l-rentham, August 1987). He summed up their task as the

development of a new education administration in which both the publie and

the people who worked in education could have confidence. He stated,

"Education administration must be accountable for its performance" (p. 10),

and referred to a particular kind of accountability related to, "the large amount

of paper which passed across the Minister's desk" (p. 11), in the form of letters

from the public complaining about the competence and conduct of teachers.

lange stated that in his view it was unrealistic to hold the minister to account

for what happened in day-to-clay administration and that these teacher

concerns were "a matter of professionalaccountability" (p. 12). In his terms:

The best kind of accountability i9 being seen to be doing a good job.
There is genuine accountability ff the iublic rs safi.sfied {nat itanAilras
ue vlgorously applled throughout the organlsation, ancl that there is
genuinelY a testing of performance... What the public are entiiled to rb
the certain$ that education will be responiive to their needs as



individuals, that weaknesses will be identified and remedied and that
performance wi I I be assesse d and improved.
I put it very bluntly. Real accountabilig mffins that teachers who cannot
teach do not stay in teaching. lt means that administrators who are
given responsibility and do not discharge it do not stay in amployment
(NationalArchives: Lange, Speech Nofes, 1987, p.20).

There seems to be little doubt that the reform notion of professional

accountability was bound closely to the notion of dealing with teacher

incompetence in order to improve the quality of teachlng.

POLICY DESIGN: RELOCATING ACCOUNTABILITY

A new, lean Ministry of Education with power to determine policy for

introducing and sustaining a model of school self-management was created by

the reforms. lt was assumed that quality improvement would be achieved by

securing greater accountabillty in the profession and incorporating a

community influence. Accountability would be demonstrated through the

implementation of teacher appraisal and professional development policies by

the principal who would report on these functions to trustees.

AccountabiliU Mechanisms in the New Structure

In New Zealandthe creation of self-managing schools was celebrated as:

A n9w p.attern in the administration of education, with that pattern being
a significant shift of responsibility to school tevdl within a'framework 6f
centrally-determined goals, priorities and accountability (Caldwet[
1989, p.8).

This new pattern of self-management was used to frame the implementation of

'Tomorrow's School's' policy. As a mechanism for accountability, the self-

management of schools in New Zealand is subject to a unique form of central

control in the form of mandatory compliance with schoolcharter requirements.

The charter document, which is prescribed to a considerable extent by the

Ministry of Education, requires schools to achieve goals in atl operational

areas by developing policy and plans to meet nationally and locally set



objectives. Boards ensure that schools establish policy and the principal is

expected to manage policy implementation (Gardno, 1990). As a further

accountability measure, an independent audit body, the Education Review

Otfice, was established to report to the Minister of Education on the e)ilent to

which schools were meeting the goals and objectives set out in charters.

School review is intended to serve central accountability functions. Reviews

involve the evaluation of the effectiveness of personnel management systems

for staff appraisal.

Problems with the Devolution of Accountability

While the reform has created a new era of educational management and

accountability it can be argued that it has merely relocated, rather than

resolved, a number of significant problems associated with quality concerns -

especially in the area of personnel management. The tensions and role

contradictions experienced by members of the inspectorate, and the dfficulties

they experienced in dealing effectively with teacher incompeten@, have now

been inherited by principals. lt is the devolution and unsatisfactory resolution

of this particular set of problems which gives rise a critical question. How can

school leaders be assisted to effectMely manage the complex problems

associated with professional accountabil ity?

Appraisal. Accountablllty and the QualtV of Teaching

The manner in which accountability has been formulated in the 'Tomorrow's

Schools' policy is consistent with political responses to quality of teaching

concerns in overseas settings. The literature indicates that the worldwide

accountability movement has created challenges, similar to those facing New

Zealand principals, in education systems all over the world. Both comparisons

and contrasts can be drawn between the New Zealand reforms and those in

other countries.



Overseas Gomparisons

New Zealand is by no means unique in demanding greater professional

accountability and singling out teacher performance as the crucial element in

assuring quality. The assumption that securing a firm basis for staff appraisal

will contribute to problem resolution in areas of public confidence in the

teaching force, and will also improve the quality of teaching, is to be found

underpinning several overseas attempts to legislate for policies of teacher

appraisal.

Uterature that ranges over the subjest of international education reform is

consistent in asserting that the issue of teacher appraisal assumes

considerable importance in the demand for acc-ountability. When, in the USA,

the National Commission on Excellence in Education published its repoft, A

(19gg), an emphasis on

accountability was clearly signalled. The report contained several

recommendations that would require teacher effestiveness to be measured as

an important.aspest of quality improvement (wells, 1gg9; wise et al, lggs).

Concerns for quality and accountability in generat combined to pave the way

for the introduction of a national system of teacher appraisal in Britain (Evans

& Tomlinson, 1gB9; Forde, lggg; Hopkins & Bollington, 1gg9). ln a synthesis

of literature on teacher evaluation in the usA, weber (1gg7) states:

ln the effo( to improve teacllng.a great deat of enerw has recenily
bee n d i re *q :tl i yplol ng tea6 n e r-ev at u at o n i it in 6' p6i ci - m*axi ibIevet, stafes and sihoor districts have been iiftiaing-pFodrlnimes to
accelerateschoo/s' procedu res. tor dismissing incomfleleiiteainers orimproving competeitteachers (p. l). e

New Zealand Context Contrasts

Although there are similarities in the ways that reform agendas overseas and in

this country have contributed to the emergenc€ of teacher appraisal as an

accountability mechanism; there are, however, significant differences between



the New Zealand system of self-management and those operating in North

America, Canada, Britain, and Australia. In all these overseas systems there

are either accountability tiers functioning above school level, or limitations

attached to employer responsibilities and powers devolved to schools and

their governing authorities. In no other system are principals vested with

authority to act as the agent of the employer to the extent that exists in the

New Zealand system. In addition, principals in this country are directly

accountable as personnel managers to a trustee board which, in turn,

appraises their management performance in relation to effective staff appraisal

policy implementation. The New Zealand principal's responsibilities in this

human resources area are unprecedented in any other system. Asserting that

these personnel management reforms are among the most radical proposed

internationally, Munro (1989) postulated that if implemented they would place

New Zealand principals in a unique position in the educational world because

of the degree to which they invest the principalwith responsibility for personnel

management- As a consequence of this new role principals cannot avoid, or
leave to others at higher levels, the task of resolving complex problems related

to the performance appraisar and professionaldevelopment of staff.

THE PRINCIPAL'S ROLE

A new and considerably expanded role for a principal is mandated in the

Education Act (1989) as follows:

76- Principals - (1) A.school's principat is the Board's chief a,a;cutive inrelation to the schoo/'s controiand management.
Lz) Tcept to the etrtent that any engctm6nt, or the general taw of NewZealand, prouides otherwise, ttie principat _' -

fl slalt .colnply with the B6ard,s' generatA"#!P?!P!V wtffi the ?oaft's-generat poticy directions; and
?!,^!y^D199t.:o_p:r!g!aph :) of . 4,s pgo.sgcfion, has cbmprete
!: :?.,,:!:? !!: !ig:,nI i p: ir g i pl,i i i i ry{ r n .n e ;i h,n i, i J ;yt,ojw administration (New zeatand Education M iggg,-pp. id-
47).
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This specification of the principal's management functions includes the

challenging dimension of managing the human side of the organisation; and

being responsible for staff performance which encompasses, ,.the

devetopment of performance objectives and measures to assess that

performance" (Iomonow's Schoots, 1ggg, p. 11).

Principals will be held accountable for transforming policy into practice. The

principal's role is outlined in legislation and in employment contracts. Their

effectiveness as school leaders is intended to be measured against

performance objectives contained in a performance agreement related to their

job description. A major expectation is that the principal will implement board

policy which is prescribed by the school charter. Gharter goals and objectives

refer to both staff appraisal and professional development.

GOAL C: To_develop sound. personnel poticies, whlch treat staff fairty,
protect studenfs and promote staff pertcirmance'and the etfective use dt
resources.
Objectives:
a) compty with. .appointmgnt, appraisat, disciptine and dismrssa/procedures esfabrisf,ed in the reteiant awards dia ieguktioii tor att
teachi ng and non-teachi ng statf ...
GOAL D: lo approve, and support a staff development programme to
enhance the -educational oppbrtunities ot studciits- an] iriiove the
capabilities of ail staff.
Objectives:
a) Every vTl.*9pt:_on the advice of.the princip.at, a staft devetopmentprogramm| wlicl specifies clear outconies and methfls for achieving
fhese... (Charter Framework, lgg1, pp. lUaj.

Although the principal's role appears to be clearly documented, the literature

reveals practitioner concerns about the adequacy and appropriateness of
training and support to enable them to astualize the new role. post-reform

research has identified continuing inaction on the part of many principals to

implement potentially contentious personnel poticies (Alcom, 1990; Battersby,

1989; Lough Report, 1gg0; peer & Inkson, lggg). There appear to be several

reasons that account for this state of affairs. One reason is that the devolution



has resulted in the transfer of system level problems to school level. Another

reason is that these same problems have been inappropriately framed in

structural terms and that in consequence the solutions offered have not

addressed issues at the crux of the matter.

PROBLEMS WITH OFFICIAL SOLUTIONS AND SUPPORT INITIATIVES

I contend that the manner in which support for reform implementation has

been provided for principals is problematic. A legislative framework for

accountabili$ transfer to school level has been established through the

Education Act (1989), the Gharter Framework (1990) and industrial legislation.

The assumption is that sufftcient guidance in personnel management areas

has been provided through the issue of documents and directives to assess

teachers according to local board policy while there is an absence of policy

prescribed by the Ministry of Education (State Sestor Amendment Act, 1989,

Section 77(C)).

Such a perspective does not take into consideration the degree of confusion

and anxiety that still exists in relation to implementing personnel policies.

Firstly, the full intent of the reform agenda has not been made explicit. In spite

of assumptions on the part of the Ministry of Education that principals now

have a clear mandate of their responsibilities, there continues to be

considerable concern among principals and boards as to when and to what

extent full employer responsibilities will be extended to them. This includes

difficult issues such as merit pay (Gapper & Munro, lggo). These writers

express the full scope of employer responsibility as follows:

Tomorrow's sctrools esfa0fibhes a framework in which burds and
principals-hgve.th.e responsibility of appraising staff, and are to be given
powers of discipline and campetency measuiement. Furthermore,-there
are provisions for boards to vary the salaries of teachers who display
outstanding merit. ln other words, boards are to be given the pow6r fo



measure pertormance, and to operate rewards and sanctions in the
Iight ot such appraisals (Capper & Munro, 1gg2, p. lS6j.

The complextty of the financial and personnel responsibilities associated with

these powers is an issue that leaves principals uncertain, not only about the

scope of tasks, but also of their own competence (and that of trustees') in

executing them (Alcorn, 1990; Battersby, lggg).

Secondly, the terms of reference related to board 'governance' and principal

'management' of appraisal remain unclear. The following statement from the

Project ABEL Report, Tomorrow's standards (1ggo) confirms that the

principal's role in the area is ambiguous.

ln practice, the actual assessment of teachers is intended to ,...be
delegated to the schoot plingipar, the.elldent of the-brinciiat,i
autonomy in carrying outthis faskis piesenfly uncrear @. aq.-

This ambigui$ does little to snsure that principals will have the confidence to

act as intended by the legislation. The New Zealand Herald editorial (30

December 1993) comments on a statutory audit report from the Education

Review ffice which indicates that:

Fully.four oyt ?f five [boards ol fnrsfees/ are tatting short of their tegal
r.eeuirery.gr1ts as employers.. some of the berbuj firootemi; iii' saia tobe conflict betweeh tSoards and staff... othei 6eieiii, suJrr as tndocumentation. and.. appraisat of statf, are prooaoty iihptims or adeeper drsrrust N the'ioot there remains a r1cipe idr ;6;ifi;l'Setweenparentaltrusfees and principals over their respecave eauciiiohai rotes.

The view that principals were not implementing personnel management

reforms as intended is borne out in the findings of the Lough Report, (1gg0).

The report concluded that there was a lack of understanding of trustee and

principal roles; and, in the area of personnel management a lack of skills on

the part of the principal and trustees, and the absence of planning, to
implement policies. These conclusions incidentally reveal the failure of a
nation-wide training initiative (the School Development Management project,

1989) aimed at introducing boards and principafs to the Caldwell and Spinks



(1988) school self-management model as a means of effecting action

according to the expectations of reform. The Lough Report recommended a

further support initiative to assist principals and boards to carry out the new

tasks. A Principal's lmplementation Taskforce, comprising leading principals,

was established in 1990 to write a series of manuals to guide policy

development and provide planning models for all areas of school operation. In

addition, since 1991 training contracts funded by the Ministry of Educatlon

have provided opportunities for principal development, particularly in the areas

of school review and planning.

ln spite of these efforts there is still doubt that principals challenged to act as

appraisers of staff have been effectively supported. Robinson et al (1990),

state:

The first training activity assocfated with 'Tomorrail's Scfioo/s" e,rposed
school principals to a model of school organisation based on a-highly
systematic process of planning and reiiew... Six months after-the
implementation of Tomorrow's Scfioo/s, the Lough Commifree reviewed
the implementation pyocess and suggesfed thet this training had not
peen adequate and that many schoof leaders were struggling to meet
the new demands (Robinson et al, 1990, p. viii).

Furthermore, as Alcorn (1990) asserts, boards and principals are not only

having difficulty defining their roles but appear reluctant to assume

responsibility for both staff development and staff assessment as a
consequence of task overload, volume of change, staff suspicion, and

discomfort with the requirement to formalise personnel procedures. Battersby

(1991) supports the view that principals are being expected to demonstrate

competencies in areas for which they have no specific skills:

Schoo/s ha.ye been given thg obligation of accepting this [appraisal]
responsibility with no precedents fo go by and nd gui-detinai io toltoui,
lhey .myst ach.ieve.an objective for which they-may not have the
knowledge or skills (Battersby, 1991, p. 15).
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Peel and Inkson (1993) report that a survey of 1O2 secondary schools in the

North lsland revealed that only 30olo had made a start on conducting formal

performance evaluations of staff. I befieve that the anxiety felt by principals

about this issue is unlikely to diminish especially when they are aware that

policy prescribed by the Ministry might be legislatively imposed as a
consequence of inaction to appraise staft formally (peel & Inkson, 1gg3, p.

13e).

coNcLUStON

I contend that the strustural dimension used to frame quality of teaching

problems at the core of the reform agenda; and, consequently, the official

solutions intended to address teacher control and accountability concerns,

and efforts to support reform implementation are themselves problematic. This

structural approach to problem resolution ignores the complexity of problems

and interpersonal processes related to teacher appraisat issues. lt is based on

the assumption that national policy directives will address the problem of
teacher quali$, lead to greater teacher accountability and control through

effective personnel management practices, and that this, in turn, will improve

the quality of teaching. At the foundation of this approach is the notion that

system reform will drive school-based change and improvement. There is no

acknowledgement of school conditions, leadership factors, or interpersonal

issues that militate against controversial policy implementation.

According to Dale (1992), the education administration reforms enabled

schools to act on a new and different set of possibilities framed by a pattern of
self-management. He postulates, however, that a central issue in achieving

school effectiveness as an intended outcome of reform is a consideration of
"how that enabling is astualized" (p. S). He sfrates:



On the one hand if ls assumed that the administrative changes witt
improve education, but there is no elear tndication of how tnef iiU ao
so. The reforms are clearly intended to give schoo/s more freedom over
yu-lat they will do and how they do rt SbDoo/s are aeected to become
leaner, more etficient and better managed, but that'is about as far as
central directlon has g.one. /tseems to 6e aisumed that desired chnge
will follow automatically trom administrative retorm (Dale, lggz: i.

I concur with views that the support for reform implementation has been

superficial, inadequate and misdirected (Alcorn, 1990; Battersby, 1g91; Dale,

1992; Robinson et al, 1gg0). I would suggest that this is because problems

have been framed in terms of structure, legislation and procedure; and

solfiions to date have therefore focused on restrusturing organisational

processes, providing mandates for accountability, and guidelines for school-

based policy establishment and planning. Efforts to support reform

implementation have consequently been designed to explain and urge

application of self-management accountability concepts as a means of

transforming'Tomorrow's Schools'policy into effective practice. These reform

implementation efforts have, however, failed to address the crucial issue of
principal competency to deal with the deeper issues implicated in efforts to
implement the sort of effective teacher appraisal policies envisaged in the

reform agenda.

An alternative way of viewing what is problematic for principals is suggested by

Robinson et al (1990) who confirm that attempts to help school principals with

the challenges of 'Tomorrow's Schools' have included efforts to clarify the role,

and the production of booklets that detail how to go about developing

management plans. These writers assertthat:

lf principals do not Rnow how to write plans and lhis is considered aprobtem, then this interuention makei sensC, 
-sbii n-ptan'iirjing

?.owPYPr, may bear 1o retatignship to skitl in plin im4eief{ati6i, sincethe latter rarses rhe issues of supitort ana aclointar;iiiy: t.:.'.ll/;ilng-tn
1?y^"1?!!lg-9. !i!l?!: ylylg n1itn9 or acquirinj adii6d''siii6' idrfs
pnnO/pa/,s get a clearer sense of whatr's to be accomptished. tt does not



Qelp them achieve ff unless the training simuttaneoustv addresses tfie
factors that may preventthem from accdmptishing it (p.'ASl.

There is no doubt that problem compbxny was a fiactor that prevented the

inspectorate from meeting dual obligations to assess and advise staff. lf the

enabling intent of the education administration reforms is to be realised then

this particular factor and others that constrain effective appraisal policy

implementation must be acknowledged. Appraisal astiW is beset by a

complexity of goals that create dilemmas for school leaders who must manage

these dilemmas in order to be both accountable and supportive of staff

initiatives to improve the quality of learning and teaching. In the next sections

of this literature review the nature and causes of dilemmas will be examined

together with the constraints that prevent their effestive management.
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LITERATURE REVIEW: SECTION TWO
LEADERSHIP DILEMMAS IN STAFF APPRAISAL

ovERvtEw

In the previous section I suggested that the complexrty of the staff appraisal

task, thrown into relief by'Tomorrow's Schools' reform requirements, has not

officially featured as problematic. This is because the problems and solutions

associated with reform implementation have been framed in structural terms

that emphasise organisational goals, policy-making and planning.

Consequently, support provided for school leaders has not been correctly

targeted to assist principals manage conflicting expectations in the context of

staff appraisal. In taking this position I am suggesting that a shift in focus is

required to perceive what is problematic, to examine constraints to problem

resolution, and to consider more effective approaches for supporting school

leaders.

This stance is supported by Robinson et al (1990) who are critical of the

training solutions provided by the system to date, and state:

Our belief is that much of the tnining has not been effective because it
neglects.a .crucial aspqcf of princ-ipals' working reatity. The task of
princjpal.s is not to either deuelcip and impfement- accountability
mechanisms, 07 to be consultative and suppottive of their staff. The
task, and therefore the challenge,for principals is fo do fhese two things
simultaneously.lley ryust develop plans that staff and community feel
committed .to (despite 

--initial . disqgreepents), and simuttanciously
support and evaluate staff pracfices (p. viii).
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I will argue for consideration of alternative ways of supporting principals to act

on the reform imperative to effectively appraise and develop staff. This way

forward demands that we view problems within an ahernative frame,

recognising that:

* a set of complex problems emerges in a context of implementing staff

appraisal and development policies;

* the processes and practices of appraisal challenge leaders to recognise

and address conflicting expectations and their attendant tensions which

may be described as leadership dilemmas; and

* dealing with and managing, rather than avoiding or suppressing, these

dilemmas is a criticalobligation for school leaders who are expected to

bring about change that impacts positively on the quality of teaching.

THE NATURE OF LEADERSHIP DILEMMAS

Leadership dilemmas arise out of inseparable, overlapping tensions,

contradictions and value opposition. They emerge in a variety of forms in

relation to courses of action taken by leaders. They are ever present,

unavoidable, and may inevitably be traced to organisational and interpersonal

goal variances that often have to be contested. In Argyris's terms, ,This

dilemma bertween individual needs and organisation demands is a basic,

continual problem posing an eternal challenge to the leader" (1971, p. 17s).

Beare et al (1990) express the essential diremma faced by leaders as, ',a

concern for accomplishing the tasks of the organisation and a concern for

relationships among people in the organisation" (p.65).

The reform movement itself is underpinned by two apparently opposing

intentions: strong pressure for accountability through teacher appraisal and

greater emphasis on collaboration through staff participation and teamwork in

I



school management (fomorrow's Schools, 1988). As Robinson et al (1990)

assert, 'Tomonow's Schools' policies "imply that apparently opposing forces

of accountability and consultative management can be reconciled" (p. vii).

The dilemma of reconciling institutional and individual needs and demands

invariably surfaces in a context where principals have to implement personnel

policies for appraising and developing professional staff. In this situation they

are challenged with the need to reconcile dual obligations related, on one

hand, to their duty to accomplish institutional goals; and, on the other hand, to

a commitment to beliefs that ensure consideration and respect for the

individual in the organisation (Alcorn, 1989; Argyris, 1971; Beer, 1987; Darling-

Hammond, Wse & Pease, 1983; Fullan, 1982, 1988; Hickcox, 1gB8; Robinson

et al, 1990; Strike, 1990).

In a wider context the leadership role itsetf and the very nature of schools give

rise to a major source of dilemmas: complextty of purpose. Firstly, there are

dilemmas associated with the plethora of tasks expected of leaders, requiring

them to balance multiple roles (Alcorn, 1g8g; Hoyle, 1gg0; Robertson, 1gg1).

Secondly, there are ever present dilemmas created by the absence of a single

or agreed set of tasks facing the organisation itself, and the complexity of

organisational goals which may be themselves conflicting or even

contradictory. This ambiguity and uncertainty of purposes makes goal

achievement, for individuals and the organisation, extremely difficutt and often

impossible (Bell, 1989; Senge, 1990).

Strike (1990) argues that teacher evaluation is an inherently moral activity with

moral foundations that can produce tensions between authority and

professionalism. In his view, the ethics of evaluation under a form of

"bureaucratic democracy" (a term used to describe the common school
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structural-control orientation) will require the organisation to ensure that

evaluations are conducted in a just and reasonable manner. Schools should

balance this ethical concern against loyalty owed by individuals to the

organisation's legitimate goals. He expresses the dilemma in these terms:

Uten, working out a detailed view of the ethics of evaluation will be
seen as a matter of balancing a concern for fair treatment of teachers
against a concern for accomplishing the scfioo/3 objectives (Strike,
1990, p.361).

Codd (1983) also refers to the contest between moral concerns and legal and

political concerns for those engaging in the act of teacher evaluation. He

states that within the evaluation context it is, "important to always remember

that moraldilemmas arise because rights are very often in conflict" (p. 70).

A further tension, one associated with a professional concept of teaching, is

highlighted by both Darling-Hammond (198s) and strike (1990). In this

conception of teaching, expertise and self-control are important values, and

evaluation by administrators is replaced by peer review of practice and

prevention of malpractice. There is a continuing dilemma for school leaders in

the form of practitioner claims to professionalism and autonomy, and public

demands for accountability that are based on values of legitimated control

under a system of bureaucratic democracy.

Hoyle (1990) suggests that an opposition exists where system policy to control

the work of teachers acts to increase accountability (and thus "de-

professionalize" the occupation) yet, teacher autonomy (a key criterion of

professionalism) is promoted as an important value. In appraisal contexts this

dilemma manifests as tensions between theories of teachers as autonomous

professionals and the accountability obligations of those responsible for

supervising and improving the work of teachers. lmposing controls on

teachers, for example, in the form of setting objectives that mesh with the
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organisation's mission, may require approaches that are at variance with

notions of professionalism and practitioner autonomy, and vice versa. Another

manifestation of the dilemma is evident in the conflict between independent

teacher activity that remains private behind classroom doors, and notions of

collegiality and peer collaboration that imply values of openness to scrutiny

and co-operative practice. Evaluation practices that seek to make teachers

more competent also give rise to competitive tensions that oppose co-

operative practice.

Managlng Dllemmas

In the process of establishing and managing an innovation such as appraisal a

dilemma manifests itself as conflicting requirements on the leader to provide

support and also apply pressure in efforts to bring about change (Fullan,

1988). In the course of appraising performance and dealing with attendant

difficult issues, principals find themselves in a double-bind of having to adopt

both a judgemental role and that of a supportive colleague. The challenge for

leaders lies not in being either an effective judge of teachers' performance or

an able supporter of their efforts, but in being both simultaneously. Teacher

autonomy as a contributor to professionalization must be balanced against its

corollary, professionalaccountability. Individualand organisational needs must

be brought into produc'tive alignment without sacrificing one for the other.

Dilemma management involves reconciling a diversity of opposing forces that

beset schools in general and appraisal systems in particular. Weber (1987)

describes the tension in evaluation practice in the following terms:

Nearly everyone agrees that the ultimate aim of teacher evaluations is to
create comrytent, eftective teachers who will improve student
pertormance, But the road towards fhis goal is strewn with
controversies. Teacher evaluation has become an rssue of conflicting
soaa/ inferesfs that interfere with attempts to build practical evaluation
programmesfor schoo/s (p. 5).
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The suggestion that dilemmas should be managed is a challenging notion but

one which must be seriously considered as principals meet complex problems

in the course of performing their new role.

Dilemmas for New Zealand Prlncipals

Education administration reform has deliberately created a situation in which

school leaders, like leaders of other service organisations, have been made

unavoidably aware of the need to be more responsive to stakeholders and to

perform challenging personnel management tasks. Principals will undoubtedly

experience ambiguity, contrary value tensions and expectation conflists, with

the necessity to confront issues of multiple accountabilig and opposing value

positions, in the course of performing the new role (Alcom, lg8g; McLaughlin

& Pfeifer, 1988; 1990; Peel & Inkson, 1gg3; Robinson et al, 1990).

Alcorn (1989) has described the principal's post-reform role in these terms:

The role of the school principal has always been an ambiguous one
since the principal stancis at the intertace bbtween schoot anld the wider
community: parents, Departments, employers, other scfroo/s and
educational institutions, politicians, the telaching profession. In addition
the principal fias fo bear in mind simultaneoustiiheneeds and interests
of teachers and of their pupils. Conflictingj role atpectations and
contradictions create tensions and uncertainty so that-principals must
often feel th_at they arc walking a tightrope. Witn the iniptementation of
the Picot Report and TomorrowE Sihools tnese teinsions witt be
a<acerbated and that it is this and not the additional financial,
administrative and legal responsibilities which will constitute the
greafesf challenge. Tension may lead lo sfress or may escalate into
conflict, thwgh it may also lead to development and growth, lt is
important therefore to look carefully at the major dilemmas and
contradictions tmplicit iry th9 new strlcfures to seirk ways of hetping
principals to be aware of and contident in deating with theie @. tgi. Y

Leaders of New Zealand schools find themselves facing these dilemmas in the

self-managed school structure. Peel and Inkson (1993) draw attention to the

dilemma in these terms:

The inherent tensions evaluation
(deu-elopmeryal.versus administrativb tinctions; managertarisf yersus
plrofessional philosophy) are also reflected in tensions ouitt into the
P ri nci pal's role.'Tomorrow's scfi ools' mal<es the pri nci pal very ctearry a
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member and agent of the Board of Trustees, the employer: the
Principal's managerial function is very clar. ..At the sarne time, the
Principalis the educational leader of the school and is etcpected to work
'in a collaborative relationship with his or her staff." ...1n the area of
evaluation, then, we could expect I
they attempt to integrate their
managerial-evaluative tunctions (p. 1 3O).

The perspective from which I will argue for a reframing of the problem, and for

a more appropriate approach to resolutions, assumes that ability to

understand and manage dilemmas is implicit in the principal's professional

capacity to manage the school efiectively. To be effective, school leaders will

have to capably balance the difficult meshing of organisational responsibilities

and individual concerns. They will have to demonstrate competency in meeting

obligations to exert legitimate pressure and yet also support positive change

and development. This will need to be accomplished in ways that value

collaboration and lead to positive teacher evaluation outcomes which impact

on staff and school improvement and, consequently, on students'educational

experiences. I will support my argument by investigating the sources of

appraisal dilemmas and the approaches to dilemma resolution suggested in

the literature. I will also examine the view that effestive policy implementation

could be constrained by dilemma avoidance. Proponents of an approach in

which dilemmas are acknowledged as manageable advocate for dilemma

confrontation and resolution as a means of addressing complex problems in

the appraisal eontext (Fullan, 1988; Mclaughlin & pfeifer, 1988; Musella, 19gg;

Robinson, 1993; Robinson et al, 1990).

SOUHCES OF DILEMMAS IN APPRAISAL

The Disconnection between Evaluation and Staff Development

There is no doubt that the issue of staff appraisal is shrouded in complexities

and confusions which can be attributed in part to a traditional disconnestion
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between the two activities of teacher evaluation and teacher development

(Hickcox & Musella, 1992; Prebble & Stewart, 1983). Essentially this

disconnection can be traced to the patterns of performance evaluation used in

North American systems and in the pre-reform system in New Zealand.

Assessing teacher performance for certiftcation and grading them for

promotion purposes underpinned evaluative activity. Staff development

initiatives were seen to stand outside the range of responsibilities of those

accountable for teacher standards.

In the self-managed school structure designed for New Zealand, both

accountability for evaluating teachers (through appraisal of their performance)

and responsibility for arranging professional development rest with the

principal (Charter Framework, 1990). There are no br,rffers to protect the

principal from the difftculty of carrying out this difficult dual task. An initial

challenge for those who must manage both evaluative and developmental

activity lies in dealing with the problem of clarity. tt is suggested that

clarification of the meaning and purposes of appraisal might contribute to

dispelling the confusion, ambiguity and anxiety that currently compounds this

problem.

Confuslng Connotations

The terminology used to describe appraisal is fraught with ambiguity and

tensions between opposing connotations. The terms commonly used in the

literature imply opposition between notions of imposed managerial controt

versus supportive development. I believe that an attempt to clarify the meaning

of several terms, used interchangeably or synonymously in the literature, is a

prerequisite in exploring and understanding the significance of appraisal

dilemmas. Musella (1988) asserts that, 'there remains considerable confusion

in the use of terms" about appraisal (p. 180). According to Wragg (1gBZ), the



British Department of Education and Science proposed that to avoid

misunderstanding, terms should be used as follows in the pilot schemes

established to trial appraisal initiatives:

(1) ?valltation - a general term used to describe any activity by the
institution or the LAwhere the qualrty of provislon is the subject
of systematic study;(2) reviery - a retrospective activity implying the collection and
a<amination of evidence and information;(3) ap.praisal - emphasising the quality ol formative iudgements
about an activity, a Wrson or an organisation;(4) ?ssesgme{lt - implying the use of measurement and/or grading
based on known criteria (p.vii).

Appraisal is a relatively new term in the vast teacher evaluation literature but

there is little consistency in the meanings attributed to it. For example,

Ingvarson (1989) writes about 'teacher evaluation (or appraisal)" (p. 1gB),

implying that they are the same thing.

In New Zealand three terms (evaluation, assessment and appraisal) are found

in official documents circulated to schools. The State Services Commission

publication, Employment for Education: A Guide for School Trustees and

Principals (1989) refers to the evaluation of employee performance and invests

the term with both improvement and accountability purposes. The State Sector

Amendment Act, (1989) refers to the assessment of the performance of

teachers. The Lough Report, Today's Schools (1990) and the principals'

lmplementation Taskforce booklet, A Guide to Personnel Management (1990)

use the term appraisal, which, in the latter publication, is defined as a

developmental, supeMsory and evaluative activity. The 1g90 report of the

MinisterialWorking Party on Assessment for Better Learning states that:

The Working ParU sees fhe formal assessrnent of teachers and their
gngoing appraisal for professional developmenf as largety separate
functions in.the contet<t of Tomorrow's Schdols @
1990, p.60).

This kind of ambigutty in the New Zealand literature leads to confusion

because contradictory claims about the scope and purpose of appraisal



appear to be made. lt also demonstrates a tension between notions of

assessment for accountability and appraisal for teacher development and

support. This dichotomy reflects the conflicting obligations that create a

significant leadership dilemma.

As they embark on the task of appraising staff, New Zealand principals and

boards will need to carefully interpret and unravel the tangle of conflic'ting (and

often contradictory) definitions contained in nationally circulated documents

intended to support the reform implementation process. This is a difficulty that

bears closely on the matter of dilemmas itself, because it forces teacher

concerns and anxieties to surface in a context of mixed messages. The

tendency in much of this documentation ls to invest the term appraisal with

non-threatening informal connotations; and to imply that assessment is a

much tougher, and threatening formal activity. I suggest that an over-

simplification of the difference between assessment (to meet organisational,

management goals) and appraisal (to meet professional, individual needs),

which are connotations ascribed to these terms in Tomorrow's Standards,

(1990), indicates the kind of polarisation that is a common feature of dilemma

mismanagement.

Concerns about definitions and meanings attached to the term appraisal are

closely implicated in concerns about the means and ends of this activity. The

range of terms in use to describe teacher evaluation is already heavily invested

by practitioners with connotations related to opposing control and support

value positions. This creates conflict when attempting to agree on what

appraisal is and what it is for. The definition of the word 'appraise' in The

concise oxford Dictionary (1990, p. 52) is to, "estimate the value or quality of',

for example, someone's skills. According to Bollington, Hopkins and west

(1990), appraisal in its narrowest sense can be defined as, ''the Tormhg of



qualitative judgements'... Typically appraisal involves an analysis ot

performance with the aim of planning for the future,' (p. 4). In its bro

sense it is intended to provide the means by which the quality of teaching can

be improved (charter Framework, 1990, picot Report, lggg), implying a need

for both judgement and development.

In an effort to provide clarification of the scope and functions of appraisat, A

Guide to Personnel Management (1gg0) states:

* thg foundation on whic.l appraisatis based is that of ctarifying
roles and acpegtation.s tryrg:ugtl neggtiation o! the job aeiiriiini;* th.e eqoF+g or appraisat inv6tvesine participaiis-gaiie;ing and
sharing information about pertormanc6;* the iyT?gi?:? 

9t49?!nes of appraisat are mutuatty agreed targets
for individual development, ahd an agreed tiid iia-iaiiner of
review;* the goa! or pulpl6ig of appraisat for the individual is enhanced
performance.
Applais/ has Wo main purooses:* prolr:Jg_lar, deueropment-- this inctudes goar achievement;
individ.uat devetopment and growth; ana ifiprovem6ni-or ne
institution;

Lla1909yeg .function - appraisat retates direcily to thescnoo/3 accounkb.ility. in terms of individual pertormdnce, and
its achievement of its charter objectives fp. eif

Although this definition is comprehensive it is not the only official defin1ion in

circulation, therefore, the debate about where the emphasis in appraisal

should be placed continues. Should this be directed towards the

organisation's concerns or those of the individual?

Examination of the literature conftrms that appraisal is a term used to describe

evaluative activity that involves making qualitative judgements about
performance and improving the quality of performance. Assessment is a term

used to describe evaluative activity which involves the use of quantitative

methods for making judgements and is, therefore, often based on comparative

or standardised criteria. In contrast, appraisal focuses on judging the value of
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the indMdual teacher's performance based on a negotiated job description

and specific, personally agreed performance criteria.

Scope of Appralsal purposes

A number of writers on this topic see appraisal as operating at both individual

and oroanisational level. In practice, it is seen as seMng purposes of both

accountability - such as providing information for personnel decisions leading

to organisational goal accomplishment, and improvement - such as identifying

development needs and assisting staff (Beer, 1gg7; Bollingrton et al, 19g0;

Darling-Hammond, 1999; Ingvarson, 19g9; Kyriacou, 1gg7; Mclaughtin, 1ggg,

1990; Metcalfe, 1985; Museila, lggg; scriven, 1999; Tumer & clift, 19gg; wse,
Darling-Hammond, McLaughlin & Bemstein, 1gg5). The following Table
provided in wise et al (1985) illustrates a framework for understanding the
range of appraisal purposes.

Table 2.1

A Framework for Understanding Appralsal

The grid conveys the essence of the organisational - individual dilemma and
shows its relationship to the central appraisal dilemma that arises in meeting

expectations to achieve both improvement and accountability. Tensions

between the purposes of improving (developing staff professionally) and
proving (publicly rendering accounts of worth) emerge at the individual level
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lmprovement Accountability

Individualstaff
development

Individual personnel
decisions e.g. job
status

School improvement Schoolstatug
declslons (e.odeclslons (e.9.
accredltatlonl



when there is mistrust of criteria emptoyed for making judgements and

mistrust of the manner in which accounts of performance will be used. At an

organisational level a challenge for principals lies in dealing with tensions

between professional defensiveness and community involvement in personnel

decision-making. lmplicit in this conceptualisation is the notion that appraisal

provides insights at an individual level to assist both professional growth and

school management; and, at an organisational level, generates information to

direct school development and establish credibility with the public. From this

perspective the purposes become interdependent, inseparable issues with

blurred boundaries.

Inseparable Purposes

Severalwriters would support the view that ]t is neither desirable nor feasible to

argue for a complete separation of accountability and improvement purposes

because they are conjointly intended to lead to goal achievement in the

school. To justify and encourage development one must be prepared to
render accounts of worth based on an examination of praaice. As Kelly (1gg7)

states:

Accountability, a9 ryag welt appreciated by the ancient Greeks, is an
essenfia/ element of democrabi - an etement wniCn is ioo tiwd-itvidentin present day versions of deniocracy. Ancl so/ne rorm oieiiluation arappraisal .of-pertormangq ,s clearlf ,fs base... rurtneriore, winoit
some kind of evatuation it is difficutt fo see wnilpasis ijgit:t;;isii;;';;i
r-etll development either of the cuniculum or of the teachiers inemsetves.
For a prerequisite oJ.improvement must be some evaluation oi pievious
pertormance (p.215).

Musella (1988) asserts that the primary purposes of any appraisal system

must include:

( 1 ) ac.cou nt!!! ltu_w iy .res ppc! !9 person n et pertor m an ces, an d (z) g oar -directed improuemelt with respet to sihooi inatoi-'ordin'iTauonat
effectiveness, Sfafed another way: the organization needs fo assisf andmonitor individ.ual's pertormance so thatbhange in tieibihiii6ir canbe directed towgrds improving the oiganiiation;s- eiecii-vei6ss in
achievin-g rts goals and obiectivis. The mlaior probtemiilmircientino
any pertorman-ce appraisatsysfem is thlt he procedures ioi ;Ci,i;;i;E
these two purposei require a person to be reipoiiiiteio; boij;diii;A
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?nother person's pertormance and providing assisfance. This is ftre
Dastb challenge that comes with the-organizdtion's need to implement
an etfective pefiormance appraisalsysteTn @p.179,1g0). 

r

The inseparable intents of appraisal are clearly expressed here by Musella. He

has also encapsulated the challenge principals face in performing the judging

and assisting role in ways that preserve collegiality, high morale and trust, and

yet also contribute to effectiveness.

Ghallenges for principals who must achieve a mesh of purposes are also

created by variances in stakeholder values. Peel and Inkson (1ggg) refer to the

fact that politically, evaluation processes have multiple stakeholders who may

influence the form evaluation takes. weber (1997) proposes that:

U"ry.policy-m.akers - claiming they represent the pubtic,s will - havedecided that the mosf direct viay to imiirove studeii acniveiient rs to
emphas-ise teacher accountabitify, using tesis and othei mean;-to weed
out i n effective..an d i n com pete ni ieacheTs. reacf,eiC o n in{on er n an Oprefer evatuation grgr"ri that are meant io impioie leicniig. mJy
want evalu-ations thafpr.eseve the autonomy and'rights ofieain-ers anA
that take into accouni the comprexity of the'teachin-g ;rt. pri;;i;aB dnd
d i str i ct ad m i n i st rato r s 

- 
cSup ht, qrt.* 6,t i n e p o t m c aipleisullJ' Ei p u o i Eand teachers a/so have their inferests in evauati{n,-o;; of 

-ihicn 
ismaintaining a. -gtabtg. organisation with gooa- inorae-' dha fewunnecessary staff problems (p. S).

I would contend that it is hard to envisage the teaching profession committing

itself to appraisal systems that would merely function to control personnel. lt is
equally unlikely that appraisal for purely developmental purposes could be
provided without teachers being prepared to critically examine and account for
the effestiveness of their performance as the basis for making changes and

engaging in coslly developmental activity. Scriven (1g8g) takes the view that
teachers should acknowledge the need for accoufiability and systematic

professional development; each of which requires not necessarily identical,

but, nevertheless, overlapping processes of evaluation. In his terms,

accountability, "might be summarised as the view that responsibility includes

demonstrability" (p. 94). Turner and Glift (1988) suggest that while conceptual



distinstions may be drawn between schemes that serve personnel decision-

making funstions and those that are concerned with staff development, ,,in

practice both schemes tend to serve both purposes to varying degrees', (p.

5e).

Afionomy Versus Accountablllty

In the process of attempting to implement appraisal practices, principals find

themselves facing the barrier of professional autonomy. For most teachers

management stops shott of the classroom door and their teaching domain is

defended and seldom willingly opened to sgutiny. Schools, however, are now

being challenged to respond to the demands of substantially devolved

autonomy for their operation by demonstrating greater professional

accountability. Inevitably this is an expectation that extends to the individual

teacher in the classroom, who must expect that as a consequence of
increased autonomy there will be systems put in place to increase controt. The

new systems of appraisal designed to meet muftiple purposes will need to
include collegial approaches and multiple methods for data gathering, and witl

need to incorporate historical gains in democratic and development-centred

evaluation as opposed to purety assessment or punitively oriented systems.

Such systems would have, "accountability strategies aimed at ensuring
minimum standards and encouraging maximum effort" (weber, 1ggz, p. 1).

Ingvarson (1989) suggests a means of managing the accountabitity

autonomy dilemma. He proposes that the evaluation of teaching should be
accepted as a collective, on-going responsibility of schoolstaff, and states:

Accountabil,t:y,^-^t7p:_o!!q? an-account, to act as one responsibte _

ligcily . implies ahtonomy. Autonomi rt trre other srde of theaccountabilly.?oi!:fllis_iniplies that tedchers ieed to ieari iow to give
better accotllts., befter infoimation, to noie wn; hAi;irF,"' igf io'-k,;ioi,Accountability in this sense is whdt tne pioreision ovyes to iie 

-puOtic 
inreturn forthe trustthe pubtic has invesrid in its reacleiJ li.lsfi.^
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ln such a view accountability is invested with responsibility to develop and

grow professionally. From this perspective the duality of appraisal purposes

are aligned in a single cause: to act responsibly as professionals.

Self-managed schools in New Zealand are in a position to take initiatives to
establish idealconditions conducive to a "professional model" of accountability

in which concepts of professional autonomy and accountability converge and

co-exist in harmony (Darling-Hammond, 1990). The conceptual framework of

integrated purposes provided by Wise et al (1985) lends itself to expansion

incorporating further levels and purposes of appraisal. The extended view

(developed in Table 2.2 below) suggests that teacher appraisal provides

meshed emphasis on improvement and accountability functions which can

operate at a range of levels to serve a variety of purposes; meeting system

needs, community needs, school needs in retation to the organisation as a
whole, and the needs of individuals for whom the school is accountable. lt
recognises that the school has an obligation to provide staff with the means to
develop. lt also recognises that teachers have a personal obligation to accept

responsibility for their own development as a means of demonstrating

autonomous professional accountability.

Table2.2

Multiple Levets and purposes of Appraisal in New Zealand

LEVELS

1. System

2. Organisation

3. Individual

4. Personal

PURPOSES
lmprovement

Quality of
teaching

School
improvement

Professional
development

Self-develooment -
reflective piactice

Accountabiltty

School review
and audit

Gommunity
accounts

Management
oec|srons

Professional
responsibility
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INEFFECTIVE APPROACHES TO APPRAISAL DILEMMAS

Many of the objections raised about conjoint accountabihty - improvement

purposes being served by one appraisal system commonly rely on assertions

that the formative and summative purposes of evaluation are mutually

exclusive. Broadly speaking, this division of interesl arises in interpretations of

the terminology to express the view that formative evaluation corresponds to

appraisal for development and improvement, whereas summative evaluation

leans towards purposes of making judgements related to management and

accountability (Bollington et al 1gg0; Edwards, 1gg2; Garlick, 1gg0; Ingvarson,

1989; Kyriacou, 1987; prebble & stewart, 1993; weber, lggz). Turner and clift
(1988) express the difference between the two basic institutional purposes of
appraisalschemes as:

?L I _o:y!yr, ap.p rai sat co n cer ned. 
-w 

ith profes s i on at d eve r o p m e nt, th eimpPvPment of practice by identifying strengths, reatcnes5es, needsand interests;
b) .Summative appraisat concerned with the selection, promotion,
redept oyment anit 

-di 
sm i ssd of teachers f i. S9j .

Garlick (1991) suggests that use of the terms assessment and appraisal in the

New Zealand literature mirrors the distinstion between the terms summative

and formative, and states:

Kyrlaco1t Q9e4 defines sumnalive as.ju.dgement aimed at accreditinga teacher's competence, ffiossiiinj"ieiitea n-iro-,iiti6i; and
tp. rm?tlve as fecidback 

'aimed 'at raiitiatiii the improvement oft9ach.ing... p. prie!, summative is luageie"ntai wiii{'idr-,iiiine isdevetopmentat (p.9).

I would challenge this rigidity of distinction being drawn between formative
(developmental) evaluation and summative (iudgemental) evaluation because

both involve making and communicating judgements. Judgement is a central

and essential element of evaluation whether it is being provided in a formative

or summative way. In fact, it is essentialto make judgements about the status

quo in order to consider development needs. Darling-Hammond et al (1gg3)
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suggest that it might be an over-simplification to assume that rigid lines can

also be drawn between competence, performance, and effectiveness because

all three interact in approaches taken to evaluating teachers. The role that

judgement plays, and the complexity of what is being judged, are undoubtedly

difftcult and threatening issues at the heart of appraisal dilemmas (Neville,

1989; Robinson et al, 1gg0). lt is necessary to acknowledge this and then

move forward to seek solutions rather than to side-step the issue of conflicting

purposes.

The difficulty of combining both formative and summative roles is asserted by

several writers (Edwards, 1gg2; Kyriacou, 1gg7; popham, lggg; prebble &

Stewart, 1983). A common approach to this problem reflects a tendency to

highlight elements that appear to be in opposition. The notion that opposition

is implicit in interpreting and applying summative and formative concepts of
evaluation is challenged by Scriven (1991). In his recent revisitation of the

origin of these terms, created by him in 1g67, he notes that a number of
conceptual problems involving interpretation of the terms 'Tormative,, and
"summative" have emerged. He explains:

Perhap.s the best wav to put the formative/summative distinction is dueto Robert sfqke; wnen' the cook tasfeb the soup,-nii'i--nrmative
evaluation; yhel .the .guest tasfes. 11, thai,i summative. ts it reattynecessau. to elaborate on something that can be e,rpiasiea soeteganily (Scriven, Iggl, p.lg)? v

He postulates that several fallacies are associated with current usage of these
terms. Firstly there is the supposition that formative and summative evatuation

are intrinsically different types of evaluation. Scriven asserts that the terms

were introduced to illustrate different roles for evaluation and states:

To be more specific, formative and summative evaluation are different inthe functions rhey se/ve and (hen,ce) ti;a-estinition {o'wnici'tii"V go.
Formative 

=e4l.udtion 
is.des4ined, 6one aia- intended to support thep/o.cess of improvement, anii nor''matty commii{nnea oi76i|W, anadetivered ro, 

- 
someone' who..can. make impiiiemein-'ii;'^ru*

eyaluation ls fhe rest of evatuation: in terms orinteniioii, i is eva:auationdone far, or by, any oDseruers or decision maieii rlii-|loiiriit *in
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lgugtgpers) who need eyaluative conclusions for any other /easons
Desrdes developmen!... Bo!!t types .of evaluation cai adopt different
torms or designs, depending'on the a@ct needs of thei ctients or
audience and the constraintd of the resources and contetrt.-ine Oest
leslgnl where alternatives are possible, will often, Out io{Aways differforthetwo purposes (7991, p.2t).

undoubtedly, in scriven's view, evaluation's scope is intended to be both

formative and summative and not timited to either side of an imaginary barrier.

The roles invariably overlap even if they are intended to serve different

purposes. A further fallacy according to Scriven is the belief that formative

evaluation is or can properly be a much more informal, genfle and less

threatening process than summative evaluation. The view that formative

evaluation involves description but stops short of Judgement may have its

roots in the interpretation given by Stake (1967). Stake offered a matrix model

for conducting programme evatuations which distinguished between

description and judgement as way of reminding evaluators of the possibilities

that evaluation opened to them. lt is suggested that this boundary concept has

been grasped as a prescription with a rigid formative - summative relationship

attributed to each half of the matrix. Scriven suggests that these and other,

"divergences from what seems to be the best analysis,' (p. 19), could well be

reconsidered in the light of recent initiatives in teacher evaluation. Such

initiatives in the USA have involved efforts to overtly link evaluative activity to
the training and development needs of teachers.

There appear to be several inconsistencies when Scriven,s own recent

explanation is afigned against the views presented by those who would argue

against appraisal schemes that integrate formative and summative

approaches to evaluation. popham (1ggg) asserts that this would be a
"dysfunctional marriage" because the end results are so dramatically different -

ascribing the distinction between 'txing and firing" to the disparate formative

and summative roles. Robinson et al (1gg0) argue that making use of a



formative - summative distinction is a way of accommodating a desire to

suppress rather than confront the dilemmas inherent in evaluating teacher

performance.

I believe that an underlying principle of threat-avoidance contributes to

descriptions of formative evaluation that exclude professional accountability

issues; such as, identiffing weaknesses, making judgements, and providing

feedback about incompetence. An effort to make the evaluation task appealing

and manageable emphasises the soft, non-confrontational approach: one that

protects the teacher from threat and afso removes the threatening aspect of

making professional judgements from the responsibility of the evaluator. tn
reality, many of the methods used in formatively appraising a teacher,s work

are themselves considered threatening. In several instances threat is
associated with the relinquishment of autonomy - opening the classroom door
to those who would observe and provide critical feedback about teaching

(Prebble & stewart, 1988; weber, 1gg7). one must conclude, that if threat-

avoidance is the overriding concern then it follows that the only solution is not
to evaluate performance at all.

Prebble and stewart (1g8g), writing in a pre-picot era in which teacher

assessment in New Zealand was the responsibility of agencies outside the

school, identify the following purposes for the professional assessment of staff:

selection and promotion, eliminating incompetency, training and development,

and accountability. Assessment is viewed as a separate issue to that of
professional leadership (a term used to describe the principal's function as a
leader of instruction which incorporates: staffing decisions, curriculum and

staff devefopment). Prior to 1989, these functions were performed in actuafity

by the Department of Education's inspectorate because they were viewed as
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centralised system functions. Even when shared with schools, the professional

leadership task was avoided by principals who preferred not to have to

balance the role of supportive colleague and the role of supervisor of
instruction. These authors assert that this dilemma was experienced by the

inspectorate as an insurmountable tension.

ftese two functigns of professionat teadership and teacher assessmenf
have been.very largely the preseve of the ichoot iiipictoiitiz and adifficult dilemma tfiey have'posed for these aeiartmSit-oiicdrs. rne
traditional and centriil role cif the inspectorate hls itwais-{een tnat or
assessmenf _:..9!s,u!!ng, the mainienance of standdrds in public
schooling throug-h tlte iiirect obseruation ot teacheii iia icioois. Theman purpose of this form of evaluation is a summative one - maXingnorm'referenced inter-teacher comparisons nat -itti contriOute to
decr.srbns .tp:qgppglllmglts, gJaaing and promotiois... For tie pait
forty years th.e dephrtment hai dtso triea n dhcourage devetopment ofthe other :i!g ?r !le_ inspector's rote - that ot iroteiiiondt-ielieiinip.
Qspectors have been ehcouraged to deietop'a oioiaer-iot{ana see
themselves as. helpers and devdtopers iatnei[nan simitvasielsors - astormative evatuatitrs rather nan iimpty-Cuiiiiive dtrdiu&,iii7pp. oa-
47).

This, in a nutshell, is the old - new but nevertheless central dilemma that has

been handed to the school principal. These writers also say:

The idea ot,thg principal or senior teacher aercising summativeevaluation of othei teaihers is antithetiCal n me concept of schootdevelopment and witltotattv reverse attthe enorti ieiJntiiiiad| t; n;fpprincipals,interpret and devetop tneir ioti ii proreisicinaleade;;h'ii
@p. ae-so).

Prebble and Stewart not only reconfirm belief in the conceptual incompatiblity

between formative and summative assessment but imply that the summative

role should be avoided by the principal as it is at variance with values of
collaborative school development. There is an assumption here that

separation of purposes might be a solution as it would help principals avoid

dilemma confrontation.

In the post-reform document, Tomorrow's standards (1ggo), a very definite

distinction continues to be made between the formal assessment of teachers

as a function of school management (akin to notions of summative evaluation),

and their on-going appraisal for professional development (akin to notions of
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formative evaluation). The expressed belief of the report writers is that these

are viewed as largely separate and incompatible functions related to the

principal's role. The report defines teacher appraisal BS, 'the on-going

monitoring of classroom performance" (p. 61), and the formal assessment of

teachers as, "a function of personnel management. lt involves selestion for

employment, induqtion, monitoring of performance to maintain competence,

allocation of duties, promotion decisions and procedures for dealing with

inadequate performance" (p. 60). Paradoxically, this definition clea4y signals

that the process of monitoring performance is common to both appraisal and

assessment activity.

Arguments for following a separatist path to circumvent contentious issues are

evident in the overseas literature. Beer (1987), writing fom an organisational

behaviour perspective, argues for the evaluative funstion being uncoupled

from the developmental function of appraisal. He goes so far as to suggest

that two separate performance appraisal interviews should be conducted; one

focused on evaluation (for administration purposes), the other focused on

coaching and development (for nonevaluative personal improvement

purposes). In his view, a manager cannot be a helper and a judge

simultaneously because the behaviour required by one role interferes with the

other. He describes the paradox that can be resolved by ,'nonevaluatMe

evaluation" as follows:

The central dilemma in the appraisalproges..s.rs how to have an opendrscussion of p.erform.ance thiti meets fne inauiaua's neea]6i teedbacland the org17 i sqti olJ's .personn el -devet opment nee.a s iii t e 
- 
pr6ienu igdamage .tg the individ'uat's se/f-esteem'and to his coiiidin:ie aboutorganisationat rewards. Both goats cannot oe riny iciE6d::(; ntj.-

Duke and Stiggins (1990) question the assertions of McLaughlin and pfeifer

(1988) that one system can simultaneously ensure accountabitity and promote

growth. Popham (1988) is adamant that in "hybrid summativefiormative,'



systems the contradictory functions render both strands dysfunctional. He

doubts the principal's ability to be both judge and trusted colleague. In his

view:

A teY. pri\cip3ls will vigorousty argue that they have been abte to
esfab/ish such .an 'atmospherci of irust' wtth ttieir teacneis that the
teachers tr:^*_lp to respoitd honestly in aformative seffiig evei n-oight!e1 .t5now. that the pirincipat cariies summirtive-;l;ui.-ii6n wdr
intentioned prlncipals_-shotlid be encouraged to try tnei witeiwairiig
skills on a local lake. tt appears thei can tilnction il tevets of
competence not available to mere mortali (p. ZTI).

In both local and overseas literature it is notable that lack of competence in

managing conflicting expectations and lack of trust are often cited to support

an argument for separating appraisal's accountability and improvement

functions (Beer, lgBT; popham, lggg;The scott Report, 19g6). The contention

between judgement and development is seen as irreconcilable and leadership

incompetsnce in dealing with this dilemma is viewed as an insurmountable

barrier. In opposition to this stance, several writers would argue for different

and more effestive approaches which are relevant in view of the unavoidable

task that has been devolved to principals of New Zealand schools.

EFFECTIVE APPROACHES TO DILEMMAS IN APPRAISAL

I have taken the position that efforts to separate the purposes of appraisal

have not, in the past, led to effective resolution of an undoubtedty complex
problem. Leadership dilemmas are not likely to disappear or be resolved by
taking a stance in which contention is accommodated through diminishing or
avoiding its presence. Alternative approaches to this problem are suggested in

the literature and these involve taking an honest stand about the need to
achieve a mesh between conflicting purposes. lt is conjectured that such

approaches are likely to be more effective because they take into account that

dilemmas exist and need to be managed.



Integrating Dual Purposes as a Solution

Allgnlng Appraisal's Formative and summaffve strands

Robinson et al (1990) contend that accountability and development are

intermeshed issues in appraisal. They state:

The attempt to separate ouf issues of accountabititv gummative
evaluation) from issues of development (formawe eva,tudtiohj, is ii oul
view a defensiue 1trltegy.againsi tne .amicutty oi comoiniig"cialeige
and support; of being- sim-ultaneousty up front ana oienl, decisio-ns
a0out accou_ntability and de.velopmenf boih involve ma4ing judgements,
?!I.y? gy3ly oI any ygl iudgemenrg slo.utd oe opi,ei io-;iai;;s;
nrougn dl€,ctosure and debate. Similarly, fair and eqluiAOrc personiet
processes .require .that accountability decLsions are'based ijn a prior
proc9.s.s ol statf development where f/,ose involved nive AiscubseO
_p_osqib/e strengths and weaktesses and the sfeps {nit iai odia*en to
increase 

-rhg^^sr_el_ql_s oJ. qe pergo.l subject to tie personnel
pro.cedure. The personnel judgerhent thus Ddcomes a iudbement at
onty .one pptltt 

-i1t time iooitt the personi-ongoing-pTJiess of
development (p.83).

In taking this position they are advocating approaches that are open about the

scope and the intents of appraisal, and the role of judgement in this activity.

Scriven (1989, 1991) argues strongly that evaluation must perform both

summative and formative tasks. He admits to the limitations and fiailures of
many of the North American evaluation systems which previously focused on
traditional summative issues of grading, qualification assessment, and tenure

decisions unconnected to staff devetopment concerns. Scriven describes the

features of possible new, "enriched" systems of the future. In these systems,

there is a basic and essential process of evaluation which is summative and
generates information for personnel decisions; and, in addition, there is also a
turther more detailed diagnostic type of formative evaluation that is solety

concerned with identifying directions or dimensions for improvement. He

asserts:

While it is tlue that enriched sysfems are to be prefened, that ctaimshould be sqarPly distinguished from tne otmaae chim fhaf systems ofteacher evatuation shoda be aimed at iiproiiiint iitliir iiiii at tne
!-ec-es_sa/y 

personnel decrsions (which oi course include reiiction aswett as acceptance decisions). There are two aims fcir teacher
evaluation sysfems and the positfon takei nere is tiatli6 priiiu{one is
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the summatiye one; the icing on the cake is the formative one. tf voucannot tell that so/neone is-in trouble or not, which is the iob oine
summative system, you can certainly noi make su.qql6iions for
improvement.lf you ian tett that somecine is in tiouote,-ihle-iiocess or
!,o.!ry9 gg will essentially always spin off some formative irfiqestons.
while it is good tqtry_rci11fe enriched system, to sippoi iifrtvement,
even if you cannot afford that you may siitt oe'aOte tci 6nora i\immativ6
evaUation syq{em which will t9! you.who .needs to improve, and provide
some suggesfions about how they should do that (p.bq.

Scriven makes it clear that summative judgements underpin decisions about

development. In opposition to those who would support avoidance of
judgement which could be threatening and does not have a'Triendly formative,,

image, scriven argues that, "the problem with the ,kinder, gentler,approach is

that it throws away half the benefits of evaluation when used as part of the

process of improvement" (p. 4o). weber (1997) makes a case for

complementary summative - formative systems with an emphasis on

accountability for development. He comments:

ln ggngyal, thoqgh a summative approach rs a necessa ry comDonent ofevaluation qr.sfe4s, it is not suni'cient. What tie-Coifrs- r6{iire laia
?any goilectye .bargaining agreements arc AemaiAingl E-i"suiiabterormativee#!!a!?\e*r6qifi ataccoipanieslir'eiiiiliai,t jplocess.
The formaty.e mo.di/ requires tna{ iailiiiiiators and teachers notsimply..go tlrougll the rhotions ot improieient but manitesi a realcommitment, one in which the pubtic, tinioni, courts, ana teaCners canbelieve. To be effective, then, slummaiive and'formatrvJiysrEml'hust go
hand in hand (p.6).

In an effective approach to appraisal it is not only essential to make explicit that

evaluation essentially spans both summative and formative aspects, it is also

important to clarify and then integrate concepts of accountability and

improvement which represent the horns of a particular appraisal ditemma.

Focus on Professlonal Accountabllity

McLaughlin and ffeifer (1988) suggest that some of the problems associated

with the assumption that accountability and improvement are contradictory
purposes arise because these concepts are misunderstood and unexplained.

Accountability meanq to render sn account - an account of individualand instltutional .pertgrmffintaoititv ieEy;i' iire nangiving pad .gra/es for inadequate perforiaiie,'or meeting- minimat
com petenci es. lt mean s marki itg coin petent ana'a<cei t eit iihdim ance
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as well... lmprovement generally has been taken to mean remediation -illqpylg the shills of teachers u.vho9e performance is judged Oetoi-par
in some resPect... Teacher evaluation-that framas imProiement onty in
terms of t!_? .incompetent leagher,,tike an accointability ooleiwe
framed in minimalist-terms, is viewed as punitive aniA incoisistent with
professionat val ues (p. I 2g-1 A0)

Institutional accountability for the continuing growth and development of staff

is seen to work in the interests of both teachers and the school. Ingvarson

(1989) asserts that notions of professional accountability might provide a new

way of approaching the inactivity on the part of professionals to include

evaluation of teaching in their objectives for school improvement. He says:

It is common in writings on teacher evaluation to find that a clear
distinction is made befween.evaluation for lmprovement, oi formattve
evaluation and evaluation for accountability,' summatiie- eviluation.
However, the concep! 9f acc_ouqtability nat'inaeipini iiat diitinction
assumes a_managerial, g.udit view of accountabitity. The distinctionbecomes redundant with a professiona coiCeiiuon- oi--{eacner
evaluatlon (pp. I 51 -I S2).

He suggests that a professional approach to appraisal negates the need to

create a distinction between formative and summative evatuation. Such an

approach integrates purposes that serve both organisational and individuat

needs.

Developing Gultures conducive to change and Dilemma Management

A further problem that compounds the stand-off between the individual and the

organisation is related to conditions in schools that inhibit effective appraisal.

According to Mcr-aughlin (1990) and McLaughlin and pfeifer (19gg), the
primary obstacles are organisationally based and can be traced to the

absence of an ethos or cuhure that embraces contraries, fosters openness,

honest feedback and trust, and values individual and institutional learning.

These authors conclude that in the absence of such enabling conditions

technical solutions to address the tensions between autonomy and control are

not likely to prevail. In their view:

The most critical impediryents to eftective taacher evaluation lie in theaftitudes of teacherb and adminrsfrafors about eacn-oti6r," iiout tne



rqle _o! teedback, about pertormance and about the possibility for
si gn ificant i m provement.
Making teacher evaluation a meaningtul and useful atperience involves
changing basic organizational norms and values; it requires creating a
culture for evaluation. Efforts to change teacher evaluation strategy will
accomplish little unless they are preceded by change in the institution's
governing values and attitudes. Defining the essenfia/ teacher
evaluation problem in terms of organisational change, then, is the first
e_g.senfial step ,q developing an effective teacher evaluation programme
(McLaughlin & Pfeiter, 1988, p. 14-135).

It must be recognised that Mclaughlin and Pfeifer are currently advocating a

form of developmental, professional appraisal which has not been the norm

under the predominantly technical, criterion-based, rule and procedure

directed evaluation systems that North American schooladministrative districts

have tended to impose on schools. New forms of teacher evaluation located

within a framework of school-based control and change are being heralded as

the stimulus for new learning and problem-solving at both individual and

institutional levels. These authors say:

Effective teacher evaluation puts the indivldual as well as the schoot
district under scrutiny. lt insiitutiona/ises the inherent tension between
the individual gnl the.organisation, confronting the status quo head
on... Technically basgd evaluation reforms mistakenly attempb remove
conflict from..the eualuation process. But conflict cah also be healthy in
an organisation, given an enabling organisational climate. A systefi of
checks and b.alances, which requires professiona/s fo wreitte with
eval-uatrye iudgemenlg thqf musf 

'withstand 
the scrutiny ot stitl other

profess i o n al s, i n stituti onafses the ten s i o n associafed w ith eval u ati on
and provides a forum where conffict can be aired... tt is through
learning of this sort that teacher evaluation strmu/afes a self-renewi'ng
process of problem-solvlng, action and examination leading {o
accountability, and improvement of the mosf fundunentat -kind
(McLaughlin & Pfeifer, 1988, pp.13T-t3S).

Mclaughlin's view is that "contraries" take centre stage in efforts to implement

systems and processes for teacher evaluation. She provides a list of such

contraries that have bedevilled proponents of strong teacher evaluation and

defeated efforts to establish meaningful programmes in most North American

districts. lt is interesting to note that her list parallels many of the conflicting

expectations that are described as dilemmas in this thesis.
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C o nt ra r i e 
=s 

i n 
=f. 

e ac.!t e r Eva l u ati o n Ap p ro ac h e s
- accountaDitity 7 improvement
- bureaucratic gontrol / professional autonomy
- superior / subordinate'
- problem hiding / probtem sotving
- individual needs / instiWionalo6ats

(McLaughtin, I 990, pp. 41 A)

This author c'ontends that the problem fundamental to implementing and

sustaining a meaningful teacher evaluation programme is related not only to

acknowledging the place of staff development in the scheme of things, but

also to establishing a positive culture for teacher evaluation. This, she

reiterates, is a difficult problem of organisational change. ldeal conditions in

schools would allow for an integration of individual and institu1on4 activities

which serve to promote and sustain the cuhure for evaluation and enable both

the system and the individuatto explore strengths and weaknesses and learn

as a consequence. In such a school culture contraries are acknowledged,

undersitood and embraced, and there is trust, and individual - organisational

learning. McLaughlin (1 990) conctudes:

Failure to confront the contraries intrinsic to teacher evaluation ensuresthe continued failure of teacher evaluation-nitiitues. e coiitructiveresponse ,elltres strafsgtes to blend and btur (raeer nan ataCeiOatelfhese contraries. An e:valuation system nchtea wimin 
- 
a--broader

improvement eftort can foster accotntaoitity inroign E-'inv6slment inprofessional norms and vatues; fhese conihries tn-is oecoie iutiaryreinforcin4 lptler than compdang goals. s7;itarty, i; c6iiaiies tnatfuel confr6n{ainns oetweii'oureiuliaic n:iis of control and norms ofteagher protessionalism can be sonenei iien evatuitioiles-ources
underwrite individual efforts to improve fp. dS).

In New Zealand schools the principal is responsible for developing a culture

conducive to individual and organisationat learning and growth, and is also

responsible for the effective management of change. Fultan (1ggg) points to an

underlying dilemma of pressure versus support which attends the

implementation of change. He asserts that while much has been written on the

negative impact of pressure exerted through accountability systems or

through the constant passage of new policy, change is much more likely to
occur when there is a combination of both pressure and support. He states:
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Change or improvemenf as a learning process is untiketv to occur in the
absence of some element of pressu6, even in cases of imbrovemants
that are voluntarily pursued. I bmphasiile the rote or iieisiiiiitner nan
Xpp?!:f_!f!l!e ,Jq. positiue and. necessary rote has been negtected.
une m4ication of thrs is that it is essenfiai to integrate author-ity roles
1l!_lypfort rotes that were. prgviously thought t6 be ncomp^tiote -
atthoug-h how to find the right balance betweeh pressure aia ilipp6rris
very dffficutt (p. 75-76).

A dilemma of pressure versus support emerges in a personal way for
principals of New Zealand schools. Legislated and chartered mandates spell

out the managerial obligation to design and implement a process of teacher

appraisal. Most principals will want to do this in ways that support the

individual and allow the institution to benefit from stafi and organisational

development. Fuilan (1ggg) reminds us that, ,,lf you get pressure without

support you get alienation; if you get support without pressure you get waste

of resources" (p. 76). Duke and Stiggins (1990) contend that without the

intervention of some external impetus individuals who are already achieving

minimum competence are unlikely to be motivated to grow. principals will not

be able to ac't effectively as change agents unless they are capable of
integrating support and authority roles vested in them as schoolleaders.

scriven suggests that there may need to be a segregation of the roles of
summative evaluator and the helper or formative evaluator within appraisal

systems. He does not view this as an insurmountabte dfficulty, and proposes

the following solution:

To actuaily...get .improvement, the enriched. sysfem a/so requires
someone with a different kind 

,o! knowtelge-ana iniftroitnit reqiireafor evaluation'.Tltis .person, whom we sh-alt calt the 'aeieiop6i']needsto know which treatments or changes--ire - tixei-'l|'' iroauceimprovements in certain conditions (scrivzn .,9,ag, p. s{1. F'

one strategy suggested by scriven is for the principal to delegate the
"developer" role to a senior staff member. An important consideration

implicated in this option is that of the abilities of the ,developer,, and the

"evaluator" to perform their respective tasks which, inevitably, will be closely
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linked. Scriven's concern is that the benefits of enriched evaluation schemes

will not be realised unless developers are skilled. t would contend that a major

issue in the New Zealand context is appropriate skill training for both the

principaf and others who will need to appraise (and develop staff capabilities)

in ways that produce a productive alignment between judging performance

and improving performance. In the New Zealand system principals of large

schools could delegate appraisal tasks to other senior managers while still

being held accountable for the judgement and improvement of performance.

ln such cases not only the principal, but other senior management staff as

well, need to be capable of managing dilemmas.

My argument is that if professionals do not know what needs to be improved

(through information gathering, judgement, and feedback about practice) it is
unlikely that either professional development programmes or personnel

management decision-making will improve actual teaching and organisational

deficits (Herbert & Doverspike, 19g0; Kelly, 1gg7; Robinson et al, 1990). lf
schools are to demonstrate a commitment to improving the quality of teaching

they must design staff development programmes that are grounded in

accurate needs-analysis and are capable of providing needs-related training

and development support.

A case for role-separation to address tensions between formative and

summative strands of appraisal is also suggested by popham (1ggg) as a
solution to' "correcting the confounding of teacher evaluation,s two primary

functions" (p.271)- He proposes that formative tasks and summative tasks be

undertaken by different individuals and states:

Yg_,o!!y thould the formative and summative teacher evatuators beonterent pers.ong, but.the.procedures employed and records oitnereator the turo missions shoutit oe *eptlotutv-sebiate.inlr6iiiioiToort 
"t$chel gathered by a rormative'teache? iiaiiiilon iidinii6ti-@Lany circumstancei be made available to a summative teacher
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evaluator. Violations of this division of responsibititv wilt deprive the
formative teacher evaluator of the candid teaqne_ireports so rEcessa4/if teacher weaknesses are to be etiminated. Simiiiii,- nb-'p,ss rin6-
grained. data.gqthered by the summative teacher evaliiatoi shoutd not
be made avaikble to theTormative teacher evaluator oeciiselie gloOit
nature of summative data will often be misteading to tne more foliiea
concerns of formative evaluators. The two evatuaiive activifies) aiioigi
often occurring in tandem, must remain distinct.
ln a schogllayyg a staff tgrgq eToltoh so rhar both a principat and
vic.e-principat are-present, thd task is-straigh*orwid. -ofr; ;i the two
administrators can assurne responsibitty tor- toriaiive- tacner
evaluation, and the other can take'on the simmativiCnioi6i popiaii,
1988, pp.27t-272).

Popham's technical solution - to divide the evaluative task between staff -

might well be feasible, but his concern with compartmentalizing information

into formative and summative categories indicates that the solution is framed

by separatist, avoidance values. I would challenge his assumption that

evaluative data can be channelled into two unconnested streams. There witl

inevitably be some leakages when the scope of evaluation is to gather

information, provide feedback, and make decisions that will mutua1y benefit

the individual and the organisation.

Peel and Inkson (1993) also critique Popham's solution as cumbersome, and

state that:

The.danger in-.yc!1 an approach is because information within eachsysfem is confidentialto that sy_sJQm, vitat informaion mii O6 iissed inone or the other evaluation (p.-13g).'

However, these writers, influenced by conclusions drawn from the literature

that, 'the separate functions of evaluative systems should not be mixed,, (p.

138), advocate for dual systems as "an essential step to ensuring teacher

confidence in the appropriateness and equty of evaluation,' (p. 189). one
might well ask what the next step would be, and whether this would involve

revealing the reality that purpose integration is unavoidable if evaluation is to
effectively serue both organisationaf and individual goals? peel and Inkson

address this eventuality by asserting that, ',lf dual systems are not used, the

principals need to be very carefulto be absolutely open with staff as to the true



nature of their practices" (p. 139). The principal cannot abrogate accountability

for appraisal although responsibility and authorrty may be delegated to others.

lf this is done, then it should be openly acknowledged that atthough

administrators may be responsible for different tasks within the appraisal

scheme, the purposes of the scheme span both organisational and individual

concerns and are related to both improvement and accountability goals. As

Scriven (1989) has pointed out, evaluation requires judgements about practice

to be made before judgements about improvement can be addressed.

CONCLUSION

I do not believe that the practices of formative appraisal can be carried out in
isolation ftom an accountability foundation that is termed by some as

summative appraisal. Effective appraisal will require the synchronous

management of both evaluative roles. lt will require the acknowledgement and

management of dilemmas in the process of judging and improving
performance.

lwould contend that the paramount purposes of staff appraisal systems in the
New Zealand context are: firstly; professional accountability, and secondly;

professional development, which incorporates both institutional and individual

responsibility for improving the quality of teaching. The principal is accountable

for achieving both purposes. ln New Zealand the employment (industrial

relations) matters of teacher incompetence, discipline and dismissal are dealt

with through a set of procedures intended to be distinct from but initiated

through appfication of a performance appraisar process which shourd
generate information needed to make management and development

decisions. Schools are constrained to deal with these teacher competency

matters according to statutory and regulatory procedures covered in staff



employment c€ntracts. In practic-e, there is little doubt that information about

teacher performance gained through developmental appraisal processes will

be brought to bear on these competency matters. lt is equally likely that

positMe appraisal reports will be used by employees seeking tenure,

promotion or salary review.

Principals are now expected to act as professional leaders and to deal with,

rather than avoid, tough personnel issues that impact on the quality of

teaching. They must demonstrate how staff are appraised, how strengths and

weaknesses are identified, how information is generated in order to render

accounts about improvement, and, be able to do this in an atmosphere of

collaboration, trust, and open acknowledgement of the scope of appraisal

purposes. The complexity and inherent contestablity of school purposes and

the teaching task itself must be recognised in the processes employed for

appraising staff performance, and this will require multi-method, teacher-

specific, and conterit-specific approaches to appraisal and development

(Alcorn, 1989; Gardno, 1990; Darling-Hammond, 1gBS, lg8g; Edwards, 19g2;

Peel & Inkson, 1993; Robinson et al, 1gg0). In the current status quo it is

unlikely that efforts to exhort principals to plan for and ongage in effestive

appraisal activity will meet with much success unless relevant training and

support are simultaneously provided. To deal with appraisal dilemmas school

leaders will need to recognise the sources and complexities of conflicting

expectations and tensions in appraisal activity. They will need access to

professional development which enables them to understand the issues

surrounding appraisal and helps them to develop the competencies and skills

needed for dilemma management.
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LITERATURE REVIEW: SECTION THREE
DILEMMA MANAGEMENT TRAINING FOR SCHOOL LEADERS

IMPORTANT LEADERSHIP COMPETENCIES

ldentlfylng Tralning Needs

In the working world created for principals by 'Tomorrow's Schools' reform

avoidance of personnel management issues and their related leadership

dilemmas is not an option. The Picot committee, as architects of the reform

that mandated a new rofe for principals, recognised that specific training for

this expanded role was imperative. They suggested that this would

encompass voluntary pre-appointment training and post-appointment

entitlement to training which focused on the role and funqtions of principalship,

and on the knowledge and skills which research suggested were necessary to

perform that role effectively.

Sucfi training would couer-communication skills, the identifying and
sgling. of problems,-. sfa/f management and davelopmenf, detting
objectives and evaluating outcomes (Eiagtfre@E IgBg,'p. i1i.

Alcorn (1989) comments that research on the principal's role has consistently

suggested that the work is fragmented, ambiguous, and based on oral

communication rather than orderly and planned activity. She concludes:

They worlt tor'ilards goals which cannot be as clearty defined or
measured as ffiose of financial, industrial or commercidl enterprises,
tltough ffiis does not mean they can ignore efficiancy and accouihOitity
for resources. Nl fhis suggesta thaf tfte training neei/s are comptex andtftt philosophy and worklng with people are 6ssentiat compoi,ents (p.
18).
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The importance of "interpersonal competence" as a basic managerial skill is

emphasised by Argyris (1962), quoted in Bolman and Deal (1991), who justify

the signiflcance of efiestive interpersonal communication on the basis that

managers spend most of their time in conversations and meetings with other

people, and that in particular:

Scltool.prlnclpqls spend an inordinate unount of time trvins to deatwitha nanfful ot abrasMe or ineffectual teachers who arei relponsibte for
mosf of the discip-line problems and almost all the paieitaTcoiptaints
(Bolman & Deal,'lggl,'p. 134).

These authors contend that many change efforts fail because leaders lack

interpersonal skills.

The literature is consistent in advocating the importance of leadership

competence in communication and interpersonal skill (Alcom, 19gg; Beer,

1987; Darling-Hammond, 19g6; Darling-Hammond et al, 19s3; wise et al,

1985). Leithwood (1988) asserts that the most effective pattern of practices

described in the "Principal Profile" (a multidimensional, multilevel descriptor of
growth in effeetiveness) is labelled "systematic problem-sotving,'and that, ,The

criterion for judging effectiveness is the image of the educated peftion as a
self-motivated, self-directed problem-solver,, (p. 1OO).

The British experience in imprementing formar appraisal schemes has

contributed views on training that emphasise the need for sensitive use of
social skills related to c.ommunication, interpersonal relations, interviewing,

classroom observation, and critical feedback (Everard, 1gg6; Kryiacou, 19g7;

Turner & Clift, 1988). Generalizations about the importance of these human

relations competencies, such as interpersonal skill, conflict management, and
problem-solving ability abound in the literature, but they are seldom helpfully

elaborated upon in terms specific enough to indicate the nature of professional

development that would constitute ideal training for leaders. Ingvarson (1ggg),



for example, is critical of Darling-Hammond (1986) who states that to shift

towards a professional conception of teaching means "establishing a

continuous dialogue about problems of practice among the practitioners

themselves" (p. 5.49), because of the vagueness of such assertions. He

contends that unless the dialogue penetrates to the level of the classroom, and

includes open, honest assessment and feedback related to current practice,

concerns about professional credibility will remain unadressed. Edwards

(1992) also asserts that:

Professional dialogue between the leaders and those led ought to be
continuous. Then people share knowledge and receive feedback
regularly (p.+).

Beer (1987) affirms that performance appraisal is inevitably difftcuft to

implement but states that there are "no magic systems or techniques" (p. 2gB)

to reduce problems of avoidance and defensiveness. He says:

Ulllmately managers and superuisors must learn to negotiate the ditficult
dilemmas of drbcussrng a performance evaluation... Much more
emphasis is ng_e_ded on helping both managers and subordinates learn
behavioural g(l/rs required to conduct effective performance appraisal
interuiews. Without tf,ese sk//s manaoers anci subordinafes-witt Oe
threatened by systeqls fha! ask them i'r be more complete and open in
their diatogue (pp. 298-299).

This critical issue of how principals and teachers can be assisted to engage in

effective, meaningful dialogue, that actually allows them to test and share ideas

about practice and improvement, is usually unexpressed. Yet, the expectation

is that in challenging interpersonal situations a productive dialogue will be

entered into. This assumes a degree of communication skill and interpersonal

problem-solving ability hitherto undemanded and undemonstrated in most

schoolsettings.

ldentlfying Elfestive Tralning Approaches

By reframing staff appraisal policy implementation problems in terms of

dilemmas, new responses which incorporate more appropriate training



approaches are called for. In contrast to those who make references to the

dfficulty of the task and vague recommendations about training needs of

school leaders, some writers are explicit about these issues and what should

be done. Robinson et al (1990) assert that the new demand for accountability

in the management of 'Tomorrow's Schools' has sharpened the dilemma that

is involved in the effective management of interpersonal problems. Their

research was inspired by the conviction that "people problems" (ranging from

conflic't between individuals over curriculum priorities to the evafuation and

development of teachers who are struggling) are among the most challenging

that school leaders face. In their view:

Effective school lead_ership, and the achievement of many of the goats
of romorrow's.S9.fools, dbpends on the resotuionA the'6wnisationa- interpersonat ditemma. ciuep that the great iaioii oi b;de;; are nomore successfu/ than the twg p1i1dfuts studied n ieiotving-th!
ditemma, we.ar.gue thTt they sho'utd rdceive-training na{iisets theirteadership f.tvte . in the conte"rt or piootei{ iiAi 

";;;6iiEiss 
the

clilemma, rather than generic advice or'traditionat skitts naiin66. ivl. 
-

What Robinson et al (1990) recommend is a form of training that is school-

based, problem-oriented and capable of addressing factors extemal to the

school (diverse views, contradictory mandates and resource constraints) and

factors within school leaders themselves (dilemma unawareness, suppression

and avoidance) that prevent them from achieving challenging goals. They

contend that much of what is currently offered as training is not effective

because it neglects a crucial aspect of the principal's working reafity - the

dilemma that is ever present and manifested in tensions between

accountability obligations and teacher professionalism and col6g6lity.

Literature which acknowledges that principals must manage "conx'a6es,, in the
process of evaluating professionals suggests that training can contribute to
establishing conducive evaluation cultures in schools. McLaughlin (1gg0) has

this to say:
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The cold war between administrators and teachers can be dampened if
not adinguished by common training and collaboration far teacher
evaluation Strategies for review, revision and integration of individual
and institutional activities can provlde incentives for all actors - central
office staff, principals and teachers - to take evaluation seriously, to be
candid about problems, to communicate, and to invest in efforts to get
better.
lmplementing and sustaining an effective teacher evaluation sysfem
means embracing contraries, understanding the roots of their friction,
and seeking ways to harmonize them in a culture for evaluation (p. 413).

Mclaughlin asserts that at a fundamental level the organisational

interpersonal problem has to be tackled before technical and management

issues of evaluation can be realised and maintained. This is a matter of

establishing a cuhure in which productive dialogue is a norm. Such dialogue

would encourage inquiry about problem sources, acknowledge conflict, and

seek commitment to solutions for multiple goals. Mclaughlin appears to be

proposing a notion akin to the concept of "organisational learning" advocated

by Argyris (1992) and senge (1990). This invotves the development of

corporate norms reflecting the value of feedback that contributes to error

detec'tion and problem resolution.

A focus on the dimension of school culture is also suggested by Reynolds and

Packer (1992) who postulate that ineffective cultures employ "defensive

apparatus" similar to the characteristics displayed by ineffective or insecure

people. They describe ineffective cultures as those which establish defenses to

keep out threatening messages; excuse teacher ineffestiveness by projecting

individual teachers' deficiencies on to children, parents, and the surrounding

community, and fear afiempting change or risk-taking because of the

possibility of failure. A strong case is made by these authors for an emphasis

on training focused on understanding interpersonal process in order to

manage and bring about change in the "deep structure" of ineffestiveness.

Fullan (1988) also suggests that a crueial component for understanding

change, and one that could be applied to performance appraisal training, is

that, "in addition to learning new content or materials, individuals are engaged



in learning new skills, behaviour and frequently beliefs" (p. 74). Fullan signals

that a diagnostic emphasis on examining behaviour and beliefs is important.

This position supports the argument that leaders need to discover their

personaltheories of effestiveness in order to recognise constraints to effecitive

problem-solving and organisational learning in which they might be personally

impficated (Argyris & Schon, 1974; Robinson, 1993).

The pervading message in the literature that advocates a 'grasp the nettle'

approach is that evaluative activity is complex, gives rise to conflict that must

be managed, creates defensiveness, and challenges those involved to look

diagnostically and critically at cultural conditions and interpersonal skill as

issues that can affect practice. Robinson (1993) advocates the use of a

speciftc tool by trainers and consultants called "critical dialogue" which can be

employed to diagnose, and, if necessary, alter the factors that prevent effective

problem-solving. She suggests that by teaching principals to theorise about

the "theories of action" that guide their practice, they can be supported in

efforts to become more effective. At the core of such an approach is the

realisation that problems of practice, both at organisational and interpersonal

levels, are beset by complexities, conflicts, and contestable goals that create

dilemmas. Because dilemmas are normally managed ineffectually, when

challenging organisational and interpersonal problems arise, learning how to

manage them by engaging in crilically reflective dialogue is viewed as an

essential competency. This involves understanding why typical responses to

dilemmas are ineffective and then adopting an alternative style of problem-

solving.
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LEADERS H I P I NCOM PETENCE: AVOI DANCE AND DEFENSIVENESS

The difficulties inherent in dilemma management typically lead to defensive

organisational cultures and interpersonal action that results in ambivalence

and obligation avoidance (Argyris, 1985; Beer, 1987; Bridges, 1992; Popham,

1988; Robinson et al, 1990). When dilemmas are present, they are usually

suppressed or the horns are polarised so that either organisational or

individual values are served with consequent ineffectiveness in complex goal

achievement and long-term problem-solving (Argyris, 1985; Rossmore, 1989).

Typlcal Leadershlp Responses to Appraisal Dllemmas

There is considerable evidence in the literature to showthat leaders commonly

display incompetence in dealing with challenging evaluation problems. As

Popham (1988) asserts, principals usually avoid or inadequately perform

dfficult evaluative tasks. He e,ontends:

With regard to summativeteacher evaluation, because principals are so
caught up in an effort to improve thelr stalf's instructi-onal skills,
precious little effort is devoted to reaching an evidence-based
iudgement about a teacher's overall instructional capabilities. As a
c_onsequence few teachers are ever rated as weak or incompetent by
their principals. Rather, mosf principals shower their teachers wiih
avcessively positive ratings (p. 27 1 ).

Where this task has been externalised at system or agency level the same

problems have been encountered (Bridges, 1992; Ingvarson, 19Bg;

McLaughlin & Pfeifer, 1988). In addition to the situational complexities of

employment legislation and the difficulties inherent in classroom observation,

Bridges (1992) contends that the most consistent cause of ineffectiveness is to

be found in the behaviour of principals (and system agents) themselves. He

states that the inclination of administrators to tolerate and protect, rather than

confront teacher incompetence, is shaped by a combination of situational and

personal factors.
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The most important personal factor rs the deepty-seated human desireto avoid the conflict and unpleasa4@ess whi,'cn often accompaiiei
criticism of others (Bridges, lggZ, p. 20)

Bridges illustrates this assertion with evidence of pussyfooting, double-talk to

deaden the sting of criticism, and the "glow and grow,'approach (p. 2g), which

allserve to mute critical feedback and present negative facts in positive terms.

Principals tend to follow the safest course of action: to instinctMely avoid the

conflict and discomfort that accompanies confrontation. Their behaviour is

described in the following statements made by colleagues:

* Principqls g/oss. over problems. They onty make probtems for
fhemsetues by giving pbor evaluation{.* Principals are ietudtiintto say bad things about ateacher.* This teacher atcperienced dffticutties t6r tourteen veari. No one
ever communicated dissatisfaction about her p6rtormance or
applied pressure (Bridges, Igg2, pp.26,27). ' - -

McLaughlin and Pfeifer (1988) provide research evidenc€ that describes the
principal's typical response to the difficult task of evaluation.

Regpgnd.gnts in allour sites used the same word to deseribe the typicatprincipal.'s rore in teacher evaruation - 'putless,,. priiiiiai ritionaise
ffieir disinclination to evaluate partty in tdrms of 'role cciniticf.-but bothrole conflict an.d gther negative dttnuaes iowards evaiition-can be
ryitigatg! o! 1tryinilg prolramme that gwes irncipas-c6iiiaence intheir skills as evaluatojrs'1p.izs). e

Such responses may be interpreted as examples of how leaders are often

constrained to serve one horn of a dilemma at the expense of the other. By

acting on the wish to protect and tolerate others, leaders in a supportive role

(or avoidance approach) often tend to subjugate the formal obligation to

demonstrate accountability to stakeholders. In contrast, when under pressure

to meet organisational obligations in crisis situations they may ignore

relationship concerns to deal summarily with a difficult staff member. As a
consequence, either an organisational or an individual goal is achieved; all

dimensions of a problem are not addressed, and problems recur. In these

cases principals experience considerable stress - especially when their own

performance is often judged on the basis of their capability to effectively
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implement appraisal systems and deal with associated long-term interpersonal

problems.

Beer (1987) points to the ambivalent attitude of those engaging in performance

appraisal given the conflict inherent in processes of giving and receiving

negative feedback. He asserts that this ambivalence:

-..has led to the vanishing pertormance appraisal. tn many
grganlsationg. superur'sors report' th.at thgy hotc! 'pernaic appiisdt
interuiews and give honest fciedback, whitit tneir duooiaiiab| report
t!1at tley h_ave not had a pertormancd appraisa bi mini iein; or'that
ney neaft notning negative. /f r.s possib/e that superuisors,'feartd of the
1p.pl1:!_fr-o9$_1. have. expressed .themsetvei in suc'h { iai tiit
suDorc,inates do not receive the unwelcome messages (p. 2g0).

According to Beer, the negative messages are often sandwiched between

positive feedback, or managers avoid giving any negative feedback

whatsoever. Alternatively, they engage in long conversations only marginally

related to the purpose of the appraisal interview, or convey oblique messages,

or use phrases that have no clear meaning. In these cases, negative feedback

is, "often not explored in any depth and is not fulfy understood or internalised,'

(Beer, 1987, p.290).

Robinson et al (1990) summarise typical leadership responses to dilemmas as

follows:

Argyris's .l?-?glgh suggests .t af peopte attempt to reso/ye theorganisationat-interpersorlprl dilemnia wm one or- niee-- ratherunsatisfac@ strategies. The. first stratery i nvotves- avoiOai6e;-a choicethat sacnlbes the organisational d6at in {ne lnrcresri-or therelationship...
The secoitd stpt?w-. is. qgiled the asing-in or soft-seil approach.
Leaders swgte. to,-!,!d !p!?y1tlc iteaidni ways or commlifii;;i;g
tlJejr pgtentiat ty u npteasanf inessagds.,.
lf le7!.ers give high. prtority to tie achievement of the organisatianal
0,21!r!-eu,g1y_eyptwthef grasomewhatmorerortniiinlsiriiifu,.rnis
tnvoMes.'gMi!Jg it to.them straight" in ways that are tlketv to l6ve the
recip.ient feeling preiudiced and to produ'ce defensive re,louiai, aeniit
or withdrawat (p. 2).

fiere is no doubt that the evaluation literature provides evidence of a match

between these three typical responses to the central organisational
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interpersonal dilemma and strategies employed by professional leaders. For

example, the description of the "gutless', approach in the findings of

Mclaughlin and Pfeifer (1988) and Beer's description of "vanishing appraisal"

are indicative of a wish to protect setf and others and avoid unpleasantness.

Bridges (1992), reporting on how administrators dealt with actual cases of

teacher incompetence, states that a common response is to wrap negative

messages in a cloak of positive comment. Bridges also reports that when such

soft-sell approaches prove ineffective, and when the principafs are put under

pressure to salvage performance, they become forthright.

During the.salvage sfage administrators abandon the practices of the
eTrtiel period. TlpV ryo longer sprinkle their obseiitioi-ieports wing:py:lg.p::::"!!!g* !!9v ng.biser.ctoak tneii cimciis idne suiseor con$rucflve suggestlons. They no longer inflate the evaluations6f theincowg!??t teachEr. svaight {*r ieaales doiore-lak (Bridd;;, rss2,pp.4849) ! -

Robinson et al (1990) suggest that if avoidance, soft-sell and hard-sell all

represent ineffective responses to the organisational - interpersonal dilemma,

then it is necessary to consider other options.

These typical leadership responses to ditemmas have important implications

for the type of training that principals should experience. Effective training

would reveal and counter typically ineffectual, defensive responses and offer

new, non-avoidance options for organisational and interpersonal d1emma

management in the context of staff appraisal.

DILEMMA MANAGEMENT TRAINING

Locatlng Tralning within a Dilemma Management Frame

Because many of the writers in this field are critical of the expectation that

accountability and improvement goals can be met simultaneously within a

system of appraisal, they advocate for the compartmentalization of conflicting



purposes in order to avoid dilemmas (Beer, 1gg7; popham, lggg). This

position assumes that the difficulties created by dilemmas are insurmountable

and the implication is that it would, therefore, be redundant to consider training

to address competence in dilemma management. An afternative argument is

that leaders can learn how to integrate conflicting goals in appraisal schemes.

They can develop interpersonal skills that would enable them to resolve

difficult problems effectively if problems and training are approached in a
particular way that acknowledges conflist and defensiveness (Fullan, 19gg;

Ingvarson, 1989; McLaughlin & pfeifer, lggg; Robinson, 1g9g). lt is the

contention of this thesis that an intervention strategy can be used as an

alternative to avoiding a training issue that has been relegated by many to the

too hard basket'.

Bolman and Deal (1991), Robinson (1993) and Robinson et al (1990) assert

that leadership behaviour should be examined in the light of a theory of
organisational and interpersonat effectiveness proposed by Argyris (1g76,

1985) and Argyris and Schon (1974,1978). This approach is a viable solution

when problems of practice callfor the effestive confrontation and resolution of
dilemmas. lt necessitates providing opportunity for learning how one might be
personally implicated in problems. lt also offers the option of learning an

ahernative interpersonal style: one that has potential for reducing

defensiveness and for managing dilemmas. lt involves the diagnosis of
behaviour and beliefs and calls for a major shift of stance - to a position in
which an alternative set of values underpins leadership actions. In essence,

the basic requirement is that prac'titioners discover and reshape the theories of
action that guide their beliefs about being effective so that their intentions, and,

more importantly, their astions, consistently reflect values and skills that

counter defensMeness in order to allow dilemmas to surface and be managed.
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Robinson et al (1990) contend that the skills of the principal should be equal to

the task of recognising their own defensive routines in the actions they perform

and recognising and dealing with these routines in the behaviour of others.

Training initiative that take cognisance of such aims would focus directly on

developing leadership competence in managing the human side of the

organisation in all its complexity.

A reframing of teacher evaluation problems within a human relations

dimension draws attention to the significance of interpersonal dynamics in

creating a fit between the individual and the organisation. Bolman and Deal

(1991) suggest that constructive responses to the organisational

interpersonal dilemma are possible and that theories of organisational

behaviour that allow leaders to examine relationships, and their own behaviour

and management style, can be helpful. They state:

Despite. the risk of tuming managers into untrained amateur
P^lltchologists,.it often hetps td have cdncepts that make iensE of the
etultv-e' compla( ancl sensitive phenomena of individuat behaviour andstyte (p. 142).

Reynolds and Packer (1992), who assert that school effectiveness research

has proceeded in "damaging isolation" from the disciplines of psychology and
psychiatry, support such a view, and state:

This . negrect of schoo/ curture and schoot intarpersonar andpsychologicalprocesses is very costty pgcg.uCe I susdecTieii"iiry needpsychorogy.(or perhaps 
"no;_ 

psyc:naw) io inaiir{tani lne'';aeepstructure'of the ineffective schoot (p. 17gj.'

Argyris'theories of effectiveness provide a strategy for leadership training that

is both appropriate and relevant because dilemmas and defensiveness are

accorded central significance. In addition, recognition of conte)d - the

situational context of real interpersonal encounters related to staff appraisal -
provides opportunity for problem-based learning to take ptace undistanced in

an abstract theoretical sense from the tasks principals have to perform in their
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schools. Effective school leadership is construed as a matter of competent

complex problem-solving requiring practitioners to approach the analysis and

resolution of problems in ways that engage, rather than avoid, the dilemmas

and the defences that implicate leaders and others in maintaining these

problems. The professional development of school leaders should

consequently involve intervention to change prac'tice that is ineffective.

AN INTERVENTION STRATEGY FOR TRAINING PRINCIPALS

Double-Loop Learnlng and Problem Resolutlon

Argyris (1977,1985, 1990, 1991, 1992) and Argyris and Schon (1974, 1978)

have written extensively about the manner in which organisational practices

and interpersonal style interast to create conditions which either facilitate or

inhibit learning. Without learning there can be no improvement. Therefore, the

first condition to be established is one that allows the learner to engage in

double-loop learning (ibid. p. 15). An intervention training method developed

by Argyris and Schon (1974) forms the basis of engaging in what Robinson

(1993) terms a'critical dialogue" in problem-based methodology. In problem-

based methodology learning is related both to what constitutes a problem and

to what constrains problem-solving. Critical dialogue serves as a means for

evaluating the degree of openness to learning that exists, and is also a method

for examining why learning might be blocked. Double-loop learning can be

facilitated when critical dialogue is used to reflect upon and alter the theories

that guide practice.

Tenets of an Effectiveness Theory

On the basis of over two decades of research in alltypes of settings, including

educational organisations, Chris Argyris and Donald Schon developed two

models of etfective practice which they call Model 1 and Model 2. These
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authors concluded that all of us learn to use Model 1 strategies which are

directed by tendencies to attribute thoughts and feelings to the behaviour of

others without checking these publicly. We also constanfly engage in sociat

evaluation which involves comparing ourselves with others privately. This

model of behaviour is governed by values that lead one to define goals and

attempt to achieve them unilaterally, to maximise winning and minimise losing,

and to avoid generating or expressing negative feelings. Research done by

Argyris and his associates has shown that this model of behaviour is the

predominant leadership orientation. The master programme that governs

behaviour leads to the underlying strategy of wishing to maintain control over

the environment, goals, procedures and tasks. The quality of learning

associated with Model 1 is concerned with maintaining the status quo in which
goals and norms that guide the way things are done remain unchanged. fn
addition, as Argyris (1992) states, "one of the most powerful ways to control

others: is to control the meaning of valid information, (p. g6). In a Model 1

world the tendency is to employ strategies that design and manage the
environment unilaterally, own and control tasks, and protect self and others
from unpleasantness by making decisions about this unilaterally.

Model 2 theory learning is proposed as an interuention strategy to increase

professional growth, to enable learning through error detection, to facilitate

change management, and to enhance professional effestiveness. In
subscribing to a Model 2 approach one attempts to put into operation an

alternative set of governing values or key goals that society asserts are valued

highly, but which, though generalty espoused by individuals and organisations,

are seldom realised in practice. The most significant guiding value in this

model is a commitment to inquiry: the bilateral search for valid information. lt
also requires testing of assumptions, and on-going learning about one,s

effectiveness. central issues in Model 2 behaviour are a wish to maximise valid



information, maximise free and informed choice, and maximise internal

commitment to choices made. Accordingly, the underlying strategy of Model 2

is to seek valid information from all those involved, as well as to seek all

information relevant to interactive proc€sses. The quality of learning

associated with Model 2 is characterised by an examination of leadership style

and its consequences, and possible restructuring of the norms and processes

by which problems are resolved. Such increased understanding and

restructuring could lead to changed practice and organisational renewal. The

strong emphasis placed on bilateral approaches to decisions about designing

and managing the environment, protection, and commitment to action appear

to have far more effective consequences for individuals and organisations than

do unilaterally controlling approaches.

Examinlng and Ghanglng Leadership SUte

Argyris and Schon (1974) and Roblnson (1993) confirm the relevance of

learning that focuses on solving problems of practice by enabling practitioners

to discover the dimensions of the problems they face and the constraints on

resolution posed by their natural adoption of a Model 1 style. This requires the

design of a training programme that engages participants in theorising about

theories of action (Argyris & schon, 1974; Robinson, lggg). A theory of action

is a theory of professional practice that determines our belief about what

constitutes effestiveness in a given situation. Theories of action have two

facets. The first of these is espoused theory which is easy to discover because

it is how we describe our intentions about being effective. For example, a

school principal might espouse a theory of 'appraisalto develop and support

staff' when setting about the task of designing and implementing a staff

appraisal policy, with the intention of assuring staff that the emphasis will be on

supportive non-threatening development. The second facet of a theory of

action is theoryjn-use which governs what we actually do and is discovered



by observing prac'tice and examining it critically.Very often, in practice, school

leaders display atheory-in-use that employs appraisalto serve other purposes

(e.9., personnel decision-making) as wellas those related to staff devetopment

(Peel & Inkson, lgg3; Robinson et ar, 1gg0). As peel and lnkson assert:

The dynamics of partormance appraisat make it tikety that principals wilt
be under pressgre to say one thing about appraisai and {o Ao'anomer:
in Aygyrls-and schon's-(19.74) telms, to..ldie ap "espousea tieory-drprofessional development 'and a 'theory-in-usit', oi perscinnet
administration (p. I 38).

The knowledge base that exists to describe the behaviour of principals when

they have to confront and resolve dfficult staff appraisal problems reveals

typical ineffective responses that can be ascribed to a Model 1 theory-in-use. lf

leaders continue to ast in ways congruent with Model 1 approaches then the

consequences of such action, when successful, are likely to be control of

others and prevention of the leader being influenced by information provided

by others. When dilemmas and threat are present or when the individual or
group one is dealing with resists being controlled, or seeks to influence the

leader as a consequence of their own Model 1 behaviour, the result is usua1y

defensiveness, mistrust, and a tendency for self-sealing to occur even though

learning is possible. Failure to reveal one's micro-theories of effectiveness

eliminates the possibility of testing one's beliefs. Such checking is essential in

order to confirm or disconfirm assumptions, detect errors or mistakes, and

make informed decisions - through learning that requires a feedback loop.

Both Argyris (1991) and Robinson (1993) confirm that tearning about and

aqting in Model 2 ways is a tough option but one with immense potential for

helping leaders to acknowledge, disclose and manage dilemmas and the

defensiveness that attends complex and dfficult problems. Given that

appraisal problems are often of this type it is my c€ntention that a training

strategy that offers opportunity to learn Model 2 as an alternative theory of

effectiveness will help principals develop skills and competencies that can
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impact positively and directly on problem-solving abifity and on interpersonal

and organisational effectiveness.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This review of relevant literature has served to clarify several issues and has

led to the formulation of questions which will guide the testing of the

researcher's normative theory (bid. Chapter One).

Questioning what is problematic:

* Vvhat specific dilemmas do principals experience in the course of

designing, negotiating and implementing staff appraisal and

development policies?

* To what extent do principafs think and act in Model 1 ways that

constrain effestive dilemma management?

* What are the consequences (for individuals and the organisation) of the

ways in which principals manage dilemmas?

lntervention questions:

* can training that employs the interuention strategy suggested by

Argyris and schon (1974) hetp principals to learn a Modet 2 theory of

effectiveness?

* What are the challenges for researchers attempting to employ critical

dialogue (Robinson, lggg) to resolve problems of practice?

Evaluation questions:

* what impact could such training have on the principal's problem_

solving style in the context of staff appraisal?
* What are practitioner's perceptions of the value of the training in their

efforts to dealwith leadership dilemmas?

* What are the implications of the research for future principal

development programmes?



CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODS

This project is guided by two related methods; action research and problem-

based methodology, chosen because they provide appropriate ways to meet

the researcher's aims and answer the research questions.

The first set of research questions is concerned with investigating and

describing the incidence of leadership dilemmas that arise for principals in staff

appraisal contexts. lt is important to find ways in which the principal,s

problems can be analysed so that the problem and any constraints to its
resolution are clarifted. lt is also important to question whether the styles in
which these principals currently manage their dilemmas reveal personal

implication in problem maintenance. This is necessary in order to test the
researcher's theory that the principats' theories about what constitutes

effective practice might be preventing them from resolving comptex problems.

The second set of questions is concerned with the viabifity of intervening to
help the participants to learn an altemative problem-solving approach. The

third set of research questions guides an evatuation of the impact of the

intervention programme. Both action research and probtem_based

methodology suggest approaches that are appropriate and provide resources

that are relevant for conducting this particular research project.
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ACTION RESEARCH METHODS

The concern in this project is to determine how two school leaders can be

assisted in resolving problems of practice in the contelrt of staff appraisal. A

methodology that accords significance to the real problems of practitioners

with the aim of bringing about improvement in a specific context is, therefore,

needed. A collaborative approach, which recognises the importance of the

participant's beliefs, and is responsive to their perspective, is also required.

This is because the subjects and the researcher will need to work together to

examine and possibly change the way problem-solving is approached. The

way in which the principals think and act, guided by their values and belieb,

will be the subject of evaluation that should be conducted bilateraly to accord

significance to both the subjects'and the researcher,s perspectives.

Action research approaches reffect a break with the positMst tradition in which

the problems of researchers rather than the problems of participants

predominate. Embedded in this tradition is the notion of value-free objectivity

and concerns with control, prediction, standardisation, and quantification.

Because action research gives prominence to practitioners' understandings of
problems it subscribes strongly to an ahernative interpretive research tradition.

In the interpretive tradition, the understanding of subjective and intersubjective

meaning and action is recognised as central, a close relationship between

researcher and subject is encouraged, and qualitative data is vatued.

The adherents of astion research take a philosophical stance in which the

subject-researcher distancing and value-free strictures of positivism are

rejected. The approach is committed to participatory, democratic modes of
problem solving (Alcorn, 1gg6; wallace, lggz). Because the perceptions,

values, and beliefs of subJects are considered to be important, both qualitative
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and quantitative methods are employed appropriately in efforts to understand

problems and bring about improvement.

The interpretivist view that the clarification and negotiation of meaning is

essential is incorporated within action research which employs such

interpretation not only to describe but also to alter the status quo. Action

researchers believe that their endeavours should be transformatory rather than

merely descriptive. Hence, their goals differ from those of interpretive

researchers. The interpretive assumption that individuals might be encouraged

to reinterpret their situation and change as a consequence of accounts that

describe practice does not satisfy action researchers (Carr & Kemmis, 1986;

McNiff, 1988; Peters & Robinson, 1984). The interventionist problem-solving

orientation; which requires collaboration between researcher and subiect, and

the incorporation of interpretive inquiry into the beliefs and reasoning of

participants, makes action research an appropriate method to guide this

proJect. Action research also emphasises the worth of critical self-reflection on

practice. lt thus suggests that resources for conducting a disciplined,

sequential, collaborative, and critical research project might be available.

Process Resources In Asfion Research

Action research proceeds in an iterative way beginning with the analysis of a

problem in a specific context, followed by implementation of a change

strategy, and observation and evaluation of change. Each cycle of research

involves steps of planning, acting, observing, and reflecting, thus providing a

foundation for deliberate inquiry that encourages participation of significant

others and is intended to be educational (Kemmis & McTaggaft, 19gg; McNiff,

1988). The action research process provides an organised approach to

answering the questions that guide this project. At the outset it will be

necessary to establish what is problematic for the principals. lf they agree to
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make changes then the researcher will intervene in ways suggested by the

normative theory of effectiveness and the research knowledge base. Ghange

will be obserued and reflected upon and this could lead to the development of

further intervention plans, new action, further observation of improvement, and

critical reflection to consider the outcomes and implications of the change

strategy.

Resources tor Crltlque in Ac.tion Research

The researcher's normative theory @id. Chapter One) suggests that the

complexities inherent in appraisal activity create dilemmas for principals. lt is

also suggested that when a dilemma is present its resolution might be

constrained by factors that implicate the principal in dilemma maintenance. In

order to discover selfimflication in problems that persist or recur, specific

resources are required to engage participants in critical self-examination of

problem-solving practice in collaboration with the researcher. Action research

places emphasis on the importance of reflecting critically on situations and self

in order to transform reality (carr & Kemmis, 1g86; peters & Robinson, 1984).

A review of action research literature does not, however, illuminate the nature

and practice of critically reflective discourse that would be appropriate when

the participant's behaviour itself could be implicated in the maintenance of

problems of practice.

On the subject of critique the literature contains references to notions of setf-

critique (Grundy & Kemmis, 1981), critical reflection and ideology critique (Garr

& Kemmis, 1986), and reflective practice (Elliott, 1991). Reflection is generally

described as an activity encouraged by engaging participants in discussion,

conceptual thinking, and reading, and can be enhanced if journal accounts of

practice are written and revisited (Holly, 1987; Kemmis & McTaggart, lggg).

While the literature abounds with possibilities of reflection and critique it does
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not provide case examples to show exac'tly how the challenge of engaging

participants in reflection about their practice, that is both criticat and

collaborative, can be met. In this research it must be possible for practitioners

to critique their own practice and reject or acc€pt crhique based on a
normative theory of effectiveness.

Proponents of the emancipatory dimension of action research, which is

located within a "criticaltheory" tradition, suggest that "ideology critique,' or the

development of "idealspeech situations" could be adopted by groups as forms

of critically reflestive and liberating discourse (Carr & Kemmis, 19g6). The form

that such critical communication could take is not illustrated by these writers,

nor do they explain how a researcher can maintain a collaborative stance in
mounting critique that challenges the fundamental beliefs of individuals. A
further dfficulty that arises when one attempts to draw on examples of action

research in the critical theory tradition is one of scale. The transformative

imperative in emancipatory educationar research appears to focus on
changing social order at a macro-theory level. lt is consequently concerned

with problems of system control and power struggles, rather than the smaller

scale school management and interpersonal style issues that are the concern
of this project.The notion of criticalself-reflection is expanded in emancipatory

educational research to engage groups in liberating discourse. This involves

subjects reflecting on and reaching consensus about how the cause of the
collective misunderstandings of sociat groups might be located in ideology -
the system of ideas at the basis of a political or economic theory that constricts
possibilities or action for emancipation (can & Kemmis, 19g6). Therefore, in

this kind of action research, the normative basis for critique is usually founded

in grand-scale theories of social control. Such theories are not relevant in the

case of this research where the primary focus is on the theories of action that

determine individual and organisational practice.
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Critical research projects are expected to be informed by normative theories,

and although this projec't is informed by a normative theory of effectiveness I

do not believe that it is "critical research" in the traditional sense. According to

Comstock (1986) such a project would be conc"erned with uncovering

ideologically distorted understanding related to political oppression and the

ways of thinking that legitimate it. lt might well be important for school leaders

to be knowledgeable about a theory of schooling and cultural reproduction, for

example, or an economic theory that can dominate politicalty driven reform.

However, I doubt that increasing their ability to undertake critique of such

theories will necessarily assist principals to critique theories that guide

organisational learning and interpersonal prastices. What is important in

improving practice in the context of staff appraisal is the ability of the leader to

create conditions for effestive organisational and individual learning in the

school: conditions that facilitate learning from criticism through reflective

inquiry and effective feedback (Evers, lggz). From this perspective, while

awareness and critique of external influences and state controls might be

useful in developing an understanding of economic and political constraints in

education, the crucial concern is to help principals acquire knowledge about

theories that purport to offer a means for critique of the internal, personal

factors that either promote or inhibit learning. Critique must focus on the

behaviour of the individual whose problem-solving style might be constraining

problem resolution.

My aim is to enable practitioners to critique themselves in action, and
speciftcally to help them to adopt a stance that is reflexive. To be reflexive in

this sense implies that attention is bent back to discover problem sources

within the individual's theories of action that inform and guide practice. By

doing this participants should be able to discover what they believe is effective

problem-solving practice and examine evidence of practice that might be
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blocking their ability to resolve dilemmas. lt is competency in critique of this

particular nature that is needed to facilitate learning and change. The vague

conceptions of reflective critique in action research methodology do not

provide adequate guidance in my case. To address this inadequacy I have

turned to the highly relevant resources provided by problem-based

methodology.

PBOBLEM.BASED METHODOLOGY

The normative theory | subscribe to in this research is concerned with the

consequences of effective and ineffestive theories of action in an appraisal

conte)ft. To answer research questions about the possibilities and challenges

of an intervention that allows the principals to critique their problem-solving

style, resources for critique are required. These resources should make it

possible to understand what is problematic for the principals by understanding

the theories that guide their practice and the factors that sustain these

theories. Resources are also needed to reconstruct these theories and to alter

them, and to evaluate outcomes in collaboratively criticalways.

fn problem-based methodology a problem is conceived ds, ,,a set of

constraints on what counts as a solution ptus the demand that a solution be

found" (Robinson, 1ggg, p. zsz). In this research projec't the presence of
dilemmas is viewed as a constraint to the effective management of conflicting

expectations, yet practitioners cannot avoid their obligation to solve problems

that are dilemma-ridden. The principal's goal to implement effective appraisal

policies that hold staff accountable is not the problem. The problem is how to

achieve this consistently with other values such as openness and collegiality.

Such problems have multiple criteria of solution adequacy which are frequently

in opposition and place those who attempt to resolve them in situations fraught
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with dilemmas. In the proc€ss of analysing the principals' dilemmas, and

diagnosing the style in which they attempt to deal with them, a resource that

suggests howthe problem can be critiqued, and simuhaneously advocates the

confrontation of the structures that constrain resolution at organisational and

interpersonal levels, is needed.

Robinson (1993) argues that educational researchers who want to have an

impact on practice should adopt a methodology in which:

the theories of action relevant to the.pr-oblem situation are investigated,
evaluated gy.d,-^if_ycessqry,.attered A theory of actioi is a tneory we
attribute fo ourse/ves and 6thers that purpor6 to agtain or preAi6t, on
fhe basis of relevant values,..betiefs ana rhotives wni peoite-a,aZi ney
do in a given situation (p. vii).

This approach to problem understanding and resolution, while related to

action research, attends to problem situations at a considerably deeper and

more challenging level than a focus on presenting problems allows. To

discover and aher theories of action one must gain access to these theories by

reconstructing them. They must be critiqued to examine the variances

between theories that are espoused and theories revealed by observation of
what is actually done. The latter constitutes a theory-in-use: the beliefs and

values we hold about what it means to be effective and the actions that follow

from them.

In order to investigate the nature of the dilemmas that constitute problems for
the principals, and in order for them to learn how to change their problem-

solving style, they will need to be involved collaboratively in interpreting their

reasoning and action. This interpretation must focus on the theory-in-use level

so that their problems (and the constraint strustures of these problems) can

be identified. Problem-based methodology requires that the processes of
problem understanding and problem resolution are conducted as a ,critical

dialogue" which allows adjudication of competing theories about the problem
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and learning of new theories to occur within the critical context of the research

itself. These resources are explicitly described and offer clear guidance on

how a dialogue of critique that is collaborative might be conducted.

The commitment to collaboratlon when problem-based methodology is
employed extends beyond the level of involving participants in discussion and

the organisation and implementation of action plans. In order to begin

theorising about theories of astion the researcher and participants need joint

access to theoretical and practical skills that enable them to play equally

critical parts. A pretiminary and continuing bilateral approach to learning and

change is a demanding requirement. lf the intention is that the participants

contribute meaningfully, and retain joint control over the process, they must
have sufficient understanding of the researcher's aims and normative theory

language in order to collaborate in tearning to produce consequences that are

no longer problematic. An initial requirement is the explanation of the norms of
effectiveness that constitute the researcher's theory of how dilemmas can be
managed.

The principals collaborating in this research witl need to recogn6e how their
behaviour contributes to the persistence of a dilemma. problem analysis will

require the assembly of data that illuminates current practice, reveals the
features of these principals' dilemmas, provides evidence of the strategies they
use determined by their beliefs about effectiveness, and suggests the possible

consequences of their problem-solving actions. This process will facilitate the
production of a diagnostic reconstruction of the principals' problem-solving

styles which should be critiqued collaboratively in the light of the normative

theory of etfectiveness.
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Resources for Gollaborative Gritique in problem-Based Methodology

Robinson suggests that the kind of collaborative relationship to be estabtished

is:

a relatlonship .between researgher and practitioner where the primary
goa! ls warJaltg!. agreeryent about what'counfs as the Oest tneoiy of thle
problem. [...] Th-e..goal of warranted agreemenf suggests that the
guiding value of tlie researcher-practitiiner retationitip shoutd be
inqyiJy.lnd learning, lQlough a plocess of mutuat theorbticat critique
and bilateral control of the r9s.e3rch process. l cattsucfr a retationship a
process of crttlcal dtatogue (199A, p. Sq.

Learning how to conduct a dialogue that is inherently critical and collaborative,

and teaching others how to do the same in order to allow them to participate

as equals, involves using an intervention strategy to change problem-solving

style (ibid. Chapter Two, Section Three).

To engage in ffitical dialogue one must subscribe to values that increase the

possibility that valid information will be generated. participants engaged in

such dialogue make bilateral decisions about what is to be disclosed and why

so that they respond on the basis of free and informed choice. The aim of

engaging in critical dialogue is to achieve a high level of commitment to joint

solutions which both parties agree to monitor. When these features are

present then the theories of action are consistent with what is called a Model 2

approach to problem-solving. The values, strategies and behaviours ascribed

to Model 2 approaches may be evident in espoused theory, which is the way

we describe what we intend to do; or in theory-in-use, which is the actual

behaviour we produce governed by the values that direst this. Evidence of this

behaviour can only be provided on the basis of direcfly observable data and

consequently it is essential to produce an empirical database of theory-in-use

as the springboard for critique and change.

In learning howto condust a critical dialogue one has to be made aware of the

barriers that are instinctively raised to protect self and others in threatening
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situations, and the generaltendency to control aims and outcomes uni6ter4ly

so that one ma:<imises one's chances of winning. This approach to problem-

solving is called Model 1 and militates against commonly espoused wishes to

be collaborative and critically reflective. Learning a Model 2 approach involves

both theory learning and the development of practical skills to counter Model

1, defensive behaviour. rt is simultaneously chailenging and empowering.

In contrast to the adherents of emancipatory educationat research, who

espouse but do not illustrate the tenets of ideology critique and the ideal

speech situations of critical communication, Robinson provides examples of

the kind of dialogue that contributes to warranted agreement about problem

constraints and solutions through inquiry and learning. This is an essential

methodologicaf resourc€ in my case because critical dialogue will be

employed in the way Robinson suggests - as, 'both the researcher's means of
interuention into the practitioner's problems and the intermediate goal of the
interuention" (p. 181). The researcher and the principals will need to develop

skills to use this form of dialogue to investigate the problem, plan and act for its

resolution, of,d involve others in ft.fiure problem-solving.

METHODS FOB PROBLEM ANALYSIS

In order to investigate problems encountered by the principals of Doon Val6y
School (DVs) and Te lGnawa Gollege frKc) in the context of staff appraisat,

and to analyse and describe these in terms that clarified dilemmas and
constraints to their resolution, several data gathering methods were used.

Documentary analysis, incruding a review of the reform literature, was

undertaken to reconnoitre the problem of appraisal policy implementation in

each school. ffidd policy and procedure documsnts related to the personnef

management duties of governing boards and principals, and school
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documents that indicated the principals current attempts to implement

appraisal, were analysed to establish conditions in the schools at the outset of
the project. School conditions were analysed at two levels to identify problem

dimensions created by the external reform imperative for change; and those

conditions which were internal to the school, and were related to the
principals' approaches to appraisal activity.

In order to illustrate problem complexity in terms of a dilemma, and then

identify patterns of typical responses to this dilemma, it was necessary to
collest data about the principals' espoused and actual styles of dealing with

appraisal problems so that analysis could be founded on databased accounts

of their theory of action. Both interview technique and participant observation

were used to elicit self-perceptions and the perceptions of others in relation to
how these principals perceived conflicting expectations held of them, and to
describe the style in which complex goals were managed.

Table 3.1

Problem Analysls: Key Data collection ancl veriflcation Events

October 1999

August and
September 1gg0

October to
December 1gg0

February to
April 19ti1

March 1991

June 1991

Reform documentary anafysis begun

Interviews (2) with each princioal
Reform documentary an'alysis concluded

Dilemma statement checking interuiews
with each principal

Interviews F) with staff at both schools
the PD committee at TKC

Normative theory explanation

Style diagnosis feedback meeting
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Dllemma Reconnaissance

Two interviews (2.0 hours duration) were condusted with each principal to

establish current appraisal initiatives and associated conflicting organisational

and individual concerns. At Te lGnawa College an interuiew (1.5 hours

duration) was also conducted with the senior management team because they

were jointly involved whh the principal in initiatives to introduce an appraisal

scheme. Data was analysed to describe a general organisational - individual

dilemma that existed for each principal in the staff appraisal context. This

analysis focused on identifying patterns of expectations, values and beliefs

expressed by the principals which could Indicate their concern for meeting

their new organisational obligations in relation to implementing staff appraisal

policy. Pafierns of beliefs related to managing the human side of the

organisation were also mapped to reveal their concerns about relationships

with indMduals. Conflicting expectations and opposing value positions and

beliefs about appraisal were expressed as a dilemma statement for each

school showing the tensions between organisational and individual goals. A

follow-up interview was conducted with each principal to check factual

accuracy, researcher interpretation of perceptions, and the principals'

agreement with the description of the general dilemma. The principals verified

these statements as accurate representations of the status quo.

Style Diagnosls

The perceptions of staff members involved in appraisal initiatives at each

school were gathered through hour{ong interviews in which they were asked

to comment on the principals' leadership style in the appraisal context. Two

slaff members were interviewed at Doon Valley School; five staff members

were interviewed at Te Kanawa College. Participant observation of meetings

(1.0 hour duration) between the principals and their senior managers (and in

the case of Te Kanawa Gollege observation of a professional development
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(PD) committee meeting) also contributed to this database which was used to

identify speciftc strategies the principals used to manage appraisal issues.

Analysis, to infer the principal's problem-solving style and suggest

consequonces of this style for problem resolution, focused on isolating

perceptual pafterns of what the principals believed was effective practice and

what others perceived as their beliefs and approaches to problems. This

analysis was presented in the form of a personal dilemma description, showing

the conflisting position in which the principal found him or herself. The

principals' espousals and their actions were identified to reconstruct their

theories of action. These were described in terms of strategies used and the

consequences of these strategies that were likely to be ineffective for dilemma

resolution.

The researcher's evaluation: that the principals were employing an ineffective

problem-solving style to manage their dilemmas was based on the incidence

of defensive reasoning and, in each case, an overriding concern with threat

avoidanc'e. The principals were given the opportunity to reject or accept this
judgement at a joint meeting at which the diagnosis feedback was presented

for their critique. Validation of the style diagnosis, and the researcher,s theory

about their effectiveness, led to their agreement to participate in an

intervention intended to change their problem-solving practice. (Appendix A
lists problem analysis tape transcript details.)

INTERVENTION METHODS

The plan to intervene in the principals' problem-solving practices required the

researcher to find ways in which the participants could learn an alternative

approach to dealing with dilemmas. The obJective was to teach the principals

(and, at a later stage, the senior management teams in each school) how to
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theorise about their theories of action that related to effective appraisal activity.

The principals were introduced to the researcher's normative theory of

effectiveness at a pre-training session (1.5 hours duration) and provided with a

package of readings related to organisational learning theory.

Because learning an alternative theory of effestiveness is both a highly

theoretical and a highly practical exercise, several practical teaching

approaches were used to implement the intervention strategy (ibid. Ghapter

Five). In addition to providing an initial summary of the normative theory, this

was incrementally explained; along with the tenets of Model 1 as a defensive

theory-in-use and Model 2 as an alternative, productive theory-in-use for

effective problem-solving, in the c'ourse of training sessions. Objections raised

by the participants about the theory of effestiveness, and critical dialogue skill

learning, were also addressed in workshop sessions. A modified, more direct

and concise approach was taken in teaching the normative theory to the

senior managers because of the compact nature of this training programme.

Table 3.2

Intervention: Key Data collection and verification Events

July 1991 to
January 1992

February 1992

April 1992

June 1992

Training workshops (11 formal 2.b
nour sessions)

Participant observation of staff
meeting at DVS

Participant observation of pD
c-ommittee meeting at TKC

Meetings (1) with each principalto
cneck progress analysis feedback
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Interventlon Process Methods

The methods used to teach and test the practical skills of critical dialogue were

selected because they would enable the researcher to answer crucial

questions:

* How could the principals discover and reconstruct their theories-in-use?

* How could they test learning throughout the intervention process?

* What difficulties would be encountered? How could these difficulties be

overcome?

One method used to discover theory-in-use was case-study writing (Appendix

Q) to simulate the principals' behaviour in a difficult situation. This yielded data

that was analysed to show the principals effective and ineffective aspects of

their espoused theory and their theory-in-use about gMng someone negative

feedback. The major method employed to reproduce behaviour for

observation was the videotaping and play-back of role-plays enacted by the

principals. This produced data in a powerful and directly observable way for

discussion and analysis leading to reconstruction of theory-in-use. lt allowed

for immediate bilateral adjudication of practice attempts to become skilled in

the use of critical dialogue and permitted data verification and hypothesis

testing to proceed simultaneously. As the participants became more proficient

in critical dialogue (and particularly in the use of Model 2 rules, ibid. p. 168)

they were empowered to challenge the researcher's judgement and critique

their own efforts theoretically. fie training hypothesis (that people instinctively

produce Model 1 behaviour in threatening situations, and that this is
counterproductive to their intentions to be Model 2) was constantly tested by

viewing, interpreting, and critiquing participants' responses in challenging

situations. In all, some 15 hours of video recording was done in workshop

sessions. Case writing and role-play video taping was also used in the training

programme with the senior management teams.
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The principals' attempts to apply learning in school-based situations were

taped to provide a learning resource and a check on progress in applying new

skills to the resolution of their particular appraisal dilemmas. At Doon Valley

school a staff meeting was taped (1.0 hour duration); at Te lGnawa college a

meeting between the principal and the pD committee was taped (1.0 hour

duration). In these meetings the researcher observed the manner in which the

principals attempted to present their concerns about staff appraisal in Model 2

ways. Follow-up meetings with the principals allowed for reflestion on progress

revealed in this data.

Self-reporting was another technique used to encourage the principals to
practice and reflect on skill application and constraints in the school setting.

They were reminded to keep journal records of attempts to use Model 2 rules

when they encountered difficult situations. Their perceptions of success and

failure to respond in Model 2 ways were discussed in training workshops and

these episodes were used as a basis for developing role-play practice

scenarios. An open-ended questionnaire form was used to evaluate the

benefits and challenges of the training programme arranged for the six senior

managers and the two principals from both schools. (Appendix B lists

intervention training and progress check tape transcript details.)

METHODS FOR EVALUATING INTERVENTION IMPAGT

In order to find out what difference the intervention training programme had

made to the ways in which the principals approached the resolution of the staff

appraisal dilemmas identified in the analysis stage of the project, it was

necessary to reflect upon the principals' competence at this stage, and test

their ability to apply a Model 2 theory-in-use in school-based situations. At the

conclusion of the training programme a joint meeting (2.5 hours duration) was
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arranged for the principals to demonstrate skills and discuss the learning

experience. Role-play was critiqued by the participants and by an independent

observer in order to check on learning progress.

It was also important to find out if colleagues in their schoots had observed

changes: indications that the principals were adopting the alternative theory of
effectiveness to deal with complex issues. At each school, two senior staff

members were interviewed together (1.0 hour sessions) to establish their

views of changes in the principals'problem-solving styles.

In order for the researcher to assemble data about how the principals were

handling both organisational and interpersonal appraisal issues as a

consequence of their training, a formal evaluation plan was devised. This

involved triangulating the perceptions of the researcher, the participants,

perceptions, and the impressions of others involved in appraisal

engagements. Direstly observable data could then be analysed to illustrate the
principals' intentions, their actions, and perceptions of effestiveness in

achieving intended outcomes from three perspectives.

Participant observation was used as the method to record the principals'

efforts to communicate appraisal concerns to others in a Model 2 way. At

Doon Valley Schoolthe principal's appraisal meetings (1.0 hour duration) with
two staff members were videotaped. A meeting (1.S hours duration) between

the principal of Te Kanawa College and the professional development

committee, comprising six staff, was videotaped. The researcher's subsequent

interviews (1.0 hour duration) with all the staff members involved, to elicit their
perceptions of what the principals had communicated, were also videotaped.

The tapes and transcripts of these evaluation events in the schools were

viewed by the principals and the researcher to reach agreement about what
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had been learnt by examining variances between intent, actuality, and the

perceptions of others. In order to facilitate critical reflestion on learning and

change, a detailed analysis of what was intended, what was conveyed, and

what was received was constructed by the researcher (Appendices H & l). A
summarised analysis of this data was jointly developed by the participants and

the researcher to show how Model 1 barriers had constrained their intentions

to be Model 2. (Appendix F fists evaluation stage tape transcript details.)

Table 3.3

Evaluation: Key Data collection and verificafion Events

November 1992 Reflection meeting with both princioals

13"1?il1$?ff Stuo'ndent 
check bn

December 1992 participant observation of 2 appraisal
interviews conducted by the piincipal
of DVS

[?lgg;ls,"iJ31yi"J' 
with the 2 staff

January 199s Meeling with principalof DVS to check
evatuation analysis feedback

February 1998 participant observation of the principal
of TKG meeting with the pD committee

S8ili,il,#J'%??Ri:13 HiH'I[' 
6 P D

March 1ee3 
*'??,T-?#T.*rfriJ?BLSU[Fto 

check

June lees 
+iH5:F#i'rH"#i,fi:"',t'r?X3"T,g
the principal,s style 

'
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TRIANGUTATION AND VALIDITY

Trtansutailon ustnltnterpreilve a nd Empirical Meth ods

The emphasis on interpreting the beliefs and values that guide the participants'

theories of action determined the use of qualitative methods to colpct data.

However, because it is essential to provide evidence of behaviour that is part

of these theories, it was necessary to collect and examine data that is directly

observable. Triangulation was employed to increase the validity and accuracy

of the participants' accounts, the accounts of signiftcant others, and the

researcher's accounts. This is an essential technique because it enabled the
participants and the researcher to check assumptions and judgements about

effective practice. lt also assisted the participants to understand the

importance of acknowledging a diversity of perceptions.

In a literal sense triangulation means that several location markers are used to
pinpoint an objective (cohen & Manion, 19g6). In applying the concept to this
qualitative research project, data was collected from multiple sources such as

the officiaf documentation of teadership expectations related to appraisal

initiatives, the participants themselves, the corteagues with whom they
interacted regularly, and those affected by the consequences of the principal,s

behaviour. Multiple techniques have been used to assemble a rich database

that reflects several staff perspectives and provides several samples of
behaviour for collaborative adjudication. Multiple sampling has contributed to
the attempt to reduce distortion. Triangulation has been employed at all three
stages of the action research process: during the problem analysis stage, in
intervention aetivities, and for evaluating the impact of the change strategy.

The presentation of empirical evidence for bilateral adjudication (through

criticaf analysis and discussion) has been an important consideration in

facilitating participant validation of data, and in motivating change efforts. The

subjects themselves become investigators. Their interpretation of evidence of
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their own behaviour, and their challenge of the researcher's assumptions and

theories, are features encouraged in research of this kind.

Validtty Demands

The validity of the database created at each stage of the research process has

been checked progressively with the principals. The need to triangulate data to

achieve richness, and to ensure accuracy; and the need to establish an

empirical database from which to mount critique of learning and practice,

makes considerable demands on a researcher. The researcher must be

prepared to negotiate data colleaion opportunities which might necessitate

complex arrangements. The development of technical skills to record

behaviour in both workshop settings and on location in schools is also

essential. Analyses of practice must be validated at every step of the process,

and judgements agreed to bilaterally.

The generation of directly observable data, and checking several sources to
obtain multiple perceptions of progress for critique, is also very demanding for
the participants. The principals in this research had to overcome resistance to
role-play and the use of the video recorder as training techniques. They were

presented with data that contained irrefutable and often painful evidence of
their mistakes. In addition, they had to be willing to place themselves in a
vulnerable position in front of their colleagues, and be prepared to receive

criticalfeedback, in order to evaluate progress. This kind of research demands

a very high commitment to learning that is personally challenging. Wthout the

cooperation of the participants, in permitting and facilitating data collection,

this project could not have been conducted.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CASE STUDIES: INTRODUCTION AND
ANALYSIS

THE RECONNAISSANCE PHASE:

FRAMING PROBLEMS IN TERMS OF DILEMMAS

The principals of a primary school and a secondary school were approached

to participate in the action research project. This was described to them as an

investigation of the general problem of how schools go about designing,

negotiating and implementing staff appraisal and development practices in

conditions where dilemmas may militate against effestiveness. The intention to
intervene supportively was explained in terms of action research steps in which

problems would be identified and analysed, action would be planned to bring

about change, and opportunity would be provided to observe and reflest

before embarking on further, similar cycles. The first phase of the research

involved an examination of school conditions and the tentative outline of a
particular problem facing each principal, which could be described in terms of
a leadership dilemma. At the outset the principals were informed about the

researcher's normative theory of effectiveness which would be used to frame

the approaches taken to analysing the problems of practice that the

participants wished to resolve.
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The Schools and the Gontraet

Doon Valley Prlmary School

Doon Valley Primary School is located in an established suburb of a major

New Zealand city. lt draws on a multicultural but predominantfy European

community of working/middle-class families. The school appears to be we1

supported by its community in terms of parent willingness to be involved in

school activities and general satisfaction with the way the school is run. lts
good reputation in the community has resulted in several families seeking

enrolment for children who could more conveniently attend schoots closer to

where they live. The school has a roll of 350 pupib and a staff of 15. The

principal does not teach but all the members of the senior management team

(sMT), comprising the deputy principal, the assistant principal, and a senior

teacher - teach full loads with virtually no time allowance for management

duties.

The principal, Frances, has been at the school since the beginning of 1ggg,

this being her fourth principalship. She is reputed to be a capable and caring

school leader who is held in high regard by her staff and principal peers.

Frances served for one term as an inspector for the Department of Education.

Her main function in this role was to assess teachers who had asked to be

evaluated for grading or promotion purposes. Her knowledge of teacher

evaluation was based largely on this experience but she was also we1 read on

the topics of classroom observation and clinical supervision, and appeared to

be very interested in learning about new models of appraisal.

As lwas intending to include a primary principal in the research I believed that

Frances might be interested in participating in action research that could assist

her professionally and also contribute to a school development initiative. My

initial contact with her was in August 1ggg, to sound her out about the
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possibility of locating a research project in her school: a project which would

involve her as the central subject because it would focus on problems

associated with implementing staff appraisal and development policy. lt would

also tie in with the efforts I knew she was making to initiate a staff appraisal and

development programme. She expressed a willingness to be involved, and felt

that the opportunity to investigate the development of personnel policies would

help her clarify official obligations and reflect on some of the philosophical

reservations she held about the impact of the reforms on issues related to the

control of teachers.

Te Kanawa College

The principal of Te Kanawa Gollege had held this position for nearly a year

when I approached him in August 1989 with a proposal to participate in the

research project. This was David's first principalship, and he was finding the

challenge of leading a large suburban co-educational secondary school very

demanding. David's school is highly multicultural, has a roll of 1200 students

and a staff of 71, and serves a largely working-class community. The senior

management team (sMT) at this school comprises the deputy principal, an

assistant principal, and a senior administrator - alt of whom have specified time

allowances for management tasks. I had often heard David express interest in

management development experiences that could lead to further learning for

himself, so I invited him to consider involvement that might challenge him

personally and assist him professionally. David believed that there were some

major issues in his schoolthat had to be dealt with. He had to prove himself to

the school community as a leader capable of responding to the requirements

of school self-management, and, with both the SMT and the staff, establish his

leadership style which he believed was more inclusive of others compared to

the way in which his predecessors had operated.
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For David, like many principals of secondary schools, the concepts of statf

appraisal and development in collaborative self-managed school settings

presented new opportunities for learning. Before the advent of 'Tomorrow's

Schools', he and his contemporaries would have depended largely on external

inspection of the school as a means of evaluating teacher and school

performance. The developing theory base on teacher appraisal in devolved

decision-making settings is very recent and certainly would not have featured

to any extent in the nonexistent or minimal preparation that school principals

receive before or after appointment to school leadership posltions.

Ghoice of Principals

Although at this point in time I was a practising principal, I did not have a
particularly close working relationship with either of these principals. Both of
them were co-members of local principals' associations and actively involved

themselves in our collectMe efforts to develop professionally. I considered that

the research focus on staff appraisal and development issues - which were

new challenges for principals to grapple with in the reform implementation

phase - might attract them. In my view, it was important that the research

subjects have a strong interest in the problem area itself so that they would be

motivated to make the kind of determined and long-term commitment to

leadership development that I was seeking. Therefore, I chose participants

who expressed a wish to implement reform requirements effectively, and who

demonstrated that they were concerned about their development as school

leaders. I also wanted the research to span both the primary and secondary

sectors because, although school size and structure differed greaily, I wanted

to test my belief that issues which constrained a principal's effectiveness in

personnel policy implementation could have common foundations.
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Contract wlth the prlnclpats

The principals were made fully aware of my reason for undertaking the

research project. They appreciated that as a part-time doctoral student I would

have to spread my work with them over a span of three years or more. The

research contract stated that the aims for the researcher were to investigate

organisationalconditions that gave rise to leadership dilemmas, to intervene in

ways that assisted the principals to be more effective in implemengng staff

appraisal and development programmes, and to offer collegial support in the

process whilst also gaining experience and improving my own efforts as a

collaborative researcher.

For the principals the contract established three broad aims. Firsfiy; a critical

reflection aim, which would be met through examination and analysis of

conditions and problems that impinged on effestive implementation of staff

appraisal and development policy. secondly; an educational aim, which

required developing a shared understanding of the normative theory of
effectiveness' underpinning an intervention strategy involving training in

specific, practical interpersonal effectiveness skills. Thirdly; a support aim,

which involved assisting the principals to critique their learning as they applied

new skills in practical situations in their schools.

At staff meetings held at each school in october 1ggo, I was given the

opportunity to present information about the research project to the staff. Both

principals felt that their staff needed to be fully informed about my work with

them. We also agreed that gaining the support of the senior management

teams was essential as the training intervention could possibly include them.

Staff at both schools were generally supportive of this kind of research,

although considerable reassuranc€ was sought to establish that the research

would focus on the principal and not on the staff. The SMT's at both schools
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were enthusiastic about possible involvement in learning exercises with the

principal.

scHool coNDtTtoNS

The reason for examining school conditions was two-fold. Firsfly, t believed

that this exercise with the principals would clarify for participants and the

researcher the major issues related to their new obligation to implement policy

for staff appraisal and development. secondly, I considered that this

preliminary investigation could serve to test the belief that leadership dilemmas

would be present in the context of initiatives to establish a staff appraisal

scheme.

The first set of conditions identified relates to the reform implementation

climate which prevailed at this time. The reforms gave rise to conditions of an

external nature in the sense that they were created by political policy decisions

over which the principals had little or no control. The second set of conditions

are inferred through analysis of transcribed data of interviews held with the

principals and statf the schools. In these interviews the principals described

their views about their leadership obligation to appraise staff and their attempts

to introduce appraisal and development initiatives. The features identified are

considered to be internal conditions in the sense that they concern school

policy, systems, skills, attitudes, beliefs, and information management over

which the principals could exert control.

External-Polltical Gonditions

The first step in the reconnaissance phase involved analysis of official

communication to schools from the New Ministry of Education. when I

embarked on this research schools were only just beginning to come to terms
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with the deluge of demands created by the 'Tomorrow's Schools, reforms.

1989 was the year of charter development: the year in which schools were

required to consult communities to develop the school's mission and general

goals. As schools were now accountable for all operational aspects of school

management they also had to develop internal policies, programmes and

plans to demonstrate how the mandated charter objectives in such areas as

finance, property and personnel management would be achieved.

Principals were offered a form of ministerial support through the School

Management Development Project which provided funding for geographically

based clusters of primary and secondary school principals to meet regularly.

The intention was to encourage principals (and in some cases trustees as well)

to interpret reform documentation, to implement change, and to address

matters of policy development. When they did operate, the cluster meeting at
least provided a forum for collegial exchange of concerns about the pace and

magnitude of the administrative reform demands. A training needs-analysis

exercise conducted by an Auckland College of Education team responsible for
cluster training revealed that principals identified the staff appraisal policy

requirement as a major concern to be addressed.

Principals were elrtremely pressured during this year. Their role had expanded

significantly. They were obliged to keep abreast of the reform implementation

initiatives, were required to respond to urgent Ministry requests, and were

expected to complete a demanding range of administrative tasks. Apart from

this, one of the greatest pressures they experienced arose from the

expestation of working in partnership with the community. Not only was it
necessary to consult widely with the community in developing the initial school

charter, but it was also necessary to establish clear parameters for
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governance by the newly established boards of trustees, and management by

the principal.

For principals, a real tension was experienced in clarifying for the community

(and its representatives on the board of trustees - now the designated

employer) their level of participation in personnel management functions. A

community perception of the reform intents to improve the quality of teaching,

and increase community participation in education, led to a popular usage of

the acronym'PICOT'to mean - Parents in Charge of Teacherst Teachers were

extremely anxious about the level of involvement that some boards

demanding, and that some principals were permitting. They were

were

also

particularly defensive when contentious personnel issues, such as teacher

performance evaluation, were at stake.

Principals, who on the one hand were being exhorted to develop policies for

staff appraisal and development; and, who, on the other hand were

confronting staff anxiety and resistance to the development of such policies,

were caught in a double-bind. Many principals had serious misgivings about

the intent of the reform in this area and were disquieted about the degree of

control that might be assumed by boards over teachers. At the crux of the

matter was the principal's own ability to define and secure management role

boundaries, and ensure that the board accepted and performed a governance

role which did not involve it in the realm of appraisal policy implementation.

lnternal School-Based Condltions

The second step in the reconnaissance phase was to interview the principals

to find out what was being done about appraisal in their schools. My intention

was to use their descriptions of the status quo situation, and comments that

revealed their values and beliefs about appraisal activity, to check the
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presence of conditions that could be explained in terms of the essential

leadership dilemma that manifests as tensions between concerns to meet

organisational obligations and concerns about interpersonal relationships.

(Appendix 2: Problem Analysis - Data Gollection, refers to transcripts used for

this analysis). I believed it was important for the principals to have the problem

identified in the frame of this central organisation versus individual di6mma

because the research aims, communicated to the principals and their staff

members, signalled that dilemmas were implicated in the complex problems

that principals had to manage in staff appraisal conte)ds. Furthermore, the

researcher's normative theory highlighted a need for dilemma recognition as a

precondition for learning intended to lead to the resolution of complex

problems.

Extract fiom intervieur with principal IDVATTRI I

CONDITIONS IN DOON VALLEY SCHOOL

In Frances's school there was no formal system of appraisal at the outset of

my investigation. She held strong views about threats to teacher autonomy

contained in the reform message that the newly constituted boards of trustees

would have a role in evaluating staff performance and expressed her concern

as follows:

I can see nP!!:!oy_e.s_comlng in education - t woutd tike to beat the gun.
2gLo::fryl!!q,!s.!mp?ggq-on me I woutd tike to be abte io say,yiouoon't neecl to clo that. We're already operating welt. These are'what tcan show you". !'d qtsg like,to say to tne cofrmuiity - i-aoi;lti*e tne
?:H!!iv c.omi\V in herq to evdtuate teachers. t'ci like nem to give
reeclback to teachers on what they've done weil - but t don't iant tfremin here evaluating teachers and t'don't want the board oi iustees to dothat to me or them. r think their responsibitity ,b to sav, ,lC there
goyething in ptTcel" And when they ask me there witt be--rii na going
to have something imposee.l

She was particularly concerned about taking charge of the appraisal agenda in

a way that provided a positive, non-threatening bias. Her emphasis was on

identifying "what they've done weil". she acknowledged her new appraisal
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responsibility and stated, "l am now accountable because there is no one

beyond me". In her view, the reforms had provided school independence

which would allow her to empower teachers and make them more

professionally accountable. She allocated funds to each teacher for

development purposes and sawthis as a way:

.-.for them to take charge of their own learning and do somethino about
it. lt's putting them in c-harge of their own desiny.z --"--------v

Frances believed that it was important to keep reminding staff about their

professional responsibility to keep up-to-date and improve. Because she had

fears, which she expressed privately but not publicly, that many of the

'Tomorrow's schools' reforms could "deprofessionalise teachers", she

countered this possibility by placing emphasis on the ways in which she could

empower them, and describes how she did this:

I ,Reep giving lhem littte chats in which I say that it [professionat
ctevetopmgntl_ls_ important. t.keep reminding inem tney'nivito beresponsible before somebody e/be takes o-yer ine tiing'-ror tnem.
t...1
I .keep telling them that they have to have autonomy and thev have to
develop their own professionat skilt. No one etse cdn ao il ii{ii ney
want it.3

At this school an appraisal policy had been written by the principal. lt stressed

a "self-governance, voluntary approach to appraisal". The policy stated that

staff should have a job description, and must annually state ,,development

objectives" which the school would fund. A major aspect of the system was a

reliance on self-monitoring which the principal said she stressed all the time.

she stated that formal monitoring was not a part of the programme because:

I am loath to go into that role unless t am asked or t do it informatty,
because I neier want teachers not to want me at ne aoor. iiis way
no,bodyfeels threatened and l'm monitoring all the ime,-ina-i-aeciae
yvhere to putthe input.
Ithin? if iwas.actially being totally judgementat and sittino in and thev
saw me as iuctge and jury I mightdestroy averyfragile reta{ionship.+

Extrac.t from interview with principal IDVATTR 1 I
Extract from irterviary with principal IDVATTRI I
Extract from interview with principal IDVATTRI ]

2
3
4
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The principal's concern about professionalthreat, and her belief that principap

staff relationships were fragile, led her to hold a theory that informal monitoring

was less threat-provoking than the formal evaluation methods she had

experienced at first-hand in the inspectorate. A view that she had not shared

openly with staff was her doubt about the intrinsic worth of teacher supervision

and the competence of evaluators. She commented:

I have had u^ery neggttye.p{periences with schoot principals who try to
do this superuisioibut didnT have the aeertise to do it'- or ino aia it
on such low-level measurable things tnal t was upset by their tack of
understanding.
You cannot-asses-s with a great deal of accuracy what makes a good
teacher, a!!j h,gye.a papeT thgre i.n my cubbyhcite which says thdt theprincipat rs the /east ablci to make that j{tdgem6nt.
t...1
To start labelling people -.recognising their difficulties, threatens peopte
persgnglly. ff I started to be crilical ifprobabty woutdi't ao aiiO6a4 fiiVgood. Itwould splitthe peace.s

The system of appraisal established at Doon Valley School was guided by two

important values which the principal described as follows:

lVe.perceiv.g the need for appraisat of some kind but in doino itwe wanttg be .po.sitive^and protect'ihe retationships in tne sciootiliicn have
been built up.6

She believed that it was important to take things "in litfle steps,', and slowly,

because she had, in her terms, "put a lot of effort and positive time into

building things up that weren't here when I came in". She was also beginning

to deal with the practicalities of appraisal which for her raised several

questions:

What are we gQing to appraise? What criteria are we using to appraise
i(? t.mean, we're-nornidtty going gtobatty ana iayng_: 'irii{Sionetv
environment - tn la la,. nhd it d6eint hritp any siec-ific proOiem at att.Sq / feilt Y\y we do it is admittedty to neip tEaCieri iipr6ie their
overallskfi/s. How can I do itwithoutaesuoyinS tne pacez

5
6
7

Extract from interview with principal IDVATTR 1 ]
Extract from interview with principal IDVATTRI I
Extract from intervievrr with principat IDVATTR I I
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Problem ldentification Feedback to Frances

A tentative problem analysis of the principal's dilemma was mapped and

presented to Frances. She agreed with the outline expressed in Table 4.1

below which represents a summary of the researcher's interpretation of this

initial analysis.

Table 4.1

Doon Valley School: Organisational - Individual Dilemma

School concems
lead the principal to
believe that it is
important to:

J
* take charge of appraisal
and demonstrate this to
the Board of Trustees

J
* have a policy for
appraisal in place

J
* know about and solve
problems

Interpersonal concems
lead the principal to
believe that it is
important to:

Iv
* protect staff from the
negative aspects of appraisal

Iv
* retain informal approaches
that emphasise self-monitoring
and do not threaten staff

Iv
* make private rather than
public judgements because
being openly critical can
damage others and ruin
positive relationships

BUT

The dilemma for the principal is that on the one hand she knows that she has
to act in the interesls of the organisation in establishing appraisal practices
thatfocus.on providing informatlon about what is being dbne well and also on
what needs to be improved.

On the other hand, however, she believes that this is not a goal she can meet
at present because it will involve threatening staff with piactices related to
forynal supervision. She has doubts about her ability to make formal
judgements; she does not want to damage people by beihg critical, and she
wishes to preserve the positive relationsh-ipsthal currbnfly exist.
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CONDITIONS IN TE KANAWA COLLEGE

At the outset of the research project the principal of Te Kanawa College did not

have a policy or formalsystem for staff appraisal in operation. He affirmed that

the task of developing an appraisal policy was a "statutory obligation" that he

would meet on behalf of the employer in his role as the school's manager. He

considered that in the interim one of his major tasks was to secure funding for

staff development to occur and stated:

I have an obligation to provide for professional development andprofessiona/ assessment ahd tie alt this iogether.a - -- ---r----

David considered that he had made a start on the appraisal issue by ensuring

that there was a budget for staff development and by delegating authorrty to

trial a scheme to the newly appointed deputy principa! (Dp). The Dp

unilaterally devised procedures which involved the writing of job descriptions

and regular visits by senior staff to teachers' classrooms to assess their work

and report on this. The scheme was put into action with the knowledge and

approval of the principal and others in the senior management team. However,

during a training session run by an outside consultant to address the writing of
job descriptions, the whole issue of implementing appraisalwas challenged by

the staff on the grounds that it had been imposed and not introduced

collaboratively.

As a consequence, the principal abandoned the scheme and agreed that the

statf could establish a Professional Development (PD) Gommittee to redesign

the school's approach to appraisal. He commented on his feelings about this

as follows:

Their concern was_ that it you're going to have a reattv successfu/
assessrnent tor protessional developmeit then it shoutd Oei in the handsof staff. I felt this was wondertul 'because now the powei ii-in tneir
lands, Nthgugh.l felt uncomfortabte with the traniiti{n, iiiie enA fue
pe.e.n pu.t where I want to be. I now don't have to do ai ine iia-ior* or
taKing ffie responsibllity. My concern now ls the quality we aciieve. We

Extract from intervio,rr with principal IIKATTRI I
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rhe sMn a99i!9a b.push. to get it [the committee] set up - subtty - the
waywewantect to get it set up.
t...1
we sawif as a leadership obligation to lead them gentty into it.s

In this schoolthe principal had decided to back away from a direct involvement

in a contentious initiative that had made the staff uncomfortable to the point

where they, in his view, opposed him. yet, he acknowledged that staff

resistance posed challenges for him which would have to addressed in the

longer-term because he had an obligation to meet in relation to appraisal

policy implementation.

David expressed his disappointment in the staff's response to the initial

appraisal scheme. He felt that he was not trusted by his colleagues who did

not understand his motives, yet he believed that he demonstrated strong

personal commitment to staff development which would benefit them.

WP| - you s?e, it's interesting that t thought that bv showino people - bv
g.,ylng peoprg opportunity and saying, "come on, be hone{t, we at hav'e
rnese needs",.that they wou ld rel ish the opporfiJ nity provided bv the ti me
and monev I have giv-en to this r'ssuq nat iney wohn getjilo-ii. ait iii1
haven't.10'

He prided himself on giving promising individuals the opportunity to take on

new responsibilities to extend themselves. He regularly expressed his rationale

for staff development to staff in terms of professional growth that was ,,positive,

fruitful and dynamic", and he negotiated a generous budget allocation for staff

development with the board.

He also commented humorously on his tendency to express himself in an

epigrammatic way on this subject, as illustrated below:

I'm saying yP! 'grow tg go or gg to grow' - to go forward; to make agreater_contribution or impact. I betieie that that'is the kei'ti on'e can,t
s?y.?t tle eq! of a lesson, or week, or year - what have I siot ui io, what
did I do weil - what are the thingd t'il hever ao-againl--ii;;-i;'aren,t
doing any personal analysis and'we aren,t moving"on.tt

9
10

11

Extract from interview with principal FKATTRII
Extract ftom intervie$, with SMT ff KATTR2J
Ertract from interview with sMT rrKATTR2l
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He felt that although he often reminded staff of the need to "grow to go" which

for him meant'to go forward - to make a greater contribution and impact", and

engage in professional development, it appeared that many of them were not

getting the message. David was concerned that in spite of his attempts to

communicate the worth of improvement initiatives there was a conflict be,tween

"professional development" as it was understood by staff and "professional

assessment or appraisal" which was intended to identify the priorities for

development. In his view he was trying to make his department heads

accountable but was meeting resistance here as well. He stated:

The heads of department Favgto report on staff. See, ffrafb whywe now
have trouble uyifl pro!.9ssiona/ development, becaude appra,int is seen
1s^9_"!9. pgl ?!.,!: wdyg got to be'sure ihat we,re dienaing money
wnere our prio.rities,gre the greatest, which means appiaisal -Tnvolving
d.eciding wh?t are fhese prlorities,6ecause trlese olebome alparent in
me people. Ntd so fhe crunch line is: How did you find out what fhese
needs were?
L..I
one of the !n!!g_t yp're not go.od at r.s gatleqing data. we sort of operate
by tl.e seaf of -our 

trousers-- this pers-on's naFpy, io trLtt ok,-but ror
another w1!t?y_enT r9aily g{herea any data'io'iiia oui. For ixanpte,
the moment yot! ask ciudstions about grades in Schooi Certiti6atit
resulls you getal/sorfs 6f negative reactio-ns.1z

David also expressed his need as the principal to have access to information

about staff performance because he was required to write testimonials and

referees reports for them. The way in which he obtained this data was by

taking to the heads of department (HOD).

when I talk to HoD's.l say, "My perceptions are da, da, da - what areyoy.rs?" tts amazing !1qry.lne itdn axriect me to ii6ai6ii tesiimoniat
without recog n i s i ng th i s ! 13

David espoused a theory of accountability that e)ilended to the heads of

department being accountable for the expenditure of professional

development funding and being able to relate this to actual need, and his own

Extract from interview wfth SMT ffKATTRzl
Extract fiom inrervier,v with SMT FKATTR2I

12

13
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need for accurate information about staff. Yet, he also privately hetd doubts

about how essential it was to formalise a system for obtaining information

bgcause, as he said:

I don't think you need formal assessment to find out what the teachers
!p^!g!lg,: fr-o^^ ,my. ygars of .experience I can know by going pasf a
ctassroom just what's happen ing.
t...1
/f's a case_ ot klorying just tloyv many fglays you can make before you tip
the balance: the balance between bottectiig accurate informatiie daia
about how, peopte ?ct.and lory tfgy'ry pe\torming, aia-passing over
that line when they think you're 'sticl<y beiking'.t+ -' - '- - - ---

For David, a personal conflist existed because he hetd a private belief that

informalways of gathering information had worked well in the past. He justified

this view on the grounds that informal methods were non-threatening and

would continue to yield information he needed about staff performance in the

absence of a formal appraisal system which he had endeavoured to

implement, but which the staff had apparently boycotted.

His theory was influenced by his belief in the value of uncritical "insprational

mentoring" and "privately judgemental" informal supeMsion, which he had

experienced as a teacher. Gathering information this way was easier, less

threatening, and a lar less challenging management option than having to

implement a formal system that caused anxiety for staff. However, David also

felt that his cunent role was now "both pastoral and inspectorial" and that he

could not avoid the statutory obligation to appraise staff formally.

Problem ldenilfication Feedback to Davld

A tentative problem outline of his leadership dilemma was presented to David

and accepted by him. Table 4.2 overreaf summarises this feedback.

Extract from intervievv with principal [fKATTRtl
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Table 4.2

Te Kanawa College: Organisational - lndividual Dilemma

School concems
lead the principal to
believe that it is
important to:

Iv
* meet his obligation as
the leader to implement
an effective staff appraisal
system

J
* push for a new system of
appraisal that will meet
accountabi I ity obligations

I

+
* get access to information
about staff performance and
improvement needs in order
to be accountable for budget
expenditure and in order to
write testimonials

Interpersonal concems
lead the principal to
believe that it is
important to:

I?
* revise initial intentions
because staff are not
prepared to comply and
management is not prepared to
impose a system which might
create more dissent and
more unpleasantness

Irt
* do this by working subtly
behind the scenes so that
staff appear to drive the
initiative because there is a
lack of trust and understanding
of the principal's motives

I+
* continue to use informal
means for making judgements
because these information
gathering methods can be
justified as non-threatening

BUT

For this principal the.leadership dilemma is that his organisational obligation
to- appraisg staff on the one hahd., and staff resistance-to the implemen-tation
of a formal system on the other hand, have led to a stand-off situation and
placed the principal in a double-bind.

The principal requires accurate information about staff to meet organisational
needs but does not want to threaten or alienate the staff withhis wish to
implement a system that emph?sises formal assessment and reporting. He
wants to be accountable as the leader but has abrogated this respbnsibility to
a staff committee - albeit temporarily. In the meantime, he believbs that to do
his job, 

.he will hqY" to.rely on inforiral, non-threatening options for collecting
Inlormatton aDout teachers.
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Summary: Condltions In the Two Schools

In both schools inhial efforts were made by the principals to implement

initiatives for the appraisal and development of staff. In both schools the

principals were confronting an organisational - individual dilemma that had led

them to choose to act in the interests of one horn of the dilemma and find

justification for suppressing or delaying achievement of goals related to its
other horn. In each school, interpersonal concerns about staff alienation and

feelings of threat had influenced the principal's decision to avoid rather than

coffiont accountability lssues openly. Both principals acknowledged the

difficulty of the task they faced in introducing appraisal but before being

presented with the initial analysis, they had been unable to consider their

problem in terms of a dilemma. At this point they realised that the challenge for

them would involve reconciling their accountability goal and their wish to be

supportive and non-threatening in implementing an effective staff appraisal

process.

The investigation and analysis of school conditions, in order to frame

leadership problems in terms of dilemmas, was completed by the end of the

1990 school year, after two interviews with each of the principals and an

analysis of offtcial reform direstives and school documents. The principals had

espoused organisational concerns about meeting their accountability

obfigations but in each case they appeared to have sacrificed this goal in order

to attend to staff relationship and threat concerns. At this stage the issue of
how the principals' own behaviour was impficated in these school conditions

arising, being maintained, or changing had not been broached. The nex step

for the researcher was to gather additional data for use in diagnosing the
principals' styles against a framework of theory that explained how dilemmas

could be managed effestively. The intention was to reconstruct their theories-

in-use based on others' perceptions of their actual practices.
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THE D1AGNOSTIC PHASE:

DIAGNOSIS OF LEADERSHIP STYLE FOR MANAGING DILEMMAS

The Plan

In March 1991, I met with the principals to explain the normative theory (bid.

Chapter One) and the intervention strategy (ibid. Ghapter Two, Section Three)

that I would recommend as a way for them to learn new skills which might

increase their competence in managing dilemmas. This meeting preceded the

session in which the results of the style diagnosis were communicated. I

believed that it was important for the principals to be informed about the

normative theory of etfectiveness and the strategy to be used for critique of
practice and skill learning before they were given feedback about their

problem-solving styles so that they could make informed choices about

participation in training.

Ac'tlon and Obseruation

From February to April 1991, interviews were conducted with senior

management staff at Doon Valley school and re lGnawa college, and, in the

case of the iatter school, with members of the professional development

committee as well. The purpose of these interviews was to establish how the

principals'leadership styles were perceived by others who had a stake in the

appraisal related problem situations. Transcripts of taped data were analysed

to isolate perceptual patterns of the principals' attitudes and beliefs about

effective behaviour in situations where conflicting expectations arose. The

diagnosis reports prepared for the principals also reveal how other's perceive

their responses to dilemmas, and these perceptions are used to infer the

principals' theories-in-use. Data gathered in the reconnaissance phase

interviews with the two principals is also drawn upon, to uncover self-

perceptions which assist with the construction of espoused theories so that a
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reconstruction of theories of action can be mapped. (Appendix A: problem

Analysis - Data Collection).

In a joint feedback session the principals were presented with a written

diagnosis report which was discussed and their responses were recorded as

notes. In the rest of this chapter I have presented the databases used to make

each diagnosis before replicating the written feedback presented to the

principals.

DooN VALLEY sGHooL: AN EMpHAsts oN ENCOURAGEMENT

An important issue for this principal is a concern for helping staff who are

having difficulty, but who woutd be threatened by an overt, formal system of

superuision. The principal makes a point of encouraging staff to learn from one

another and to take up opportunities for professional development. A member

of the senior management team (sMT) describes this practice:

(F = Besearcher; X = SMT Member)

X: she does it through 
^enco-ulqqgment 

- through arranging things for you.
she asks how it's-going iia'tieiiets up situationslor you to do it. Foratample she't! tTke yoir c/ass so !h?tyou can go ana ge{resoir;6i;,
whatever and then y9u c.pn put it int6 prac;ticie-oecifse you i;ve ;;
gbtiggtign. The opportunities are providid is wett iiti; o&igaiiii,-ai'it
then following thai, there's alwayi,,'How did it go;? - 

"

t..-l
lf she hears about.a go?g coufse she'll pop a notice in your pigeon-hote
or send you to visit another school, or nlave people eonie in {o"neti."-'-
How does the principat judge what peopte need in the way of help?

Ithink she's in the rooms a tot. she fakes visitors through the rooms, she
?ypn9: syrydic.ate meetings - so ffiafs one way, ou' ine aoeiipdnl i
Iot of time in classroorns.
t...1
we don't have a tormal syslem where someone comes in at anappointed timewith a specific /esson in mind.

Are you aware of any difficulties the principat is deating with?

we do have a teacher who has a good..approac.h !o. teaching in themain. The children like her, the par6nts tikb'her, bui her progr"amme,i,
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R:

X:

ler classrgom programmes, are not the greatest and Maths has been
an area ot concem._The,principql rlow tealches Maths hersetf eiei aavand she and the teacher wbrk together on a programme ndt tneprincipal controls but they see eacn- oher teaching,-Now tnat;s-i 6E
commitment. lt will be intbresting to see whether thle teacner iAitain"s
the,changes.
t.- -1

9y:_Zpl,.llts_{_sfpfem doesn't set one person up as judge. tts more
supportive and helpful .and the philasophy sfre's ty,rg'to generate
tlyoughout the.stafi is that we cdn all help'each otier - we can learn
trom one another. I donT know if everybody accepfs t/ris. tthink its as/owprocess.

what about the problem she's tacing with the young teaeher and duty?

That's a more difficult one because its a tong-term problem. I think she
has reminded him. I think perhaps the otier-stan n\ve b deat iitn inias much as the principal'ano sne's ailowing rrs. Hb,s been nuaoea
ano qoes.responct to that. I think she's allowing this deliberatetv so-that
yg!^tg*!!er: nav do it- t don't know._ir shei actuaiti {wieh to himpersonaily, but he hasn,t changed yet.rs

Staff acknowledge the principal's genuine, supportive interest in their work.

They accept informal monhoring that occurs through the principal's regular,

socialvisits to classrooms. The expectation held of her is that she will be able

to talk to them in non-threatening terms about what she feels they do welt and
point them in the direction of opportunities for improvement. They also
perceive that she does not confront dfficuft issues direcfly but prefers to let

positive peer pressure take its course. Her wish to encourage change in
positive ways' and to avoid confronting a teachers directly about her concerns,

has led her to adopt methods that depend on peer coaching rather than an

open discussion of concerns.

A further issue of significance for the principal is the provision of professional

development funding for all staff. She had designed a job descriptions format

that listed tasks and contained space in which staff are required to write

development objectives explaining how they will use their individualfunding for
professionaldevelopment. She was pleased with achievement in this area.

Extrast from interviarr with staff member IDVATTR4J
15
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We've all done iob descriptions so fiaf if wilt atl relate to what l've asked
them to do. Ihrs is where t find the institution must have sorne
accountability..So fhaf if I say that this is your iob description that
inuolues sperldinp your budget'- then that's wnat t ciipect yw io-ao. Sei- nere's our budgets, so you can see what resourcds thitv have - what
t!.ey need. And I think aicountabitity means: You use n. fou pay foi it.
It's you r responsi bi I ity.
Teachers have looked at their needs and have gone away to find a
course for it and-thgy'v.e had, lsuppose, auqo^nomy-over theif needs and
that makes you feel 

-a 
lot more profbssionalte

The principal also has expectations of herself in relation to appraisal that is

intended to be developmental, especialty in relation to beginning teachers. Her

coneern here is that in the self-managed system, without visits from external

inspectors, this group of teachers need "neutral judgements,, and "formal

observations". Because teachers were extremely threatened by classroom

observation processes she introduced a training programme for all staff to

increase their ability and confidence in student observation and reporting. The

principal felt that learning in this area could be transferred to teacher

observation of peers, and suggested:

lwould ltope in the end that everybody felt secure enough to have other
p:?p!?.!?oY?g-at them in their rbsks and tooking ana hoiing towaras
imProvement.lT

Afthough she felt uncomfortable about how staff would respond to formal

appraisal procedures she admitted to herself, but not to the staff, her conc€rn

that informal self-monitoring might not hold practitioners professionally

accountable.

we're monitoring ourse/yes but that can be very inward tooking andpefiqps you.cqn ept vqry se/f-safi'sfied with things, ana 
-particiiirti 

sowith the beginning teachirs.
t...1
I have another problem which relates fo scDoo/s setting themsetves for
whatever reason to attract sfudenfs. t have to aii iis"i,'wiit am t
doing here, h9.yv am r d.-oing,.Qow does the public perieive'this sChool?,'
H?ying tq illstW mvself. Einis situation yolu a,re iot prepirea {i put up
with weak'linkiJs - ' -- -'- .

Extrac.t from intervierr with principal IDVATTR2I
Elcract ftom interviow wtth principal IDVTTR I I
Extrac't from ifiervievrr with principat IDVATTR2]
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While Frances admits to herself the need to deal with incompetent practice,

she is not prepared to voice this concern publicly.

STYLE DIAGNOSIS REPORT

Feedback to the Principal of Doon Valley School

The researcher's understanding of school conditions gained in the initial

reconnaissance interviews, and perception checking through subsequent data

gathering in meetings with Frances and the other senior managers, formed the

basis for a formal diagnosis of the principal's style in handling issues where

values were in opposition and conflicting expectations created dilemmas for

her. Table 4.3 below describes this problem in terms of dilemmas for the

principal.

Table 4.3

Dilemma Description for Frances

THE PROBLEM
Frances wants to implement an appraisal system that includes a oositiveprofessional-devetopment programme. she wdnG to oo inislniilair in"t l.iil
ipRrov.e pef-grmg16e and'proiect ggod star ieratibHhid;:-s'r;d;i'"";s thatthis will be difficuft because'appraisai isa thieate-ffi issue for staff.

DILEMMAS FOR THE PRINCIPAL

She must justify her managerial
rore_ Dy being accountable for staff
performance and dealing with weak
links.

YET She believes criticising people could
be unproductive and cciuld'destroy
the place.

She must be proactive and arranqe
an appraisal process that will impiove
practice before one is imposed on the
school by the board.

YET Her own experience and theories
constrain her from makino
judgements and introducing a formal
process that willthreaten siiff.
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The princlpal has used the following strategles to respond to these

dilemmas and these may have the following consequences:

1. She asserts that professional development is non-judgemental and

monitors performance accordingly. She waits to be invited to observe

performance and when difficulties are picked up makes indirect suggestions

about the kind of assistance or in-service training staff need. For exampte,

alternative practices are suggested; notices about courses, and reading

material that she iudges pertinent, are put in cubbyholes. A consequence of

this may be that staff will mistrust her assertion that judgements are not made

when she is perceived to be acting upon professionaljudgements she makes

allthe time. Tough issues willnot be confronted openly.

2. She provides personal or peer assistance in areas where deficiencies

have been detected by volunteering to work alongside the person rather than

giving them critical feedback as part of the assistance process. A

consequence of this may be that assistance is not connected with the need to

change practice and the poor performance will persist in spite of a substantial

time commitment from the principal.

3- She emphasises positive, self-determining aspects of professional

development. For example, staff can choose the courses they wish to attend

and are in charge of their own destiny. She often reminds staff that
professional development is important and that they are being empowered to

improve by getting resources to do this. A consequence of this may be that

while staff enjoy their in-service astivities these could remain unconnected to

an appraisal process and might have little real impact on improving practice.

staff may believe that they are meeting the expectation to improve by

spending their professional development budget.

4- She uses incremental or oblique approaches to get staff to comply with

requirements. For example, a five-step observation scheme, intended to

increase staff confidence in observing students is employed as a gentle and
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undisclosed lead into familiarising them with the concept of teaching being

observed by peers. She relies on the use of peer pressure and policy change

to deal with a statf member failing to do duty. A consequence of this may be

that staff can continue to do what they are doing (or not doing) because

confrontation of difficutty or threat has been avoided, thus reducing the

possibility of mutual problem acknowledgment and agreement about change.

Looking atthe Big picture

lf the issue of making judgements about performance is not confronted then

the strategies Frances uses will allow staff to side-step the expectations she

holds for improvement of performance. This will restrist her attempts to
introduce appraisalthat impacts positively on practice. lt will allow her to avoid

testing her private judgements about her staff's teaching. Gonversely, it will

allow her staff to avoid confronting and testing other's judgements about their

performance. The threat avoidance tendency will need to be overcome as it
constrains her ability to test perceptions of weak links and deal with them

effectively.

The Principal's Response to the Dlagnosls Feedback

The question put to the principal was, "Do you agree with the accuracy of this

summary?" Frances's response was brief. she accepted that the diagnosis

accurately described what she did and agreed that her current strategies and

the suggested consequences were not leading towards etfectiveness. In

accepting the diagnosis, however, she expressed her belief about the

challenge she now faced in these terms:

Of course I want to be effective. Maybe the big ditemma is aboutinsplring and also hgving the opportuniiy to oe aeia ioieit. ni so hard
fo sorf out appraisal purposes andprocbsses in which voi miviave tobe both iudge and'es<izcutioner. you can aestroy-f6oue ii"iu^"n
beings,ls'

Extract from diagnosis feedback session notss.
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This principal's articulation of the dilemma she must manage if she was to be

effective in implementing appraisal, and not destroying people in the process,

revealed her concern about her theory of nurturing people. In her view she had

the power to destroy people and relationships if she was seen to be pushing

for organisational concerns rather then considering the needs of individuals.

TE KANAWA COLLEGE: A HANDS-OFF APPROAGH

The principal of Te Kanawa Gollege facilitated the establishment of a
professional development committee at the start of the third term of 19g0. The

staff and the principal had agreed that this group should set up a new system

of appraisal to replace the recently abandoned scheme devised by the deputy

principal who had subsequently left the school.

The principal revealed ambivalent feelings about control of the appraisal

system which, in his words had been, 'taken out of my hands,,. staff had

resisted management's efforts to impose an appraisal scheme and had opted

to place their confidence in a scheme to be developed for them by elected

representatives on the pD committee. In a meeting with the senior

management team he asserted that he did not wish to abrogate his

accountability for appraisal and stated:

-.-,,th.ey've got lo see, rn a se?s.g, that l've got statutory responsibitities
that have ggt lg be met but they can oniy be met by their tthe pD
committee'sl efforts and l, in fact, can't ao ahytning anoit ii.zci 

r-'

The principal clearly had mixed feelings about the committee's responsibility

for developing the new scheme. On the one hand he expresses his relief in

being able to withdraw:

Ntd I do feel comfortable with it now its off my back
t...1

Entract from interview with SMT FKATTR2I
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Where we go from here has got to be the work of this committee and
driven by.them and.their percdptions of thelr responsibitity tor appriiiat
and development.zl

but he also expresses the need to be involved in process development for

accountability reasons.

Our SMT has a voice in there - but my perceptions are important to
share with the committee and t woutd hoq that'they wouia irtrite me to
s.gy that.certain_!,lpt, legat .th!1tgs, lave to be mei, antd rlars ne wiy
l.'m seeing it as goiig ahead. Tlfere's a tremendous amoiit of wor* io
De clone down the track. I feel atimeframe has to be put on this, saying,
here is hory.u.ve.are going fo starf and what we need io-have-ii-biaie f-or
ne,d year. We have to meet requirements for the Teacher Relgistration
Board rh assessrhg the people we,ve got here.n

The member of the SMT who is on the commiftee apparently does not feel

confident that the principal's expestations will be met unless these are clearly

expressed, and says:

There has been a palace coupl At that point we lthe SMTI eased off.
The .principal took his hands off and we are'rn i s6niJ raher
rudderless. The s.trtp iq tqele but we don't know where ie.ie goiig
because so much'that determined the settiig up oi nis -committee

came from what had gone on betore. I don't-wdnt to be invotved in
reinventing the wheel. -

and, turning to the principal, she says:

I'm not at all_comfortabte with you're saying, ,,Get on with if,. l,m not
h.appy_at ail,-Q,|9 or two tllingg.Vqltvp sai6 , iike 1 

,Oh wei, t,ti-itop now,
the PD committee can atten-d t6 if, l'm noicomroiaote wiiniiith ail. twant.my role 

-tp be much clearer. t want the commltfee's rote to bemuch clearer.zs

When the researcher met with members of the PD committee a month later to

establish their brief and progress made, the following views were expressed:

(R = Researcher; A, B,C&D = CommifteeMembers)

R:

A:

what does the name PD committee mean in relation to your own
@eectations and the expectations others hotd of you?

!v.e, as ! gr.oup, are still at the sfage of determining our own rationale.
y!-y!3fls:1ng.l.g was .that fhrs was. basicatry so t/rar the system ofpenormance review.and a,ppraisal - whatever you want to call'it, wouid
be generated from the boftcim up.

21

22
23

Extract fom interviwtrwtth SMT FKATTR2I
Enract fiom intervievv wtth SMT ffKTTB2l
Extract from intervie$, with SMT ff KATTR2]
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B: we don't even know where to start. perhaps the questionnaire is a oood
place t9. sta(. The reason we're att sifting here is that peopte h-ad i
perception ot ryhat was happening that was negative. sit a bommittee
has been put in place fo addresJ that. The orisins of this thiia iaiegMg! rige to perceptions thatwe will do certain things, but t thinFwe,ve
gotto do much more.
t...1
Ithinkthe principalalso has a perception of this committee.

Has he shared itwith the group?

Ngt ygt. Do we need to have a clear role or do we need to hear wnat the
principal has to say firsQ

He's the leader of the school. we shoutd sort of know what he e,vpecls
of us.

He's allowed fhe process to occur.

Ud ellcouraged it. There must be some mutual agreement or mutual
something-else.

He's.implled that there's a contract there at some stage and we need
confirmation.

And more information.2q

Neither the committee nor the principal had made definite plans at this stage to

meet to address the issue of expectation clarification although both parties

obviously feh that this was an urgent need. When the principat was interviewed

in December 1990, he was asked:

(R= Researcher; p =prtncipat)

R.' Have you formalty totd the pD committee what you a<pect of them?

lo ' not.reglly. we'll have to have a meeting to work out where we're uDo: wnqt cto you want, what do I wano Eecause at that meeting wilt
come the'we arc now working together, agreement.

Do you own it with them?

\9- u.vett, l've tried. N9 - I'm keeping away from it for two reasons.
T..hey'ye got to have the courage' of-their'coniictnns as t had and.
mererore, t've got to be seen joining in the walE with them rather thait
directing it.
t...1
Now the second thing fhaf's been happening is that HoD's have had to
report to me on the qualifications of'their siaff and the arteotncv Theirrepgrt t9 me on the gualifications of
said what I knew. but thev've writsaid what I knew,

fiications of their statf and the adequacv. Thev
Vey'y.e. written it, and its stricily 'confiaentiilt

between them and me._ ena nis is the iruicn iiie:'we haie {; m;;Retruthful assessments. see, fhaf's why we now iave troubte iin iobecause appraisat is seen as beingj part of n. i isdi to'-b;' ;i;w
Extractfrom meeting wtth pD Committee ffKATTRgJ
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plucking at apples - /et's take allthese courses. That used to be pD.
Pick your own fruit. Now that's not good enough.zs

The principal believes that accounting for practice should be linked to

development provision. While he wishes to influence the actions of the

commiftee to ensure that the process they design will have outcomes that help

him to meet his accountability obligations, he is reluctant to share ownership at

this stage. In his view, the fact that the committee itself is likely to meet staff

opposition, in the same way he did, could test its "genuine interest" in the task.

He expresses his concern as follows:

See - it the.y.won't let g.s get invotved in it and they grow with it - it could
be a oood thing. But it's going to be tough. t'd real-ty like to find an easy
waY'ft

For this principal an important issue is his ability to give individuals the chance

to grow by letting them lead initiatives. In spite of his disappointment in the

staff's reaction to the initial appraisal scheme, he believed that it had offered

the DP a chance to test his theories about appraisal. He talked in terms of

"success stories", and opportunities to try new ideas being "a tremendous

growing thing". He believed in his ability to "pick keen individuals" and in the

worth of encouraging them to ',enthuse their groups,,. He says:

Now, my. inflqence, I believe, is something that can work in a smatlgroupwhere I can rso/afe the receptive min-d. t honestty beitieve thatthe
persongl.apprqach,.where they sai, 'wittyou come d6wn and see me,"
- cup of tea in hand - is my peisondt stytetfunicn is non-threaiinng.zi'- '

A member of the staff, interviewed about the principal's style, says:

(Y = Staff Member; R = Fesea rcher)

Y: He values the whole school community as a famity - and I concur with
him on that, and .ttg ,q very paternatistic in his aiproiCn to-ii- t think
that his concern is to havei d nappy famity anO becauie of th(-'he'tt not
deal with some concerns very weiL

R: Can you think of instances that woutd illustrate this?

Extract from intervieur with princlpal FKATTR4I
Extract from intervia,rr with SMT ffKATTR2l
Extract fiom intervieur wtth principal IIKTTR4I
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Y: u.ve weyg getting one set of messages from the principal; another set
rrom others.in managemenL.lhg plincipat praiied x'fthA Dpl to the
eyeballs.while we coild see him feiiting. narAry a week ientiy without
lin! getting thattype of praise.
t...t
And there's another one who's causing Qeqps of frtction. The principat
continually gives her reinforcement alta ati we can see ff that she ts
screwing up.
F--t
I feel for the principal and the conftict within him with his different roles.
He's coming 9ve1 fgmily but he's atso got his senior- ianagement
lusinesg policies in the tiackground. You cEn see tne conriict lddn rcet
n sometimes. /f.g th.e typical first year teacher syndrome where you go in
to be friends with the kids and sometimes you i;an,t be.za 

.- - t --

STYLE DIAGNOSIS REPORT

Feedback to the Princioaf of Te Kanawa College

The researcher's understanding of school conditions gained through initial

interviews with David, and further perception checking with the senior staff and

members of the PD committee, formed the basis for diagnostic analysis of the

principal's style in dealing with his dilemmas. Table 4.4 overleaf expresses the

compfexity of his problem in terms of dilemmas.

[See dilemma description overleafl

The principal has used the following strategies to respond to his
dilemmas and these may have the following consequences:

1. He has withdrawn from direst involvement and allowed the committee to
get on with the work of designing an appraisal process which avoids reference

to contentious issues such as information gathering and appraisal reports. He

does not reveal concerns about what the programme may not be catering for

because this is now the committee's concern and they must realise the

difficulties themselves. A consequence of this may be that the process being

introduced fails to address the accountability aspects that the principal has an

obligation to meet as a manager.

28 Extractfrom interviewwith staff msmber IIKATTRSI
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Table 4.4

Dllemma Descrlpffon for David

THE PROBLEM
David wishes to establish a stFtf development programme to meet
ace.ountability g.oals (such as supervision of statf to generat6 informatioh aboutpenormance). He also wants to be supportive an-d encouraqe staff to useprofessionaldevelopmglt.oppottunities. He has accepted that ihe new system
yjfl^P,e_9lyT..bJ the staff ihemsetves. Appraisal piocesses, currentv-bEind
9:l*1':lgqPy_? _c_oTmi$gq, emphasise glupport ahd devetof ment ouf ignore
|groJ[q9llltY qqpects which the principal beiieves should be present to Sssist
ntm In meeflng his management obligations.

DILEMMAS FOR THE PRINGTPAL

He needs the programme to provide him
with,ob[ective data for decisicjn-making,
for. dealing with non-performance, and-for
writing testimonials.

He does not want to impose
this requirement because
he considers it willthreaten
staff.

He should retain control over the
purposes of the programme to ensure
mat the resources allocated are being
etfectively applied.

He wants to remain distanced
fromthe processes being
devel opeb because statf-have
resisted an earlier attempt
to design a programme (which
he supported).

He wants an open and trusted
appraisal process and wants the
staff to trust his motives.

YET He is not prepared to disctose
his motives of the purposes
that the new scheme Should
serve.

For example, access to formal, objective data

facilitated by the new processes because he

on staff

has not

performance is

communicated

not

his
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expectations of achieving this to the committee. The committee is likely to feel

rudderless because they are waiting for the principal to declare his

expectations formally.

2- He deals with accountability issues behind the scenes. For example, he

has asked department heads to give him informal, verbal comments for use in

staff testimonials and expects them to report to him confidentially about staff

ability. He also asks department heads to justify in-seruice expenditure; in

order to check that staff are being encouraged to engage in training, and as an

assurance that department heads are aware of deficiencies. A consequence of

this may be that staff wonder why the principal is not openly declaring his

purpose for gathering such information and trust in the principal could be

lessened. Staff could be suspicious of his tacit approval and sponsorship of

the appraisal process being developed because he is seen as being dishonest

about the connection between this process and the information he is gathering

through other means.

3. He lets others (e.9., the senior management representative on the

committee) speak on his behalf about appraisat because he believes he can

influence key individuals subtly, and they in turn can influence others, rather

than trying to influence the whole staff direstly. A consequence of this is that

his views are not being expressed directly to those most closely involved in

issues. staff may not know what the principal's views are and they may get

mixed messages unless his views are accurately and consistently relayed by

others. Another consequence is that the principal is not able to have his beliefs

challenged or tested by others.

4- He makes positive assertions and avoids admitting feelings which could

threaten others, himself, or the achievement of the task. His own reservations

about the value of formal appraisal are not expressed publicly. For example,

praise for the deputy principal's efforts to introduce appraisal was public, but

his own concerns were expressed in private. This reflects a tendency to adopt
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a paternalistic leadership style. Because people are protected in the interest of

family solidarity he has dfficulty dealing with tough issues thatthreaten them. A

consequence of this is that the principal's praise could be devalued. Staff

could feelthat he is avoiding problems by highlighting what he sees as positive

achievement, when they observe failure. This could contribute to a

misunderstanding of his motives and a lack of trust in his professionalism

because personalfamily oriented school concerns are seen to compromise

his responsibility as a manager.

Loolrlng at the Btg ptcture

lf David does not confront the issue of multiple appraisal purposes openly, and

continues to use the defensive, closed strategies identified in this diagnosis,

then whenever the 'hidden accountability agenda' surfaces (for example, when

he needs accounts of performance for management purposes) his intentions

are likely to be mistrusted. The threat avoidance tendency will need to be

overcome in orderfor him to manage his dilemmas.

The Princlpat's Response to Dlagnosis Feedback

when asked the question, "Do you agree with the accuracy of this summary?"

David nodded, and then commented that as a consequence of recent

attendance at a principals' conference he felt that he now knew what to do

about appraisal. His thinking, he said, had been greatly influenced by:

Crooks' article.which says fhaf you have to separate appratsal forproressionat devetopme!! alld 'qeqing. 
.yith ^iliCoipeilfrie usiisdisciplinary proceduies. This has ctarifiel tnings.re

He also expressed his belief that the delivery of education was being impeded

by some staff and that he must tell them about his concern. ',1 feel strong

enough to do that now. I don't pretend to do it well". Then, speaking angrily,

29 Ertraafom diagnosis feedback meding notes.
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he went on to say how burdensome he found the expectation to appraise staff.

He said:

I want to do the things I went into teaching for, not this. At the heart of
the dilemma for mels which way will t op:t to'go? Thafs my career at
sfake. lf I can't resolve that in some way t caninanaoe, t'tt 6et out. tf it
can't be resolved in the neld twelve monihs, t'lt get oui.go e

For David, the conflict between accountability (dealing with incompetence -

which he considered was an expectation held of an effective manager) and

improvement (professional development - which he viewed as an educative,

collegial responsibility) was becoming clearer. He felt that an expert had

confirmed what he believed; that these two issues were irreconcilable, and he

took comfort from this view. His genuine stress over value opposition between

what he perceived as educational values (related to his teaching career) and

managerial values (related to new expectations of principalship) was also

clearly evident.

PTANNING FOR CHANGE

Both principals had agreed with the description of their probtem in terms of an

organisational - individual dilemma that represented both teadership and

personal challenges for them. They also accepted the accuracy of the

diagnosis of their styles which indicated how their behaviour was implicated in

their current inability to manage dilemmas. Atthis point, a training plan w1h the

objective of teaching skills for dilemma management was presented for their

consideration. The leadership challenge for the principals was clarified as the

need to effectivefy reconcile the opposing tensions they faced in designing,

negotiating and implementing a statf appraisal and development programme

for the school. Personal challenges were implicated in overcoming elements in

their style of dealing with dilemmas because their beliefs and actions limited

Extract from diagnosis fuedback meeting notes.
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their ability to be effective. They were asked if they would be prepared to test

the researcher's evaluation of their current effectiveness theories, and the

consequences of a particular theory-in-use. This would be achieved by

learning skills for reflecting critically on practice and changing practice. These

skills would help them to share their betiefs with others, to open these to

testing, and do this in ways that did not compromise their value position or the

tasks they must accomplish. They would be required to put strategies

associated with an alternative theory-in-use to the test in relation to the

appraisal problem identified in each case. lt was suggested that jf the

principals learnt the new repertoire of skills they might be able to manage and

resolve the dilemmas they faced by adopting different approaches to problem-

solving at both the organisational and the interpersonal levels. Both principals

expressed the wish to participate in the intervention programme and agreed

with a training plan in which they would work together for approximately six

months.

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS

By the end of the reconnaissance phase it was evident that in the staff

appraisal contellt these two principals faced leadership dilemmas which could

be broadly ascribed to the existence of the essential tension between

organisational and individual concerns. In more specific terms, the conflicting

expectations inherent in appraisal activity could be described as tensions

between the need to make judgements about performance and the wish to be

supportive and reduce threat. The principals' efforts to deat with dilemmas

revealed their tendency to polarise and then avoid or suppress conflict and

threat as a strategy to achieve their goals, albeit partially. In their efforts to deal

with difficult issues they protected staff and themselves by down-playing

threatening accountability issues and accepting that they could not meet
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organisational expectations effec'tively. or, they resorted to sublety and
informality in order to camouflage conflicting purposes which they believed

others might view as threatening.

Whife both principals strongly affirmed a desire to be effective feaders, and
acknowledged the accountability expec{ations demanded by their role, they
also held strong personal beliefs about what it meant to be an interpersonally

efiective leader. Threat avoidance was treated by both of them as a major
factor of such effectiveness. Feedback to the principals about how their styles
were possibly implicated in the perpetuation, rather than the resolution of
dilemmas, communicated to them the researcher's stance: that the tendency
to avoid and suppress threatening issues was creating an obstacte to
effectiveness. The intervention programme, it was suggested, wourd be useful
in teaching them how to reflect critically on their actions and could thus assist
them in removing barriers to effectiveness if they learnt skills that would
combat threat and dilemma avoidance tendencies. The commitment required
from the principals to tearning would test their ability to make a shift from a
style of behaviour that was governed by controlling tendencies and a wish to
avoid unpleasantness to a style that allowed for bilateralcontrotof the situation
and the unpleasantness involved - without crmpromising the need to resolve

complex problems. The intervention programme was designed to help the
principals learn about the theory and practice of making such a shift in
leadership style.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CASE STUDIES: tNTERvENTtoN TRAf N|NG
STRATEGIES

To interuene is fo enter intoiln ongoing sysfem of rerationship, to come

iFtrtrfuifi ;nE:i?#,,ri{jd,i!;iysfrWf i;,!ii:f:Hi:th at sh ou t d be m ad e a<pt i ii i.i n6' ;ftr#' ji,bd'' ii'a-"iE riL"ri' or th einteruenor (Argyris, rcrS,'p.-i61-"' 
r'v'v"' v

An intervention is intended to bring about change in individuals and
organisations in the context of an agreed problem. In action research, where
the underlying dm is to improve practice, the researcher,s intention is to
intervene in a manner that will have a positive impact on the immediate
problem and possibry on other probrems of a simirar nature. Thus the
researcher has several responsibilities; deciding the nature of the interuention,
acting in a skiiled manner as a consuhant during the intervention, and
monitoring the impact of intervention activity. At the same time the researcher
must be aware that the impact of intervention wiil depend in part on faqtors
beyond the controlof the researcher.

In Argyris' view the client system is autonomous and the researcher values it
as an ongoing self-responsible unity that has the obligation to be in controt of
its own destiny. The most demanding type of interuention activity for the
participants and the interventionist occurs, according to Argyris, when the
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resources of both parties are joined together to help participants understand
the nature of a problem and, "simuftaneously to develop new conceptual
models that help to explain that particular case as well as others that might be
identified in the future" (Argyris, 1g7g, p. g2).

The intent of intervention in this research project was to accomplish exacly
what Argyris has described. The two principals would be offered a training
programme intended to bring about a new conceptualisation of problems:
problems framed in terms of organisational and interpersonal dilemmas with
solutions framed by new notions of effectiveness. The aim of the intervention
was to help them make changes to their leadership style that could impact
positively on interpersonal and organisational practice in the research context
and beyond it. fmplicit in this dm is the intention to engage participants in
learning about the theories that guide their practics. This initial learning aim
must be achieved before the intervention aim to bring about improvement can
be achieved.

The analysis of the principals' problem-solving styles indicated that both
principals held theories of action in which threat avoidance was viewed as a
way of being effective. They were shown in the style diagnosis that this
tendency limited their ability to deal effectively with the conflicting expectations
of the complex appraisal problems they sought to resolve. A feature of this
style was the tendency to separate conflicting goars in an effort to attend to
one or the other horn of their dilemma. They employed defensive routines
which protected them and their staff from acknowledging and addressing
threat and conflict openly. This, in turn, red to them being closed to important
learning about themselves and others: the very learning that could help them
address such problems effectively. The principals, confronted with these
observations about their styre, agreed that the strategies they emproyed courd
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continue to have negative consequences for their effectiveness as leaders.

Hence, a training pran for new skilr learning appeared to them.

Proposal of a Way Forward

The rationale for using a training intervention based on Argyris,s theories of
effectiveness is presented at the end of chapter Two in this thesis. Robinson
et al (1990) advocate these theories go far beyond the levet of merety listing
indicators of effestiveness, or of prescribing what needs to change.

Argyris's theories start with a value-based concept of interpersonaterrecriveness, and move trom inere toIi;icn aescrii:tioi' ;ii;; rebvantt:!1t:gp: and processes, and to i iinodorogv-i6;-ir;dir;'ihe extentot congruelce between the theory and the pracnce...
Argyris's !!.?yZ!.1l recognises irre aitemfiiis that arise when teadersstruggle tgVaids dny ot lne aosiict Clil6iL of effectiveness rnar aregenerated for them.'His theo.ry brwiid-ii with a.wqy gf anatysing,evaluating and interuening -t!! i-n6 critica aspect of their practice(Robinsoh et at, rss-d, ii. d,ro).-"'- 

v""vv'

The interuention strategy challenges both the interventionist and the
participants to engage in discourse that reflects the values that govern a Model
2 theory-in-use' These values guide bilateral attempts to increase valid
information for all, to facilitate free and informed choices, and to commit alf
parties to undertake joint responsibility for solutions. Discourse conductecl on
the basis of these vatues is what Robinson (1ggg) calls ,,critical 

dialogue,,.
when dialogue is critical in this sense it can be a highly effective tool for seff-
examination and self-reflection that leads to learning about error in order to
correct it' Learning how to communicate in this way is neither easy nor simpte
because people are naturatly constrained by a set of values (Model 1) that act
as barriers to discourse that is simultaneously critical and coltaborative.

Tralnlng Chailenges

Embarking on a training programme of this kind involves several challenges
for the participants and for the researcher and requires a major commitment of
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time and energy. For the principals, this training would be unlike any of the
traditional forms of management training they had experienced in in-service

courses or in conference workshops and seminars. lt would demand an
inward focus on their own behaviour, and the understanding of concepts
which appear deceptively simple but contain a great deal of complexity,
especiafly when one is challenged to apply new learning to practice.
Intervention and critical reftection are both powerful tools for change and the
research method of video taping and playing back learning attempts produces

directly obseruable data thereby providing an immediate and convincing
learning situation in which reflection and critique are directed towards actual,
visible behaviour. The participants' and the researcher,s attempts to be
effective are captured directly, and when one is presented with data in this
form it is not possible to avoid confronting the reality of one,s behaviour.
visible images of action allow participants to reflect on astion in the light of the
theory of effestiveness being taught. Intervention stage data collection details
are listed in Appendix B.

OVERVIEW OF THE INTERVENTION TRAINING PROGRAMME

The principals'training programme was guided by the following themes:
* explaining and examining ways in which the principals demonstrated

Model 1 patterns of reasoning and acting; and
* learning about Model 2 strategies and how to apply Model 2 rules _

becoming aware in this process of how Model 1 patterns of reasoning
interfered with the rearning and application of Model2 in practice.

These themes also guided a subsequent programme arranged to extend
learning opportunity to the senior management teams in both schools.
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Tralnlng Workehops

The training plan catered for the principals to attend fortnightly workshops
away from schoor. These sessions, (2.s hours duration) in which they
grappled with evaruating and changing their observed behaviour, and
developing a conceptuaf understanding of the theory of efhctiveness,
extended from Jury 19gl to January 1gg2. In ail, 11 workshop sessions
comprising 27-5 hours of training were conducted. The sessions were
interspersed with researcher initiated telephone conversations and schoop
based meetings with the principars to support, encourage and test their
learning and practice of skiils. Towards the end of the programme the
principals agreed to test application of their learning to practice by
approaching resolution of the appraisal problems revealed in the problem
analysis stage in an altemative way. The senior managers at both schools
participated in an g hour training programme.

Tabte 5.1

Tralnlng Hours

TRAINING HOURS

IISil ilg Isl Plilf"T 
cipa,s

Training for David

22.5
2.5
2.5

Princlpat Training Time Total 27.5

SMT Training fime Total

Training Gurriculum

The cu'iculum for training sessions drew on the theory of Argyris and schon
(1974) adapted by Robinson et al (1990) for use in educationat settings.
Testing of this training material with the principals fed to the development of
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new curriculum resources for use in the SMT programme. Reflection on the
impact of the principals' training programme indicated that considerable
attention needed to be paid to teaching participants about the significance and
nature of dilemmas and how to clarify thinking about complex problems in
connection with the normative theory of effectiveness. consequently, concepts
of organisational learning, defensiveness and dilemmas in appraisal contexts
were taught formalty. In addition, an activity was developed to facilitate self-
analysis of theory-in-use in a group setting in order to reconstruct this theory
collaboratively in a limited time span.

Explainino the Models

Table 5.2 (overleaf) was used to explain the Model 1 values that guide
behaviour and the ways in which leaders consequenfly attempt to resolve
organisational - interpersonal dilemmas. The guiding values of a Modef 1

theory-in-use lead to the use of controlling and defensive strategies in order to
win and avoid unpleasantness. The next tabfe (rable s.3) suggests an
alternative way of acting in difficuh situations. The guiding values in a Model 2
approach focus on the collaborative generation of valid information through
disclosure of views and reasoning, and checking the views of others.

People usually believe (and espouse the belief) that they are already asting in
ways consistent with Model 2 values. This belief is reinforced for them by the
regular espousaf of such values as:

- wishing to be open to others'views and feelings;

- wishing to be collaborative and share control; and
- wishing to be honest abouttheir own views and feetings.

To believe otherwise they need to have evidence of the lack of clngruence
between their espoused theory and theory-in-use. lt is relatively simple to
establish an espoused theory because this consists of expressions of intent.
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To reconstruct a theory-in-use, however, it is necessary to produce direcgy
observabfe data to reflect upon critically. critical reflection tests the hypothesis
that even when peopte deliberately set out to be Model 2, Model 1 barriers
intrude and make this dfficult. The principals needed to have evidence of how
their actual behaviour was incongruous with their espousals.

Table 5.2

Model 1 Theory

GUIDING VALUES KFY STRATEGIES

* When working or talking with others:
wrN - !rg"p controiof 

11-re 
p-rdc63C:--

- keep control of the bontent.
DON'T LOSE

* Make unilateraldecisions about what
to disclose, when, and how - so tna[-
me purposes as you see them are
best served.

* Make unilateraldecisions about
whether, how, and when to disclose
information that you. believe ftt be
upsetting to self 

-and 
others.

AVOID

UNPLEASANTNESS 
. 

fjlio,o",Jdeasant 
interactions if

* Be as pleasant as possible in
communicating potentially
unpleasant meEiages, stiess the
positives: ease-in, Eoft-sell.

* 
ll.,gH'StB,3flf'n"'waY' 

'sive it to

(Adapted from Robinson et at, lgg0, p. 5)
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Table S.3

Model2 Theory

GUIDING VALUES KEY STRATEGIES

INCREASE

VALID

INFORMATION

FOR ALL

ENHANCE

FREEDOM OF

INFORMED CHOICE

GAIN INTERNAL

COMMITMENTTO

CHOICE AND TO

MONITORING

When working. or talking with others:
- share controlbv exoosino
rather than withhbtding kei
information;
- share responsibility for
goal achievement.

Disclose views and the evidence or
logicthat led to those views.

Treat views and reastions of
self and others as hypotheses
to be tested.

Gheck to see how our views have
been understood and wnat vi6wJ
others hold.

Manage dfficuh emotional issues
as a joint responsibility.

Seek bilateralsolutions and ioint
responsibility for monitorino'
achievement of gaols

(Adapted from Robinson et al, 1gg0, p. 3)
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TRAINING THE PRINCIPALS

Intervention processes

Two mdn methods were used to facilitate the intervention process. one was a
case-study writing method to simulate astion so that the principals could
initially discover their normal tendency to be Model 1. The other method was
the videotaping of role-play to provide behaviour reoords for observation and
analysis' Critique of behaviour (reproduced in videotaping) was conducted as
a critical dialogue about intentions to act in Model 2 ways, outcomes of trial
and error, and Model 1 barriers to change.

Gase Wrlting Exercise

The first intervention activity: a case writing exercise, was designed to help the
principals understand, and consider the variances between their espoused
theories of aaion and the theories-in-use that they instincfively appfied in
prastice. Argyris (1914, 1976, lggo) suggests that case writing is a useful
learning device because it allows people to slow down the behaviour that they
normalry produce in miiliseconds in order to rerlect on it and change it.

In the training setting the principals were asked to complete a short simulation
exercise (Appendix C: Case Writing Exercise). The case situation depicts a
deputy principal, called Ann, approaching a principar to request feedback
about how she has handled a difficult situation with a poorly performing senior
teacher, called Greg. The participant is required to write a simulation of how
she or he (as the principal) would give Ann feedback about her effectiveness in
dealing with this staff member. An actual conversation between the principal
and Ann is written in the right hand corumn; in the reft hand corumn any
thoughts or feelings that were not disclosed at the time are recorded. The
script is analysed by the researcher to isolate values and strategies in order to
help participants discover the rules that constitute a theory of action about
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giving negative feedback. The data reproduced below and on the fo1owing
page shows the way in which Frances responded to this exercise.

ANALYSIS OF ESPOUSED THEORY

The comments Frances made in the left hand column are used to infer her
espoused theory and are important clues as to why she chose to give
feedback in the way she did. she uses this column to hold a conversation with
herself, in which she discloses not only what she failed to tellAnn, but also her
reasoning about the problem with Greg, and what she sees as difficulties and
solutions' she also reveals her own theory about giving negative feedback
effectively. Her theory connects Greg's poor performance w1h the fact that he
has not been helped sufficiently in the past and this belief shapes her
evaluation of the way Ann handled the situation (1:2g-30). Her own theory of
what it means to be effective, that is, to reach a resolution that keeps everyone
happy, secure and settled (1:44-46), is used to criticise Ann,s harsh or
insensitive approach (1:39). Frances's theorising that a solution might lie in
focusing on the tasks in the job description (2:g9) rather than on the person
(1:17-18) leads her to judge Ann's effectiveness by this slandard. Frances
avoids the unpreasant task of being direst (1:40), and indicates that she is
highly concerned about being protective when the message may be
threatening to others (1:S, 20, 21) or herself (1:5g-60).

GIVING ANN NEGATIVE FEEDBACK ABOUT EFFECTIVENESS

t. Undisclosed thoughb
and feelings

2. Acfual arwersation

P: Did you ask Greg how he
fek he was going? perhaps

he could have dbcussedwtttl
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10

16

20

likely to draw out difliantties
and develop confidenen in he
ralationship.

True, but a little human
@n@m would b appreciated.

Dilemma! I nstiMional naeds
yersus the personal.

Treating Grag harchly may
unsetile other sFllf who like
him on a parsonat leval and
will worry about thair own
position.

Conctm abwtwrecking
someona's aneer, life
cfiances.

No one h* rcally helped
Greg betore. He was a good
c/assroom teacher and it
nas assurned he would be a
good seniorteacher.

The DP has done what she
u/as asked b do- I have the
problem of etnluating such
a blunt response and I ant
dodging the rlssue by asking
leading guesdons.

I would like a rcsolution
that left everyane faeling
good.

Har evaluation seemed to be
toblg perconal nthar than
relaled to dre tasks, and the
DP is going to haw as many,
though ditferant, problems
with Greg - pttiwtarty with
other sF,lt members.

The DP is gotng to suggesttrs
is demoted ordismissed and t
will havethe problem ol
errying itoutl

youthe aspacis of hisworkthat
ware going well and those that
were ausing him problems.

A: No, beeuseyou have
already explained the problems,
end I ttought itwas time he
frrcedthefacfi.

P: Doyou think he is atrvan
of the faelings of the taachers
hewokswith?

k If ha hasnl realised by now
then he should not hold the
positionl I actuaily hink he
knows but is halp/ess to ahange.

P: Have you vnrkad out a
saategy tor helping Grag improw
his pertormanca?

A: I have told him that I intand
reviawing all his utork, and then
will present a rcpoft to you
for furtlnr action.

P: Han you giwn him a prtorily
to work on? Perhaps it enuld
be rclated to his job desaiption?

* lthink he should haw nised
uryproblems De was having
when the job description vyas
negotiabd. The najor difficutty
is tlzert he appearlr io be on a
d iff e re nt waw I e ngth to ave,yo ne
e/se. ffe shouldn't really be
in the job.

P: You don'tthinkyw'lt b
able a nise his pefiormane
b a morc satislactory levef?

25

30

35

40

45

@

55

60
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ANALYSIS OF THEORY IN USE

Strategies and Consequences

It is possible to derive Frances's theory-in-use by analysing the strategies she
used (in column 2) as a result of the constraints on her action imposed by her
espoused theory (revealed in column 1), and to consider the associated
consequences, both those intended (such as protection and avoidance) and
those unintended (such as giving ineffective feedback).

1' Easlng-ln is the strategy used to drop hints about what could have
been done (2:2'6,27, 38-39) rather than communicating this direcly. Frances
avoids declaring that in her opinion Ann has been blunt and that although she
would like to be more direct herself, she linds herself dodging the issue
because she believes the direct approach is insensitive (1:3). She does not
give Ann feedback about what she thinks was ineffestive. By concluding w1h a
rhetorical question (2:52-54) she indicates her belief that Ann has already
drawn a conclusion about her own ineffectiveness but does not check this
assumption. A consequence of this strategy is that Ann is not told about
Frances's reservations about her strategies and probably wonders what, if
anything, has been communicated about her effectiveness.

2' Leading Questlons are used as a means of communicating theories
about what might be effective and arso as an avoidance strategy (1:4041).
Ann is asked questions which indicate that the principal would have liked her
to discuss with Greg what was going weil and what was not (2:1€), what other
staff feft (2:15-'lT), a strategy for improving performance (2:26_2g), and a
priority to work on (2:87-39). Because the message to Ann has been drip_fed,
and couched indirectly, it is unlikefy to be effective in terms of providing useful
feedback for Ann. Frances has used an encompassing strategy of soft-se1 to
dealavoid upsetting Ann, and to avoid being forthright.

3' Non'dlsclosure of privately held thoughts and feelings is another
strategy used by Frances. Disclosure would mean having to acknowledge the
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dilemma of wishing to be concerned about relationships and also wanting
tasks to be accomplished (1:13-14), and this might reveaf personal implication

such as perceived faiture to help Greg (1:2g-33) and her own wish to avoid
problems that are unpleasant (1:3640). Because Frances has not revealed
her dilemma (1:13-1a) she has blocked the possibility of considering
effectiveness in terms of this dilemma @oth for Ann and herself). lt is possible
that Ann's future efforts to be effective could be constrained by the same type
of dilemma and she might replicate the suppression tendencies demonstrated
by the principal.

4. untested assumptions are a feature of the principaf,s approach.
Because of her assumption (undisclosed) that Ann used an approach that was
insensitive(1:3), personal (1:49-50), and, therefore, ineffective she has decided
to protect Ann and avoid unpfeasantness. By using rhetorical questions the
principal has reduced the likelihood of encouraging discussion which coutd
test her views. This type of questioning croses avenues for genuine inquiry
such as checking Ann's agreement about the principal's assumption that the
probfem fies in Greg operating on a different waveren gth (z:47).

In the training context, both Frances and David acknowledged with surprise
and consternation that this sort of case writing analysis yielded accurate
descriptions of their behaviour in the rear situation. By rore-praying this
scenario, and others, they attempted to adopt a new set of responses by
practising Model 2 rules.

Maklng a Translilon to Model2

A Model 2 theoryjn'use disptays belief in the importance of information giving
and seeking, illustration of reasoning, and two-way inquiry. Developing
communication habits thatfacilitate the translation of these beliefs into practice
can be assisted by learning a set of rules for collaborative communication.
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Learnlng and Applying Model2 Rules

Learning how to interact consistently with others in a Model2way involved the
principals practising the four basic rules which are set out in Table 5.4. The
rules themselves appear to be simple and straightforward. After all, competent
adults are expested to be capable of expressing an opinion, backing up that
opinion, asking for the reactions of others, and stating their own feelings. In
practice, however, the principals began to detect ways in which the skitful use
of Model 2 rules was incompatible with their Model 1 values of winning by
exerting unilateral controt, and protecting self and others.

Table 5.4

Model2 Rules

Rules Examples

1. Saywhatyouthink.

2. Say why you think it.

3. Check with others.

4. Dealwith emotions

"lfeelthat I can't rely any longer
on your support to revise this
programme..."

"...because you didn't afiend
)regterct?y's meeting or the one
before that."

"Wh€re exactly do you stand now
on this matten"

"l am very disappointed.,,

Pracflce and Learnrng: Theorisrng About rheorres of Astion
Practice involved developing scenarios for role-play based on real school
issues; videotaping and praying back tapes so that the principars courd
observe their behaviour, analyse and discuss this, and evaluate shifts towards
use of Model 2 rures and stides back to Moder 1. ways in which Moder 1

values act as bariers to Model 2 skills are listed in Table 5.5 on the following
page.
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Table 5.5

Model 1 as a Barrier to Model 2.

MODEL 2 RULES MODEL 1 BARRIERS

RULE 1.

RULE 2.

RULE 3.

RULE 4.

Say what you thtnk.

BARRIERS- Higg_yhat you think when you feet it might upset
others.- Hidgyn?.t,,y9ljhink when you privatety judge that
saytng fi wiu not be to your advairtage.- DiqguFe controversiai opinion 

'6i'qiji=ino 
others,nt!,_t!9y say what you tnint 6,uf'pretei ;c;i-i;

disclose.

Say why you think tt.

BARRIERS- Don',t say why youthink it because the correctness
of your view jhbuld be obvious. 

- - - -
- use persuaFion instead of expranation and backthis up with harder persuasion dvl - -'

- cailing on higher duthorities; '
- name dropping; and
:appeating to procedures, etc.- Don't.giveleasons because you expect
compriance or are not confidbnt auout ne worth ofyour reasons.

Gheck wlth others.

BARRIERS- Rea! sig11s in others rather than ask directry fortheir readion.- Avoid^,-%q]grlg^.9rh9rs' opinions and feetings
espe.satry when they disagreb or upset vou.- Don't.-ch-eck attribftions -that oth5rs 

-+b-making,
even if you disagree.' rgnore .or dowhpray information that others arepresenting if it go'es bgainst Vou.

Deal with emotions

BARRIERS- Make uniraterar decisions about avoidino
disctosure or discussion of anythins ;;-otio;;]:-"'"- Make .grlor ju.dgements abdut oTners; ioiiiti, to
cope wrth emotions.

(Adapted from Robinson et at, lgg0, p.Sg)
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In this way they learnt about the two theories of astion and also learnt about
their own theories of how to handle difficult situations. Learning involved the
principals in interpreting their visible action and drawing inferences about their
intentions, what they actuality did, and the consequences of the behaviour
being observed for meeting their avowed intentions.

Because the principals viewed themselves in action after each role-play they
were able to see for themselves the behaviours that they instinctively produced
in dfficult situations. The fotlowing transcript of a rote-play illustrates the
training process of videotaped role-play fotlowed by playback for anafysis and
discussion. In this scenario David is confronting the canteen Manager
because the prolit margins for this enterprise are dropping alarmingly, and he
wants to communicate this concem and agree on astions for improvement.

ROLE PI.AY TMNSCRIPT

(P = Principal; CM = Canteen Manager)

P come in Mary. t'm gtad you courd see me at such short notiee.
CM How are you todaf,

P I'm fine. Now have you seen fhese trading figures for the first term?
cM Yes. you know we've been reaily busy in the canteen.
P Hmm- A/ow see - here's our gglgg for.February. A sryail profit. Now, inMarch we made no prorit-it 

1t!, yv" ;iu,rr^"?;bnwg.rl tor wages. Aprit -took at it. Look at it.'We've maae o;i,$i[66d, narcrry enough to covers(penses and wages even.

cM No. This can't be right. we're seiling as muchas ever.

P The tigures don,t tie. Who counts the monef,
CM I do, and l,m very thorough.

P Sure, I trust you of course. So, who writes the cheques?

CM Well, ldo.
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CM

Analysing Role-plays

The purpose of analysing this role play was to enable the principals and the
researcher to immediately evaluate this attempt to give negative feedback in a
Model 2way. My evaluation of David's attempts to be Model 2 in the role play
was that he had not succeeded, yet my own approach to critiquing his
behaviour tends at this stage to arso be highry Moder 1.

ROLE-PLAY ANALYSIS DISCUSSION TRANSCRIPT

(R = Researcher; D = David; F = Frances)

R Right, thank you both. can we now get David to anaryse what he,sdoing in this iote-ptay.

D I think we di,! a reaily.axeeltent reproduction ofwii inii pirson ort i xiii'riars not what *" *{l,To?jyr"!y, 
happened

l!9. t .yllrt you to.teil.rye what you intended to do and tatk about what
r;i___

I hauled in hiaher guthorities to supqgl.me. an! | Wguestions,- .t'h stitt iee.liig. i'r-ifrlrcrt about this cDerc: iiaiti'euesin,i"th;i;;fi d;itirerue;;,;u!ffi ii'{iign'i,lf
Jcl

I believe it oives eery the chance to evaluate the evidence |m puttingforward. t tike the trutn io-occw iitiem, no{oeiotaliy'me.

Can I check this? yplt'19 yllng yqy.tife pe truth to occur to them rather
r!.p:_yr:!rolt about w\;t v"oi nin*. i{init riit|riem - vou honina
a series o'f pointediiffi

well, I think we've g?t.bgq. ends of the sysfem srraight. Now what,s
llgpenlng .i.n th9 miaab? now iire arc you ot the honesty of studentsseiling to other students?

l've never had a probtem with the kids pinching things. t superuise themat the tills all the'time.

Y,f i,i|!1!i#J&?i:f"f f :?i!f, :XW,[f tf ,t,Z,fr 
,#y:;:rT!,i7,gin the canteen?

I iust know we're doing a tot of bustness. //usf can,t understand this.t

R

D

Workshop roleplay scenado [WVTTRA]
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well how else do we persuade peopte to our point of vievr'?

ey teltpg.lhgm what .y.ou tlti1tk an! why you think this way, and bychecking their percepiion of thefacfs.

when you're checking with them though, aren,t you asking questions?

sure, to in-quire genuinety about their understanding on thebasrs of vou
l?!,!g made your coniern and the reasons ror Fnd-6iea; i;'th; iirstp,ace.

Y-eah, ! think you coutd have outtined your concerns rather then tet herflounder aloig.

What do you think David?

Yes. / should be ashinp if their perceptiog ls the same as mine, whicht've reveated. tts 9 ai4rcffii; ij;;;tic;. rm now asaino
?ysetf ar? there other.ftqtpdies t shoutd tC;, igd;:?';';,;;;;iiil;'EE
qryn and professional at thdame time.
L..I

!!;#f:i:'iti;:tr:,,::ffi latr,f;;,#f i[Fw#:"?{::r31,"h*""to

Both the researcher and David couch critique in general, rather than speciftc,
terms. lt is much safer to talk in generalities because specifics in this case
would focus on self-implication and reveal personal inadequacies. The
researcher's generalisation about David still being very Model 1, is a Model 1

strategy itself because she fails to illustrate this judgement, or inquire whether
David agrees, and why [a]. David cites examples of Model 1 behaviour he
used in the role-play but fails to illustrate his reasoning for making this
evaluation and does not draw on data that shows what he astually did, even
though this is evident on the tape he is viewing [bt. David moves into
discussing espousars and generarities, rather than the speciftcs of his
behaviour again at the end of the transcript when he refers to general
"perception" checking (atthough in the role-play he did ask the canteen
Manager to give her view). His further references to "other strategies,,,
"people", and "we" - keep the discussion distanced from a direct focus on his
theory-in-use. tel. The researcher models genuine inquiry [cl, but also
demonstrates a controlling strategy by asking a pointedfy leading question [dl,
2 Workshop analpis and discussion of roleptay tWVfiRAl

D

R

F

R

R

D
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to bring the discussion back to where she wants it. By using questioning to get

her message across she does not help David to confront the data to discover
faults. She is protecting him and herself from the public testing of potentially

embarrassing data: evidence of David's use of rhetorical questioning in the
role-play as a controlling strategy. Revealing this will mean that she has to
reveal her own use of this strategy which she knows is ineffestive, but which
she is finding difficult to counter.

As Robinson et al (1990) assert, the transition from Model 1 to Model2 is both
difficult and painfurfor the researcher and participants.

w!'gn w?ojl.gr9.9,lUlg in.Mgdet one ways they wiil not use the s4itrsof Modet rwo even thdush.th"i 
^;i i;i;'th6;' i; llnbiiidie,toire.

lggrrylrg Modet rwo takds t1m9i i,a'ii rreqieitiv iaiirii 6#ause itrequires the unlearnino of tnel 
- nabiidi- paiteirns ot -ieasoning

(Robinson et al, 1gg0, p.-sgl.

The difficulty lies in recognising and then abandoning the skills of Model 1

which come naturally, and adopting what is often an artificial approach, as one
begins to apply the Model 2 rules in practice. The deceptive simplicity of Model
2 theory belies the immense challenges posed when one attempts to translate
this theory into practice framed by a new value base.

OBSERVATION: PRoGREss AN D LEARNING APPLIGATION

In spite of a considerable time commitment to training and practice, and the
principal's assertions that the theory and practice of Model2 was being learnt
and internalised, the researcher was concerned that the principals were not
demonstrating sufficient progress in consistently applying the Model 2 rules in
ways that showed a sustained shift away from Model 1 values in the workshop
setting.
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Espousals of Succcss

Both principals reported on how they had successfully used the Model 2 rules

to deal with issues they would have been loath to confront openly before the
training programme. Mid-way through the intervention, they started to keep a
journalof attempts to practise model 2 skills; noting the date, the situation, the
strategies they tried out, and how these worked for them. In Frances,s case
she felt able to tackle a staff member forthrighfly about a long-standing

concern over competenc'e, with considerable success because the teacher
acknowledged the problem and offered his resignation. In David,s case, he
believed he applied his new learning wellwhen he had to communicate to staff
the dfficult position he faced in making staff redeployment decisions. Both
principals reported that they were regularly attempting to be Moder 2 in
interpersonal situations which involved threat for them and for others. For
example, they asserted that in deating with parent complaints they were taking
time to seek and share information, delaying decisions until they were able to
establish expectations of all parties ctearly, and making their reasoning and the
presence of leadership dilemmas more public.

Theory-ln-Use Observation

By the beginning of 1992 schoot year the principals felt ready to test their skill
learning by revisiting the 'big'problem identified in the analysis stage. The plan
was to have the researcher record their attempts to use a Model 2 style in
explaining their concerns about the appraisal system to staff in order to find
evidence of changed theory-in-use.

OBSERVATION AND FEEDBACK TO FMNCES

A meeting between Frances and her staff was audio taped, transcribed and
anafysed in order to give her feedback on her progress in becoming
progressively more Model 2. Given that Frances had found it very dfficult to
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openly express her personal views about appraisal before the intervention, she

now felt confident to confront some particular issues that concerned her and

communicate her feelings to the staff. She did this by planning to state her
position on matters she considered important, saying why she felt this way by
illustrating reasons for this, and checking for other's responses in order to
provide opportunities for staff to question her and for her to check the staff,s

understanding and agreement throughout the session.

(F = Frances; X, y, Z = Staff Members)

x

F

Y

F

The Board should approvg an appraisat scheme and itseems to me weneed to have 9ne 
-tn 

ptace bbrore someooay slari- aiiiig'ii'-o,imposing it on us.
while l- viewed with sgmg scep?bism the request for formatisedappraisat svsterns in schoots I ain very conscioii-nai ie iiv it-inefallen dowi on thefeedbackthat-ieacheirs oet... 

---
The probtem with 9ur 9td iob aeiciiptioi'was that it made somewonderfut srafemenrs of a i|enerat iitiie - ia"nen ie-aiai,t'do
yuthiytq . yviil! them ever -again. wi hevii'Tituatty l"r4 YJi,s_omebody's done that..or qo, they havenr, and wiit weie ne-iasitts',.s:,, 

^y 
probtem was the iob deiciwion-*i{nJ'6enerar and had noplace for feedback for aniboAv.

what l'd like to hear from'everyooay bday is what form feedback shoutdtake, v.u.herg they think apprai*at i6ula iii in iid i6un d; it anc=i;iitcould be donef
Right, comments ptease. What do you feet about thaf?

Do you feel that the tast secfibn on the form would be filted in?

well, I haven't o?!, anytling .fixed in my mind. How do you feet aboutr.yely!?.g inrornlation 'ao,ouT noiw aie aonb'in ineareas where youwould liketo receive more hetp? '

You mean evaluation?

Evaluation actuatty g.oeg gcross the whole schoot. t did an end of vearrepo(..and kept track or the reading aevetofieii. sviarcit&-aia [iti,
9.yn tinrg gport, bt/t.lfis is primaritf indlvlai1ii id ir6 taiirig ab;in'"'where t think rm tatting dciwn is d:oi;g it ror wi i{iroieiiil,.'ii6bprcin this institution.

N some schoo/s the teachers have interuiews regutarly with theprincipal about howthings are going.

And what is the outcome of that w Do they have a written resume orwhaQ

No... I don't know.

How do people feet about having interuiews?

Y

F
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z

x
F

Good. Any problems can be discussed.

Volu ntary or compu Isoryl

we.know these discrrssrbns go on informalty - att the time - thev don't
yg,i!^t2!i::::t_probtems in-an inteNiei ai ne ditla. Siil g;;Js-i;;i
nave omerem purposes- and the formal interuiew is to wind up att thlethings that havb cbme throuoh.
Tg 

^y 
mind thgwlole polnt-of us doing qty l{nd.of appraisar or systemof assessmenr rs thql we become more-effcictive-ii itidt we are tniiig iodo. tt is imnoftant that teachers rertecl oiti; ii;A'ir tningi ii;i\;e

!-oing and howtneytiemsetvei cai Ao Oeiei.-
tt we woutd ail like to think about why wlg woutd be doing it. From myside tr3 an officiat responsibitity.for pEl - its pai oriy-rote. But it,s got {obe or use to the perscin - as wat as being pirt oimy ioiiiiiiiiiiii' '"

For this principar discrosure of her views about appraisar and open
acknowledgement of her obligations on the one hand, and her hope that on
the other hand appraisal would also meet individual needs, constituted a
considerable step forward. She implied that she wanted appraisalto be useful
for individuals and also wanted it to be useful for the organisation in making
staff accountable. Throughout the meeting she espoused an openness to the
ideas of staff about her views on formar feedback and the use of job
descriptions. she indicated that she did not have allthe answers and could be
influenced by other,s suggestions.

However, when she was posed with potentially threatening questions Frances
used avoidance techniques. she emptoyed a discursive style in replying to
straightforward questions about evaluation and voluntary participation;

choosing to ramble, speak at great length, and give indirea answers when a
simple yes or no' or a brief statement would have sufficed. yet, for Frances this
was a serious attempt to correct earlier impressions she had given staff about
her opposition to formar appraisar practices. she concruded:

w.?=kind ot do c:on:tant.ry,onitoring - but it has no format structure - its
il:: f::f 

" 

Efffi 
, :,;: ff:^i@n ot i er v

Principat meaing wilh staff IDVATTRSI
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What we're trying to.focus on today is the specrfibs for you. How weilyoq di!, how effective you were in your ciassro-omi At- ne moment
?gbody evertellsyou fofmally. ' --.
Y-gs, accountabillty.ls the^ inttom fine. But this goes beyond that.
Maybe it yguld lielp ug if somebo4, waffiess rheperformance and ndbody does that.+'

What Frances did not do well was to encourage inquiry that would publicly and
specifically test the assumptions she made, especially those which contained

threat on closer examination. For example, she tentatively asserted that staff

"kind of do constant monitoring". This assumption was not checked with staff.

She assumed that the major reason for formal appraisal was to provide

accounts to others (unspecified); br"rt did not test her belief that staff found the
current form of informal monitoring ,'sufficient,'. Although she was up_fiont

about the need for accountabirity, she did not specify how the new system

"goes beyond" accountability to assist staff in assessing their performance.

Frances felt that the training had enabled her to disclose her posi1on on a
contentious issue with her staff and open it up for discussion to an extent she

would not have been capable of before. She had feft able to admit some of her
own conflicting feelings and her belief that she wished to do something about
correc{ing a mistake she had made about the significance of formalfeedback
in the appraisal process.

OBSERVATION AND FEEDBACK TO DAVID

David felt that he had to overcome his retuctance to initiate negotiation of his
role in the appraisal scheme with members of the professional development
committee. A meeting with the committee was taped, transcribed and
analysed to give David feedback on his style of managing the discussion. In

reviewing the video tape, and reflecting on the transcript of this meeting, he
agreed that at the outset he used a very controlling strategy by deciding to
speak at great length about the failure of the top-down attempt to introduce
4 Principal addressing staff meering IDVATTRSI
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appraisal and the commendable work of the committee thus far. He did not
check whether the committee needed to hear a summary of the history of the
appraisalsystem. He assumed thatthis was necessary, and said:

so we nead to gg back to tle history_of it, lguess, and start off threeyears ago to see how far we have got.5

He didn't reveal the distress he felt over the whole issue of having to abandon
the initial scheme. on the other hand, even though David used a lot of talk to
avoid being challenged, he did get to the point of raising what was for him a
contentious and personally threatening issue, namely, his role in the process,

and said:

U,.oy'nr glt peopleto agreeto -lot! u.e g?t peopteto.agr-ee.to - although there are stitt pockefs of doubt _

2!!^2":jg!:?pp!":tg"l.comroiiore...iin-tnii'Eo-viii6-ii1,commended for that.-But at some stage I've
into it and say how t teet aboit iiis.--Ok _ wn,W alld s?y how t teet aboii ittis.- oT -' *iffi youyou end -what are my responsibititiesE

Having disclosed his perception that he had to get back into the picture he
indicated that he would have to express his feelings about this but did not do
so. Neither did he test others' perceptions of his view that he had, ,,obviousry

got to come back into if'. He then took several minutes to explain his view of
the principal's responsibirities, ouflining them as foilows:

(D = David; X, y, Z = Committee Members)

D So what's my rote?
I see mvserf-as head of tha cunicurum detiverything.
L..I
l'v,e_.qo.! an oversight of the.management and utilisation, / guess, of thesk//s that haue gigw! so rhar inrte iimitiilte'ptanning'an\nii sort or
Virg I bear in mina what sort ot gr;wti-ndfne made and try fo usethose strenqths as besr we can to iiiii6i6 i:u-iriiitiiibiniiU' , '
L..l
l.v2got a rore, t berieve in the security of the materiar.
t...1
I'v.g gqt a role in pro,viding .fund.ing -as weil, and as yw know we,ve
?!!2?3p! money 'ror inaivaiai,.- roi a;ian;;;;t; and for schoot

nrc pD=thing. There rS ffie Ousrness of
use my impressions of what HOD's tett me.7::i*'',,

Principal meeting Profussional Development Committes FKVTTRII
Principal meeting professional Devetopment Comminee fff<Vffnf i
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x

Y

D

Just one more thing - there ip the business outside of this thing about
?oJlpe:?lc.?. l! competence issues come to my attention then t EaG-ii
obligation to do soniething about it. I have to siv naii'shrink rroin-ana
I gather nlos! of my colleigues do too.Eit,hei'erthdteis. we know there| 3!tle!_qgs!ol ryly colteagues dotoo. But, nevertheless, we rnoi-nereare needs but they lon't resuft from what we're d6ing in tne pDcrr,rGrEUU uut utey qQn t resun rom wnat we,re doina in the pD
?:,!!jttp: But_peopte ?re colgerled about tnit pai-i h ;w;: ia,this be used in dcoinpetencenngi

I feel comfortable with how you've a<plained the competency side of it.
Comtortablethat it's not our brief.

I think we're still and there are stillpockefs of doubt that thefocus of
ege@g!_a as.thgt
that initiative comes troin them not from .an ouline igency ana i tttiii
u!!l^ay9 to.fe"p on pushrns that rine - tmi lni{ftie-F6';io;;#;;j";;
about growth.

Although David emphasises the difference in his mind between growth and
competence, he also indicates that he is somewhat muddled in his thinking
aboutt these issues. He suggests that there is a difference between ,,appraisal

for growth" and "appraisal of performance", and his reasoning here indicates

that he finds it comfortable to describe appraisal in terms of one system that is
concerned with professional development and another quite separate system
which is concerned with professional competence. He has identified what he
sees as the contrary purposes and tensions in appraisal as growth versus
performance competency, and voluntary seeking of assistance versus
judgement by an outside agency. In opting to separate the two strands and
asserting strongly that information gathered to operate the pD growth
programme would not be used in making judgements about competency, he
has given the committee a mixed message and a falsely comfortabfe view
about the non-threatening nature of the pD programme.

Principal meeting Probssional Development Committee ff KVTfRl I
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David's confused reasoning might be a reflection of the ambiguity identified in

the reform literature on appraisal and in approaches to appraisal presented in

conference seminars. The official literature communicates a confusing variety

of appraisal definitions (ibid. pp. 52-55). In addition, Tomorrow's Standards,

1990' distinguishes between appraisal which is an astiry for professional

development purposes; and assessment which is related to management

issues and dealing with teacher incompetence . Because David had been

influenced by suggestions that one system could not serve multiple purposes

(he referred to such influences when given style diagnosis feedback, ibid. p.

148) he finds himself confused about the position he should communicate to
the committee. His new thinking (and training) suggest that appraisal should
serve both accourilability and development purposes. He wishes to deal with
incompetent staff. He also wishes to have an appraisal system in operation
that is accepted by the staff, and he doesn't want to jeopardise the
committee's initiatives to provide a scheme for professional development.

In the meeting David was fofthright about how he intended to use information
recorded about staff. He expressed his satisfaction about the fast that the
committee-designed scheme was now operational and provided for the writing
and filing of confidential reports about staff that he could use to be informed.

!e waq able to state openly:D l^!::lr!:!. 
!1,*c6mrortabte Rnowrng the records are there because rcan't know allthe ins and outs about &venty peopie.

t...1

and
?? m pe!e. n c. y p ro c ed u res@
several hats.

A lhavetowear

t...1
r!!s lling [tle gghgme devetoped by the committee] is focused ongrowth - not incidents of inco^mitetenie.lrs olsea 6i d cicie} grr*iirather than the times you fail.a 

r- ---

Principar meeting profussionar Deveropment committee tflOTTRll
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A member of the committee challenges the principal's logic about the

separation between growth and competency in the appraisal cycle, because

he has now contradicted his earlier stance. David has implied that, whatever its

sourc€' information about competency wifl be used by him to take ac'tion and

that in his role me must be concerned about both teacher competencs and
professional growth.

9o it yo.u found that py whole examination c/ass faited because t hadtalgl! thg wrong syilabus - that woutd oe ciearcui evidenCe? Wnat iry:!Lt9y!?d my ctass.rioting and not doing any worK? woutd that iniiii6
co m petence p roced u resl

OK - lt you're hr-_UO_?,you..say tg this p?rson,. "t mus! say that your
classroom management isnT gtnd enoign na mist oe imoid 'voir
growth goals'.

Y^o_u_'y9 got to lo y?ltr professionat thing and say, ,,Look - there areconcerns1 and aet therh ro base their gr6wth-oi that.litiey dliobiJriispore lt theq qdre woutdbei ciii rorz;ni;;i;;dy'froceaures. you,ve
given the advice, you've given tnC opportuhiv roibfrange) ana nitiiighas happened.

So when you give a message that strong... ?Y

D This becomes a quitg .different fite - you bring it to me and

s;i 6;;;ii;i;,
g..ogd enougt,
nrsIyaar you

and then offer no herp... u*e t 6aia io'i, i{rte-6id or'tne
because it you
' no neb... uke I said to Z. at the end of thF,t!_s:!e, y9y sq1r,..'Hey, I think you shoutd noiit tiaFl et ne ;;a of ii;

,s^e^g9j"d 
year, if they've done-nothing about ii tnen rts a conipititic:v,ssue.v

David is clearer here about the links between incompetence and professional

developmental to improve performance. He arso comments openry that he
relies on the impressions of department heads in order to write references for
staff; and when information that growth is not taking place comes to his notice,

then there might be a callfor instituting competency procedures.

Reflecting on the video of this meeting, David agreed that in this encounter he
had not been able to clearty articulate his dilemma: the tension between his

9 Princ*par meering protussionar Deveropment Gomminee rnorrRll
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concern to provide supportive development activities and his official

accountability for a teacher's competent performance. He explained to the

researcher the logic of this separation in terms of letting the professional

development committee handle accountability for the 'growth, side of things

while he handled 'competence'. He also realised that the commiftee may have

been given mixed messages to proceed with a professional development
process that was comfortable and safe for everybody because it emphasised

non-threatening development while he dealt with the tough issues. He agreed
that he had failed to make the connection between these two responsibilities

clear and acknowledged that at some stage further down the track he would

have to re-negotiate his role. He would have to be forthright about his belief
that in the longer-term the implementation of the current developmental

scheme might reveal incompetence. In such cases he was accountable to take

appropriate action.

David's ability to meet with the committee at this stage and talk about these
issues was viewed by him as a major achievement. He had avoided this
discussion because he felt threatened, realised that his own understanding of
the theory side of appraisal was confused and limited, and consequenly felt
very vulnerable. Although the training had given him confidence to act, he
could see that his strategies were still predominanily Model 1 in the main. He
felt the need to keep control of the discussion and talked a lot to achieve this.

He protected himself by not revealing his feelings and uncertainties. By
continuing to polarise the strands of his dilemma (in spite of intentions to do
otherwise) he had suppressed the dilemma in the short-term.
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REFLECTION: ISSUES FoR PARTIGIPANTS AND RESEARC}IER

Training lssues for the principals

The time the principals volunteered to engage in training was a major

commitment. They made particular efforts to be present at the scheduled

workshops, but immediate school pressures were often an obvious priority in

their time schedules and the attention given to training follow-up tasks. The

learning process was demanding and research notes made during the

workshop sessions, and the transcripts of the workshop videotapes, reveal

that several important issues arose for the principars.

Learnlng was Dlfficult

In spite of the seeming simplicity of Model 2 rules, and the fact that the theory
of intervention is couched in terms that most people are familiar with - because
there is little new or surprising about the values, strategies or consequences

described - learners do not find it easy to make a shift away from using Modet

1 strategies in situations where conflict is present.

Argyris (1990) reminds us that we learn Model 1 theory-in-use early in life and
become very skilled in implementing it. what we may not realise is that these
skills lead to incompetence because they produce consequences that are
counterproductive to our intentions. Argyris calls this feature 'skilled
incompetence" and states:

The incompetence is caused .by the very fact that the behaviour isskitted. whenever we are skim!!.aJ ionaiihg, we act autoiiicatty anasp.ontaneousty. wg.kke our actions tor griited-. W;a;;;tb& muchattention to -our actions because we proailce tnein-ii iiniiJidi&t. Thusthe price o! 99t!ng shittutty is unawaieness. wC coutd lose our skitt if wewere required to pay attehtion to our actiois rigbt ii.-zt,i j.-""
Because our sense of worth and confidence are related to our competence in

being skilled at Model 1; that is, dealing instinstively with threat and defensive

routines by employing defensive strategies, learning Model 2 ways to engage
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and reduce defensiveness can be a very difficuft and disquieting experience.

Argyris (198S) asserts:

- -. I earn i n o thg n ew. c o m peten c i es. req u i res u fl earn i n g th e of d. H owever,untearniig ne- o1a ,6 
-n; a simple inteilectua, process . lt meanstgrynorgrity_Tyggriegctno reerings or decreised Gd; oirfi6nia, of notpi ng i n contiot, or vu therabi t fr i !?es; ;re- pr 

-eci 
setv- ti{ i6Jt i i g s nattrigger our.bypass_ rqutines, wnicn-ere thi rac[or6 {iit ndi6 b beovercome. We will feel a sense of Catch 22 because the actiois we taketo defend ourse/ves are the very ones that we are- Oeiit$- as*ea tounlearn (p.274).

It is no wonder that the participants in this training programme felt inordinately

challenged by the learning expected of them, and by evidence of their slow
and frequenfly retrogressive progress which they were able to Judge for
themselves by observing their behaviour on videotape. The principals felt quite

uncomfortable and frustrated at times and expressed these feelings strongly
and sincerely. They did not like trying and failing, were not used to ,not getting
it right', and after reaching the top in their profession by being Model 1

someone was now saying that Moder 2 wourd be a better way of doing things.
Becoming aware of the barriers that Model 1 strategies raised in their efforts to
reason and ast in Model2 ways led them to question the new modelthey were
being asked to learn.

Dealing wlth Obfections to Learning Model2

Although they didn't give up or decide to withdrawfrom the project, there were
many occasions when the struggle to produce Model 2 rules consistenily led
to the voicing of objections, chatlenge of the worth of the intervention theory,
and rationalisation of learning difficulties. The researcher attempted to answer
these objections by interpreting them in terms of Modet2 values. In every case
the principals overcame these obJections and, at a fater stage their espousals
reflected this, even though in many instances it was not possible for them to
fundamentaily alter strong befiefs.
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Objection 1

* ,l|:!"o,v confticted with notions of nurturing and caring for
omers.

Because the principals were reasoning defensively they resisted a notion of
caring that matched a Model2 style. In a Model 2 sense, caring would include

being helpful and supportive but in ways that recognised that others would be
assisted by truth-telling and could be empowered by being given (or asked for)
the information needed to make decisions. Garing in this sense means that
you believe that others have a capacity for setf-examination and self-

dependence which they can use without losing either their effectiveness or
their esteem. ln Modef 2, making decisions about how best to care for people

should be a bilateral exercise and a matter for public testing and joint

responsibility. In Model 1, notions of caring are often used to foster
dependency' make paternalistic decisions for others, suppress emotions, and
avoid public testing of evidence used to make unilateral judgements about
these things. These principals had agreed in the diagnostic phase that they
displayed these very tendencies with ineffective consequences. once they
were able to recognise the limitations of their Modef 1 notion of ,caring, they
were prepared to concede that they could show care and concern for
colleagues, and also effectively meet leadership responsibilities, if they were
Model 2' For example, they espoused appreciation of the idea that they could
foster self-determination and ioint responsibitity, and that being honest with
others was a way of respecting their professional dignity. Translating this
reasoning into theory-in-use proved to be extremely difftcult.

Objection 2

* They cguld be Modet.2 quite easity with kids but fett tt wasmanipulative to use with ccileagues.' 
-

This kind of espousal indicated that the principals believed that white it was
alright to manipulate children, this was not something they wished to do with
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colleagues. lt also indicates an assumption that Model 2 was just another

manipulative routine (easy to both espouse and use in situations where there

is neither threat nor much at stake because we, and the people we interact

with, are less likely to be defensive in such circumstances). Their objection

was important because as Argyris (lggs) cautions, Model 2 rules can be

employed as a gimmick in the service of inconsistent values. Robinson et al

(1990) assertthat:

lf learning Model Two is reduced to a package of communicationtechniques sepgralg from its value oase, it o{comes-i i6it for themaniputation of ot!e1s, because tne realsohng-t&}s;#-or moaetpne, whicQ. are desighed to piotect ;;es;ii r"rd,i-inrlu'&Zi,' remainintact (p.59).

Learning is tested on the basis of whether we can bring Model 2 values to bear
on non-routine, threatening situations. In discussing this objection it became
clear that the principals thought that Model 2 might be a secret weapon to use

when a Model 1 strategy failedl tn other words, they realised that they had
considered using Model 2 rules to win and avoid unpleasantness without
subscribing to Model 2 values. They agreed that adopting the new value

system as a basis for applying the rules was a tough but necessary option if
they wished to make a serious commitment to using the alternative model.

Objection 3

* Moder 2 was oK {. yo, had . authority tg .be forthrightprotessi,gn{lv; it wasn't _s6 easy in inieipers6nai situitiois when. you were often unsure of the tabts.* Being Model 2 really challenged them to find intormation to bac/.up views; this was iometimei very time consuiing: ---- "

Creating conditions in which evaluations are based on publicly disclosed and
testable valid information, and where inquiry and illustration are used by self
and others, is a central feature of a Mod el 2 approach. The principals,

reasoning about the challenges posed by this requirement reveals their Model

1 tendency to use data as a defensive routine (holding ammunition in reserve)
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in order to defend their position, or to use tack of data as an excuse for
avoiding the confrontation of problems. The principals continued to find the

necessity to generate valid information a challenge. They were threatened by

the idea of having to put alltheir cards on the table. They were also threatened

by the thought of checking with others in case it became apparent that they

did not know enough themselves. This objection was not raised to deny the

importance of data but to seek help in formulating strategies that could be

used to overcome the feeling of being threatened. The principals worked

through this objection themselves, suggesting ways in which they could
assemble and check data; such as slowing down, asking for time, preparing

for interviews, and consulting others. The challenge for the principals was to
adopt a theory-in-use that made data generation a feature of practice, not only
in preparing for encounters but also in dialogue with others.

Objection 4

)c Practising this with gthers who knew about Modet 2 sdiils wasfinel it waq-vely.lard tg be Moder i inen aeaing-*nn-iomeone
who was Model l, and who wanted to controt voi.* They needed moie training in ioar n cneik iiti6tners.

A learning challenge for the principals arose as increased ability to recognise

defensive routines in their own behaviour led to recognition of the defensive

routines employed by others and the way in which this behaviour constrained
the effectiveness aim. Their frustration centred on the difficulty they faced in
challenging others' controlling strategies. Learning how to do this was

incorporated into workshop practices by getting the principals to use Model 2
rules to state this difficutty openly when they encountered it, iilustrate why it
was causing concern, and check others'perceptions. They practiced the sort
of dialogue illustrated here.

Stating the concern forthriEhilv:
I feel Jh.al you are mlkirig, a number of accusations here thathave not been tested and ifeeltnatio a& on itiem woufile very
unfair.



lllustratlng reasons lor the conGsrn:
You have talked about the crassroom situation in very oeneral
terms and seem to be basing your judgement on neaisiv-. Vou
have presgntgd me with.a re[oh tndt nEi not 

-oeen;ff;a 
*ith,

or agreed to, by the teacher. '

Ghecklng other's perceptions:
I need more-speciftc information - how do you feel about this?
what do we nbed to do to make sure we riJvelhe iniormation we
need?

Emphasis was placed on admitting doubt, or mistakes, or not having all the

facts because the most important goal to pursue was obtaining valid

information. This explanation reassured the principals that they could justffiably

use this value position to challenge Model 1 values in others and seek their
help in a collaborative endeavour to be effective. The concern about

developing Model 2 skills in others led directly to an agreement to elilend the

interuention programme to the senior management team in each school at the

start of the following year.

An intervention of this kind demands a critically reflestive stance on the part of
the researcher as well as the participants. The competence of the researcher

as an interventionist is, I believe, an important fastor in the success of training

of this nature. This implies a need to be skilled in designing and using
appropriate training processes and materials, declaring one's own theory and
value position, inviting challenge of assumptions, and generally modelling

Model 2 values and rules in ways that help participants learn and remain

committed - howevertough the going might be.

Intervenffonlst's Slrll and Dilemmas

At the outset of the training programme I do not believe that my own skill in

being consistently Model 2, and in using the most effective approaches to
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teaching Model 2 skills to others, were adequate to the task. For example, I

colluded with them in critiquing behaviour in general terms rather than

focusing on the interpretation of specific behaviours visible in the data under

obseruation. I also used questioning rather than a forthright, illustrative

approach before I became more proficient in recognising these behaviours

and eliminating them from my own actions. This could have been a factor that

delayed learning progress in the early stages of the intervention. Another

concern was my wish to keep the principals motivated: satisfied that they were

getting value and gaining enjoyment from the training because they had

vested considerable time and effort in this. Yet, on the other hand, I also

needed to make sure that they were learning to change, however dfficult and
painful the process might be. The tension between pushing the principals

along at a productive pace, and simultaneously trying not to alienate them by
putting on too much pressure, or demanding too great a commitment when

they had other major problems to contend with, was a constant chal6nge that

constituted a training dilemma for the researcher.

I found it difficult to be simultaneously empathetic towards the principals'

current, and often overriding, school concerns and also to engage their

defenses in putting these matters aside in order to concentrate on practice

sessions, and, at the same time, to present them with my views about their

lack of progress which were threatening to them both personally and
professionally. Before the fourth training session I confronted each principal

individually with my dilemma, explained the double-bind t found myself in, and

secured agreement to exert more control over the training workshops. The

intention of a more directive approach was to keep them on-task, curtail

unnecessary story telling, and frt in at least four video-takes of role-play

practice per session using a set of ground rules negotiated with the
participants (Appendix D).



The problem was not that the principals chose to act out scenarios based on

astual 'tough issues' they were trying to deal with at school. what was

problematic was the emphasis they placed on reproducing or replaying reality

(as it happened for them) in detail because this worked against the emphasis I

wanted them to adopt, which was a focus on producing theory-in-use so that

we could evaluate progress on their application of Model 2 rules. A question

must be asked as to whether this attempt to curtailanecdotes and replications

of actual school happenings limited the transfer of learning to the school-

based conte)ft? Did this attempt to focus them more tighily on learning skills in

a clinical sefiing also reduce the possibility of the principats taking up the

option to call on the researcher to provide help in school-based prastice

situations because they perceived a separation between training practice and

practising skills in real situations? These questions will be addressed in

discussion of the limitations of the research.

TRAINING THE SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAMS

Tralnlng Aims

The aim of this training was to increase the effectiveness of all senior

managers to dealwith dfficult interpersonal problems, as individuals and as a
team. The objectives for training the senior management teams in the schools

were jointly set by the researcher and the principals who wanted to join forces
for this training and wished to assist by modelling what they believed they had

learnt. An important pre-training objective for them was the wish to inform the

team of the nature of the training they had engaged in thus far. They also
wanted to be open about the reasons why they wanted the others (three in

each school) to learn a new theory of effectiveness. Each principal met with

their SMT to communicate this. They asked the researcher to be present at

these meetings to support them and provide further explanation if necessary.
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Staff at both schools were intrigued by the idea of learning interpersonal skills

with the principal, were keen to participate, and supportive of the notion that

they could assist on-going learning if they had the appropriate skills. Both

schools generously resourced this training initiative in terms of time and

funding for teacher release to enable the SMT to attend the sessions which

would be run as an initial one-day workshop with a follow-up half day

workshop at a later stage. Altogether eight hours of training were delivered

and participants were set a between-session reading and reflection task.

(Appendix E outlines the SMTtraining objectives and programme schedule.)

SMT Trainlng procedures

Preparing for and facilitating the SMT training workshops provided opportunity

to develop and test new training materialthat had, of necessity, to introduce a

rationale for, and explanation of, the normative and intervention theories in a
very concise manner. By the end of the first training session the participants

had been introduced to the organisational and interpersonal learning concepts
that underpinned the theory of effectiveness. They had also completed case
writing and a self-analysis exercise intended to be the springboard for skill

learning and practice, and they had participated in role-play to recognise

Model 1 responses and practice Model 2 rutes. The second training session

was devoted to videotaping role-plays and group discussion of observed

Model2 strategies and Model 1 barriers.

Trainlng Developments

The training differed from that offered the principals in the following ways:
* the notion of organisational learning and defensive reasoning was

introduced and discussed;

* the organisational - interpersonal leadership dilemma was examined

and related to school-based situations;
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dilemmas in appraisal were identified in a group activity and typical

responses were discussed;

The case-writing exercise was foflowed up with a self-anatysis activity.

Participants used this activity to individually code strategies apparent in

simulated theory-in-use by responding to a series of questions

presented to the whole group. (these training exercises are presented

below in Table S.B and overleaf in Table 5.7).

The focus on dilemmas at the outset was useful because it encouraged

discussion about problem complexity and personal implicagon in non-

resolution of dilemmas because of defensiveness. The self-analysis of
espousals and theory-in-use produced in the case-writing exercise involved

participants directly in a reconstrustion of their theories of effectiveness.

Because the cases were analysed on-the-spot, instead of being analysed by

the researcher and returned to participants at a later date, there was an

immediate connection between theory and practice. Group discussion about

evidence of defensive routines drew on a variety of perceptions and value
positions. The participants found this opportunity to share beliefs both
stimulating and revealing.

Table 5.6

Gase-Writing Analysis Godes

STRATEGY

RQ
FI
SA
MM
PS
FR
NC
NI
LI
ND
SP
PO

rhetorical question
false inquiry
strong assertions
mixgd messages
positive starter
false reassurance
not checkino
not illustratinfo
lack of inquirv
non-disclcisuie
self protection
protecting other
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Table 5.7

Self-Analysis Questions

QUESTIONS ABOUT UNDISCLOSED
THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS

QUESTIONS ABOUT
ACTUAL CONVERSATION

Qi.d you try!o keep
things comfortable?

Did you decide the
outcome beforehand?

Did you decide to give
tne message straight and
not be concerned about
how it was received?

Did you decide privatelv
to hold back in order to
protect the other person?

Did you hold back information
which was painfulto disclose
because it could revealyour
erors?

Did you hold back information
because it would jeopardise
your dm to win? '

Did you ease-in to the
conversation?

Did you ask rhetorical
questions?

Did you ask leading
questions to avoid-
having to be direct?

Did you assert your
view strongly butfail
to illustrate it?

Did you give false
re?ssurance to cloud
of'soften the message?

Did you failto check
in specific ways?

Did you try to persuade?

The participants' evaluations of the training sessions reveal some important
intervention issues. Gommitment to the evaluation task was a high priorrty for
the Te Kanawa Gollege team. All members returned the evaluation form and

commented positively on the value of exploring an alternative approach to
problem-solving. On the negative side they were consistent in their comments
that the time spent on examining the theory was too long, the jargon dfficult,
and practice time too short. The Doon Valley Primary Schoolteam on the other
hand, did not retum any evaluation forms nor did they make time to discuss

the training workshops at any subsequent meeting time. tnformal comment

from the principal, when the researcher followed-up the lack of response,
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indicated that her SMT found the day very challenging and that other more
pressing demands had overtaken the impetus to discuss and evaluate the

training sessions. She took personal responsibility for not having made this a
priority. This is viewed as another instance of Frances protecting her staff, a
tendency that was revealed in the initial probtem analysis and the diagnosis of
her styte (ibid. Chapter Four).

The interventionist's own observations of the learning process and outcomes

indicate that senior management staff found the ideas presented interesting

and challenging. The secondary school group was more prepared to be open
about problems and this could be attributed to the fast that the principal had
regular meetings with the group and delegated considerable leadership

responsibility to his colleagues. This team, in workshop sessions, was
forthright in commenting on aspects of the principal's style that they coutd

identify as Model 1. They were supportive of his efforts in making a shift to
Model 2 and stated that they would all benefit from critical feedback of team-
member efforts to reduce Model 1 barriers.

The primary school principal indicated that she was unable to involve the SMT
in problem-solving or even inform them of many concems. With the exception
of herself, they all had full teaching loads and no specific time was alfocated for
management because this was not viewed as a priority. yet, the principal had
considered Model 2 training as important professional devetopment for these
staff who were often required to deal with complex probtems. fn contrast to the
secondary team, the primary SMT was more reluctant to comment on the
principal's style in the workshop setting. They gave the impression that they
did not feel personally compelled to learn about or change their behaviour

because they felt they could depend on the principal to resofve difficutt
problems for them. In addition, they were concerned that the principal might
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change her normalstyle of managing in which they believed she demonstrated

that she was a very caring leader. In fact, they found dependency conditions

comfortable and wished to perpetuate a culture in which protection of self and

others appeared to be fostered by the principal. This situation represents a

leadership dilemma for Frances who, on the one hand wants to have her staff
protected from threat and management responsibility, and, on the other hand

recognises that this is not effective because their dependence constrains their

contribution to problem resolution.

TAKING STOCK AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE INTERVENTION

By the end of the intervention phase the researcher had worked with the
principals for a year and a term, and in the final months of the intervention the

senior managers at both schools had been included in the training. One of the

main reasons for extending the training to other leaders in the school was to
build a support network for the principals to continue personal learning by
working alongside'informed others'who could influence self-critique and also

continue to learn themselves in this process. After the final SMT workshop the
principals evaluated the beneftts of the SMT training initiative for themselves

and their schools, revealing issues that had significance for the

researcher/interventionist and for them as learners.

Both principals revealed that revisiting the theory in the training sessions for
SMT's had been useful because they had failed to grasp the connection

between expressing dilemmas openly and then using strategies that would not

sacrifice either the organisational or interpersonal goal. This raises the issue of
the cognitive demands of the intervention programme and the complexities of
the normative theory and Model z theory underpinning notions of
effectiveness. Perhaps because the theory element appears to be simple when
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it is introduced, learners do not recognise or attend carefully to the message

that cognitive complexities must be mastered to inform and guide practice.

The secondary school managers indicated that they would have preferred

even less theory, although, in the researcher's view the theory content was

minimal. The question of what the interuentionist can do to ensure theory-

practice gap closure must be asked. Perhaps this is a matter of developing

'user friendly' theory teaching techniques? Perhaps there is also a place for
formaltesting of conceptual understanding before proceeding to the practical

level; a step that was omitted in this research, and is possibly a process

limitation.

Both principals found the team approach in the workshop setting valuable

because their staff allowed controversial issues and personal views about style

to surface and this had not been the case in the school setting. Furthermore,

they had been able to share their problems (in terms of dilemmas) with the

team in ways that had not previousty been possible because of time

constraints and a reluctance to admit that they might have problems for which

they did not have ready-made sofutions. Both expressed the hope that as a
consequence of the team training they would now have colleagues who could
challenge Modet 1 controlling strategies when used by themselves and others,

and support one another when situations required them to apply Model 2
rules- Both Frances and David expressed renewed conftdence in their own
ability to adopt a Moder 2 approach when 'appropriate' because the team

training had recapped theory learning and clarifted techniques and strategies

that they intended to try out in practice. The appropriateness issue is one that
loomed large with the principals at the end of the training programme. They

found it reassuring to read what Argyris (1ggs) says on this matter:

Acquiring.Mode! 71 as a theory rn use does not maan that we shoutddiscard Model 1. The latter is ritore effective for,routlnae, noitliiitening
tssues. The former is more effective tor nonroitine,iit:n6iitii6iiiru" 
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well as ffiqse that are threatenlng and invotve defensive routines(Argyris, 1gB5, pp. ZS9-2ffi).

This view helped the principals to confirm their own intuitive belief that there

were times when it was alright to be Model 1. They agreed that an on-going

challenge lay in defining for themselves the rules under which they would

choose to use either theory-in-use. They also realised that setting these rules

would involve examination of problem complexity to identify dilemmas. When

dilemmas were present, an effective approach to managing them would

require the application of Model 2 skills.
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CHAPTER SIX

CASE STUDIES: EVALUATION oF LEARNING
AND CHANGE

EVALUATING LEARNING AND IMPROVEMENT

Evaluation of the intervention was designed to illuminate what the principals

had learnt and how they applied this learning in the school setting in
attempting to resolve the major appraisal problem identified in the case of each

school. At the beginning of this chapter the evaluation objectives and the

methods used to evaluate and reflect upon the intervention programme will be

described. The inferences drawn from this data will be dealt with in separate

sections for each school. In each section the impact of the intervention will be

examined at two levels: at the organisational level and at the level of
interpersonal skill. In the final part of the chapter the implications of the

effectiveness of the intervention will be discussed.

The purpose of evaluating learning was to establish the extent to which the
principals could frame problem understanding in terms of dilemmas, could
recognise their own role in problems by reconstructing their theories of action,

and could use an alternative Modet 2 theory of effectiveness. At a meeting to

facilitate reflection and an independent review of learning, two specific
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objectives were set to judge the extent to which this learning had been

internalised and was now evident in organisationatand interpersonalpractices.

ObJec{ive 1:

Examining Appllcation of Learnlng to school problems

One objective of the evaluation plan was to examine what difference, if any, the

training had made to the way that the principals now approached the

chaflenge of implementing effestive appraisal and staff development systems.

For example, did organisational espousals - such as policy statements - now

reflect a recognition of multiple appraisal purposes? were the principals

demonstrating Model 2 values and skills in dealing openly with challenging

appraisal-related issues?

Evaluation Methods

School documents were analysed to identify the extent to which both

accountability and improvement purposes had been integrated into the
appraisal scheme. The principals agreed upon a focus for gathering directly

observable data about their application of Model 2 strategies in practice. This

process would allow specific checking for congruence between espousals of
what they wanted to achieve and their behaviour in a real interactive situation.

Checking others' perceptions following the interastion was impofiant in order

to triangulate views about what had been conveyed and how effectively this
has been done. In the case of Doon Valley school the principal planned and

conducted two staff appraisal interviews. The researcher then interviewed the

two appraisees to determine their view of this experience. At Te lGnawa
College the principal met the professional development committee to clarify his

expectations and to conftrm his role in the staff appraisal process. The

researcher then inteMewed the committee to gather perceptions of what had

been communicated. Data were analysed to examine the principals, intents,
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their astions, and the consequences of their styles in these encounters,

incorporating the impressions of others.

Obfectlve 2:

Examinlng Apptication of Learning to Interpersonat problems

The other evaluation objective was to determine the entent to which learning

was carried over into the way interpersonal issues were tackled by the

principals in the course of normal interactions with others.

Evaluation Methods

Two senior management staff in each school were interviewed to eticit their

perceptions of changes in the principals' styles. These were people with whom

the principals interacted regularly. The self-reports of practice and progress

kept by the principals in the form of journals, and their videotaped self-analysis

efforts in the pre-evaluation reflestion exercise, provided a secondary data

source.

Data Collecilon Considerations

Both Argyris (1980) and Robinson (1993) draw attention to the dfficutties that

attend the collection of data that records direct observation of practitioners,

behaviour when they are engaged in challenging interpersonal or group

interastions. In situations where there are issues of confidentiality to be

considered, and where the other parties in the exchange may be unw1ling to
have sensitive personal data recorded, data collection is especially dfficult. In
addition, the collection of this data is erftremely expensive in terms of time and

energy commitment. When both researcher and participants are engaged in
full-time prastice these dfficufties are exacerbated because of other priorities

and demands. Nevertheless, considerable effort has been made to obtain

direc{fy observed data as far as the above-mentioned constraints permitted. All
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interviews were recorded on video or audiotape. Tapes and transcript analysis

notes were used to give critical feedback to the participants so that joint

judgements about changes in espoused theories of practice and theory-in-use

behaviour could be made. (Appendix F refers to data collested in the reflection

exercise, and lists the details of audio and videotape transcripts of data

collected in the evaluation stage.)

FOCUSED REFLECTION: A REvIEw ExERcIsE

A review meeting was arranged at the conclusion of the training programme

so that an independent obseruer could check the principals' tearning progress.

This was also an opportunity for the researcher and the participants to reflect

on the outcomes of the intervention programme. The principals were asked to
prepare for this meeting by considering changes in their problem-solving style

since they had been trained. They were asked to prepare a role-play scenario

in which they could demonstrate how they would now handle a difficult
problem, applying Model 2 rules. These role-plays were enacted, videotaped

and critiqued by the observer and the participants. The principals were also

asked to explain the connection between the originaf appraisal problems

identified in each school and the Model 2 training. In both cases they were

able to articulate the dilemmas they faced in terms of the appraisal systems

they were establishing. They talked in terms of their Model 1 tendencies

(separation of purposes and an emphasis on development to the exclusion of
accountability obligations) and acknowledged that an integration of
accountability and improvement purposes would constitute a Model z
approach to appraisal. In the role-play playbacks the principals were able to
identify aspects of their behaviour that were still constraining effestive

interpersonal problem-solving. In Frances's case, it was her unilaterally

protective tendency; in David's case it was his vacillation between soft-sell and
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DOON VALLEY SCHOOL: EVALUATING GHANGE

hard-sell and a reliance on informat rather than formal data. For the

researcher, this reflection session with the principals was a bridging activity

befween intervention and formal evaluation of the impact of the intervention.

For the principals this session focused attention on Model 2 strategies they

should attempt to use in the formal evaluation exercise.

The emphasis on informal and supportive (so called non-judgmental) appraisal

in Frances's school when this research started was a consequence of her

belief that staff would be threatened by formal appraisal procedures, especialty

those that implied a need for critical reflection on what had not been achieved.

Hence, the original staff appraisal policy sfongly emphasised development,

support and encouragement. Frances admitted, however, that she needed to

know abor.rt weaknesses in order to address them. She spent a lot of time

informally monitoring staff by walking in and out of classrooms but judgements

made in this way were neither acknowledged as appraisal nor relayed to staff
formally.

Part-way through the intervention phase Frances negotiated the addition of a
new dimension to the appraisalsystem with the staff. tn her view the expanded

appraisal system would be:

---.an integration g!!_tlg"rlent 7nd support. tt yas for giving feedback
aboutwhatwag gofpg well and atso lelning staff know aioutivnai naan'tgone well, and decidlng what was fo be dbne about ig,t- 

--

She believed that she should take steps to formalise professional obseruation

of peers and, therefore, set up a meeting structure for feedback about practice
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related to iob descriptions. In introducing the new system to staff at a meeting

in February 1992, she stated:

We've talked before how ertaluation witt come from chitdren, from
colleqguTy_gn9_I,?,parents, but we're tooking a soie{ing more
specific ll*,y1y'llbe appraised by angther prolessionat iio iviigiveyou feed_back 

1p9y!,Lou!'tiffectiveness. We haiveto say something aioit
7!,'i!;l"li"irtiJ;Y",ry or what we're rooking it.'rie iil6ii6ws ia

New appraisal documents (a policy statement and job description format)

were produced and put into use that year (Appendix G). Two purposes are

now stated in the Professional Evaluation and Appraisal policy at this school:

1. to idenlfy,.evaluate and develop the professional performanoe of staff inthe school so that school go'als and oblectives are more-ettectivbly
achieved.2. to benefit staff in terms of recgglition, receiving. feedback, identifying
work related training needs and o:fierinsimieei giiolnce. -'i' '-v

The job description format now provides space for comment on how well staff

have achieved the expected outcomes of documented tasks.

Snapshots of practice

The plan to evaluate Frances's progress in adopting Model 2 approaches

involved observing her conducting two end of year interviews in which she
intended to give appraisar feedback to Tanya and Roger. Folrowing these

meetings, the researcher interviewed the teachers to get their impressions of
what had been conveyed. Prior to these meetings Frances discussed with the
researcher exactly what she intended to say to these staff members. In each

case she wished to express her pleasure at the good job that had been done

but she also had concerns that she wanted to communicate clearly. Frances

intended to convey her message in a forthright way and make the interview a

collaborative exercise by encouraging the others to contribute. She also

intended to illustrate her concerns and make inquiry about her (and others,)

concerns and assumptions possible.
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APPRAISAL INTERVIEW WITH TANYA

What the princlpat set out to convey:

In Tanya's case, Frances wanted to let her know that certain things had been

done well but also that she had a concern. She wanted Tanya to assume

leadership responsibility for the Social Studies area. Because she anticipated

resistance from Tanya, she intended to state that this task was not negotiable

and that reluctance to lead must be overcome. She hoped to persuade Tanya

to keep an open mind about this and consider the advantages.

What the princlpal conveyed:

Afthough Frances intended to be forthright in giving Tanya appraisalfeedback

she easedjn to the conversation with a number of questions.

ljag it gone as well as you,d have tiked?
t...1
How did you go with the Artzg

When it came to expressing the particular concern she had about Tanya,s

resistance to taking on a leadership role, she approached it this way:

IP = Principal; T =Tanya]

P For your .own professionat development you added Socia/ Sfudiesresource leader trainino to the tist oicoursei to atteia: aia t'iit dCiiiiUwent well tor you?

T Yes, yes. But I'm nevous stiltthough.

P Oh! lthinkwe've donewetL4

Frances began by asking a rhetorical question and decided to ignore Tanya,s

comment about being "nervous". she was determined to pursue her own

agenda to be positive by reiterating that, "we've done well,,. she possibfy also

avoided discussion of nervousness because this would be embarrassing and

could reinforce Tanya's resistance. She neither inquired about the cause of

Extract from appraisal interview IDWTTR1 l
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Tanya's nervousness nor did she specify exactly what ',went well,,. The

conversation continued:

T Did ! tel! ygu, gt qll.thg.peopte--at the,couyse, I was the onty one who had
presented material attwo statf meetings?

l,bet they were.impressed..PJhatrynt=well and we can think of ways to
lpprry. Bu.t that was really grea
You're readv to move on aid if a senior teachtei ja 6ones-ii wishoutd take'it.

?:!!_yn7t^t'! t!\" ,ygy to do .ri.gltt l?* is !o. lake up lqore responsibitity
wnnn me scnoot nere, and I feel it would be good from two points otview. Firstly, lt would

feel it would be good from two points of
the school and then it's for vour ownit's for your own

p rofes s i o n al dev e I o p ment.
you feel aboutthaQ

I'm ready to take on responsibitig.

Oh good!

But it depends on what you mean and what t have to do.

I_t!ink,19w yoy'rg.ready tg be a resource person for sociat studies and
?"r! itthrough. lt's one of theareas we're'going to-oiitiin;errti;ar.'
t...J

f {f {:sJ? rl1ilri'jy**, 
t I soc i at srudies resou rce pr an n i ng ] w h at wou t d

She initially gave Tanya an unclear message that conveyed that all was well,

but also implied that they both needed to think of ,\rays to improve". Frances

tossed in this vague, brief and unillustrated message and then pressed on

without checking Tanya'a perception of what, if anything, needed to be

improved.

She conveyed to Tanya that she wanted her to be a leader because she was
"now ready". This assumption was neither explained nor tested with Tanya.

Because she was obviously relieved when Tanya did not put up any resistance

to taking on responsibility, she expressed approbation, moved on quickly

again, and did not communicate to Tanya that she had anticipated resistance

on her part or why. Her opportunity to inquire about Tanya,s nervousness, and

to learn how Tanya could be assisted with overcoming this, was lost.

Extract from appraisal intervie\^r TDWTTR 1 I
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Tanya's percepflons and feellngs about what was conveyed:

Tanya was inteMewed by the researcher after her appraisal inteMew to

establish her impression of what the principal had communicated. When she

was asked if the principal had conveyed any concems about her performance,

she stated:

No, not really. perhaps I brought them up mysetf - so we talked about
them. Just the things I told her-t hadn't aicoritptished titce seWig upiie
Art flle.

Asked how she felt about taking a lead in the Socialstudies area, Tanya said:

I'm a blt neruous. I usually am when it comes to that sort of thing. I've
Just been trained as a Sdcra/ Sfudr'es resource teacher aia iioin nat
y:'!2 glpected to run teacher-onty4ays anq t tiini,'fs t oig ?hng t6
gra?d up in front of all those paiple you donT know ana iax a6out
topics l'm only getting to grips rhin'mysef.
L..t
Yres, talhing to adults makes me nevous. l,m worried about pufting my
message across.
t...1
I'll wait till nart year now to telt the priqcipal what support t realty need. I
think l'll put myideas down on pagier.6

It would appear that Tanya had not been appraised of the principal's concerns

at all. She also had worries about performing a cuniculum leadership role

which she was not able to inform Frances about in the appraisal interview.

Although Tanya stated that this could be taken up later, Frances has not

achieved her Model 2 aim to generate information: an essentiaf matter if both

she and Tanya are to learn about what is problematic.

APPRAISAL INTERVIEI,I/ WITH ROGER

What the prlnclpal set out to convey:

Frances intended to tell Roger that she was concerned about his relationships

with other staff and she wanted him to review the way he managed the Art

supplies. She also wanted him to know that she was conc€rned that he would

not co-operate with his new syndicate leader.
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What the prlnclpal conveyed:

IP = Principal; R = Roger]

w!!l yo,u1 organisation of Art resources fi seems to me at times there
was.g,lqt g=f dis.gontent with-where the materiats were and... wheiffi
you think that all came from?

F?gh syndicate had a person on the committee to orlanise resources.
Nobocly actuaily saw me about any problems

R

P

R

P

R

P

I think that's true. lt'9..!1ow th.9 sysfggr works. Nobody cornes to you but
they all=Iave.=.their litile myfters. what l saw... Now yoi'va'oone-i
policy. They'll know what they have neld year.

the

well, l'm not clear about the moans. l'm not sure what's Deen sard.

I lhink some people felt that they hadn't had their orders - that thev
!!1't_get their.materials early .en6ugh. Having done a basic plan, noiv
now are we going to get materials in their rooms?
t---I

Ygy.'y?,9:]l_oy! ptt"y, What ye yoy going to do with your budget? Are
you gotng to put a butk order in and share that out?

Mmm.

S:?,,.1 !!n\!!1t_you work on the principte that if you want it you coutd
get tt. E nere any way we can...?

Yes we can.

r p/glicyand say we can get this, this
willcover.

I don't th.i.n# w:e'v|g resolved_it..tts one of those things that people are
never satisfied with - no maner how much money weipend. ' '-

so ?!ryq!,.!f. they had .basic suppf'es in their room and coutd catt onyou tor anwing special.

Yeah.t

Frances was forthright about communicating the difficulty other people were

experiencing with Art supply arrangements but she did not specify who was

complaining or explain exactly what the "discontent" and "mutters,,were about.

In fact, she asked Roger if he knew \rhere it all comes from", instead of telling

him directly what she knew. She glossed over his concern about not being

"clear about the moans", ignored his view that the issue was ',not resolved',,

and pressed on regardless anyway. Frances has not followed through with her
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intention to increase the possibillty of inquiry leading to learning about what is

important to Roger. She has not facilitated Roger's input, because she forged

ahead, asserted her "guess" about the answer to the problem, did not check

this, and pushed her solution which was, "stick to your policy'. The

conversation proceeded:

P N.ow, I've also put you into a.comptetety difterent syndicate. We've done
that because of your strengths in Aft aid Maori.

Umm.

Ygy !!l? difficulty is that.X is experimenting with being a senior teacher
and sne is going to need support and a lot-of help. -

Sfieb been a seniorteacher before.

?:!p:lff:!".uing_. She's worried about working with you Decause shenKl yoq=yiil bq a challenge for her. That comes about because ffi
gyestion things, You don't dwavs go atong with the naoi{uaiicii;;.
You understahd me?

Mmm.

Ygy ryqtto ghange things. When some peopte are used to doins thinss
rney rak.e 

?. long time to adiust to a new system. Now, t think xivru rrtayou a challenge.

Uh huh.

She will. So how can we help herz

R

P

R

P

R

P

R

P

M

ygur chaltenge 0ecause t ti*EEToo
that people throw ideas, or wanl to

on. lt
boat, or change

R

P

R

because I live with constant change.

I appreciate that.

And especially in her new teadership role, so how can we...?

well, I thin? the main.ry!.9 is communication. often things are thought
?l^ylnglSplgl9g.4 rllngs soing on in their mind; - iia-biiia ,il"
somemtng ffiat isn't there. l've already thought a lot about natt year.'

So we will work towards...

Communication. I' ll try.

P

R
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P And I will come to the syndicate meetings or whatever is needed so that
we can really make your involvement siceess'fut for the whole svndicate
and you and x personally, and hopefulty everything wiil be fine.{

Frances softened the message she wanted to give to Roger by telling him X

"needs a lot of support and help" rather than directly expressing her concern

about his manner. She did tell him he was challenge and illustrated what she

meant by this, but then brushed over his question about whether she meant

"challenge" in a positive sense? He was consequently given a mixed message:

apparently Frances does not find him challenging because she is not

threatened by his questions, but his tendency to question things is ,,difficult" for

other people. Once again, she suggested a unilateral solution by offering her

assistance at meetings to ensure his successful involvement. She concluded

with an untested assumption that, "hopefully everything will be fine,,.

Roger's perceptions and feelings about what was conveyed:

when the researcher subsequently inteMewed Roger to question his

impression of what had been conveyed in the appraisal interview he was

initially confused, and stated:

It ry?9..a. i-op...legqiption interuiew based on my job description to find
oltt if l'd fulfilled.thg lob or what needed doing.'ltm no,iiri of 

-wiat 
the

sysfem of appraisal is.

He continued:

l'm a little bit frustrated. We sort of talked round some things to do withskff unhappy with me and the Art budget. t?n not sure-elarcw wno
tnege people are or what they didn't likell don't know what ciariges to
make.
t...1
There's x for et<ample. I appreciate there are times when I'm not
approachable but l'm still in ihe dark.
t...1
Thatwas about personality. tts a bit compta< because p 1the princioatl
yvas tigling around for the right words.'weu, srre rresrrirea-;;n';aiA
nerself I was challenging. Ivolce my concerns and question - but it s to
find out more.
P said some teachers didn't understand this, She approved of it but t
needed to do it in a differentway with others - but, Oe6Tuiilaon;i know
what's coming through to p, wliether its my manier or whaoit;s iara.
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lf.she'd given me an.idea, and sald, ?hls is whatyou did', then / can see
the person and put it right- I donl think we've rehtty got down to what is
wrong.
t...1
[The pripcipal .wanted it wrapped up. I don't think things can be
wrapped yp: fhe.yvanleg an immediaie response so / guesE ttotd her
I'd try. A bit facetious! lt can't be neatty wrapped upl but there was
progress.
L..l
I think X has a concern and I need to meet her and F [the principal] and
talk aboutthat.s

Roger would have liked specific information and wanted time to think about the

complex message he has been given. He was not convinced that the solutions

suggested would resolve the problems. He fett that Frances had not helped

him to pinpoint concerns about his relationships with other staff. This left him

feeling unsure of what he should do differently and he intended to explore this

issue further.

Feedback to the princlpal

Frances viewed the videotape of the initial and follow-up interviews prior to

being given feedback about the Model 2 strategies she used and the extent to

which she was still acting in Model 1 ways. In a final workshop session she

was presented with detailed analysis notes of her intentions, her actions, and

others' perceptions of the outcomes of the appraisal meeting (Appendix H).

She and the researcher used this feedback to develop a shared view of what

was still blocking her efforts to be Model 2. This evaluation analysis summary

is presented overleaf in Table 6.1.

Reflection

Are These Staff Being Appraised?

lf the principalwas genuinely concerned abourt staff practices that constrained

the achievement of organisational goals (such as positive staff relationships,

carrying out tasks competenfly, and making a commitment to ac-cepting
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curriculum responsibility) then this appraisal interview was an important formal

discussion forum.

Table 6.1

Evaluation Analysis Summary:
Frances's Appraisal Feedbaik style - Intentions and Blockages

MODEL 2 OBJECTIVES MODEL 1 BARRIERS

T.o be forthright
about concerns

To encourage inquiry
and joint soi-utions

* softening tough messages- gMng mxed messages

* directing solutions* not checking speciftcs* pursuing own agenda

Neither Tanya nor Roger appear to have received messages that clarify for

them the concerns that exist in the principal's view. In fact, it is questionable as

to whether they have been appraised at alll Roger commented that he thought

the meeting was to discuss his job description (and didn't realry know how this

fitted into the appraisal scheme). This raises the issue of how clearly the
purposes and processes of appraisal have been exptained to staff. Tanya was

convinced that the principal had no concerns. Her view of the inteMew was

that she raised any concerns herself. The approach taken by Frances is

consistent with what Beer (1987) has to say about 'tanishing performance

appraisal" (p. 290). This phenomenon is created because managers failto give

critical feedback. They use avoidance and message-clouding strategies (ibid.

p. 87) such as those displayed by Frances.

In both appraisal inteMews, the teachers had found the experience vatuable

because it was the first time they had formally been given feedback about their

performance by the principal. In both cases, however, they feft that they would



appreciate further opportunity to revisit issues which had not been sufficiently

aired or explained.

Learnlng Progress: Self-Assessment

Faced with evidence that there were still many hurdles to be overcome by

Frances if she wished to express concerns forthrightly, and seek solutions in a

bilateral way, she was not daunted by the need to keep practising and

learning. She believed that she had made considerable learning gains as a

result of the training and was now much more aware of her own behaviour.

I know I hau_en't lost my protective instinct, but t can hear mysetf doing
fhese things now.
t...1
Yes, | .stop. I gay to. my..self - ',action replaf,, and t say it again, even
t?ough sometimes it disconcerfs otheis! i'm going to haie t6 xeep
deal.inq.with difficult situations and what fm iryinj to do rs to restit
Ft?jgcttng.myself an! othqls; t've go! to reveat fny-feetings and what t
thiryk, ang engage in a dialogue which shares tne prohtem and the
solution.lo

A major learning breakthrough is the way she now thinks about approaching

tough issues. She admits to regular reassessment of the theory of action that

she would have employed before participating in the training.

{euesq / was an avoider of tackling.difficult situations, and an exampte
is our friend M who wouldn't do dity property. t woutd tati {o tne wiote
?:{ !?pe,E,!2!!V t1_s1eag, of saying.tg'!tt, ,Look - you,re not doing a gooa
loD out mere". The other stupid thing was.trying to change-the'duty
sysfem for everybofi when only one {erson ish't doing it rigfrf.tt

She now espouses her intentions to confront dfficulties, to be more forthright,

and to foeus directly on the problem ratherthan approaching it obliquely.

To find out if any changes had been observed by others, two members of the

senior management team at Doon Valley School were interviewed with the

principal to discuss the impact of the training programme. These two staff
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members had participated in the team training sessions and both noted that

Frances referred to a checklist to remind her to apply Model 2 rules when she

met with the whole staff to present contentious issues. The following dialogue

illustrates the perceptions of these two staff members:

(F = Frances; A & B = SMT Members; R: Researcher)

F

R

A

I've given you a copy of this sheef I'm using to be more coltaborative.

Has she changed the way she deals with things - her styte?

Yes she has. she does use thrs list and so do /. s/re's open - sfie
includes me a lot more. But then she's atways been open. The thing
that's different is sfe really fisfens to suggesfions. adirore i naa in"e
feellng she had made the dicision anyway. -

t...1

y!le_l,y?u ,g7ve me the t.vQths responsibitity you totd me you were not
pteasecl with my way of doing some things. you were very itirect.

Was sie more directthan shewoutd have been ayear ago?

Yes,.definitely. I have usuatty got to think about what sfie fel/s me tor awnile aftenMarcts to understand. you'rg a very good tatker and
somefimes its hard to getwhatyou mean.12

R

B

Staff member B is protective of Frances in this final comment, indicating the

strength of the 'cutture of caring' that makes it hard for people to give one

another direct messages about anything unpleasant. All agreed that they

would like further training and practice in being Model 2 but their timetables

provided no opportunity for this.

These concerns about practice time suggest that the senior management

team believe that they cannot practice or learn from the regular one-to-one

encounters with one another that take place in the normal school day. ls this

another aspect of statf dependenoe on the principal to deal with all the

challenging problems? Frances confirmed the researcher's assumption that

the decision not to make time for'management'was another way of shielding

her senior staff from having to deal with problems. She has, however, revised
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staff meeting schedules for 1994 to ensure that the management team meets

on a weekly basis. They intend to use these times together to discuss

problems and consider Model2 approaches to dealing with them.

Frances will confront a significant leadership dilemma as she begins to

implement the new staff appraisal policy with the assistance of the senior staff.

How will she balance their tendency to be dependent on her (and her own

protective instincts) with her new expectation that they make a commitment to

accepting leadership responsibilities and executing these effectively? Frances

will need to regularly examine her personal implication in maintaining dilemmas

within a school culture in which protection and dependency are values that

often over-ride those of honesty, accountability and effective problem

resolution.

The conclusion of the evaluation is that portions of the Model 2 curriculum

have been learnt by this principal. Because she cannot always counter her

protective instincts she is struggling to put her new learning into praqtice. The

intervention has only been partially effective in changing her practice because

the researcher has not been able to alter Frances's fundamental belief that

'caring'takes precedence over'effectiveness'. Challenging this value position

at a fundamental level would have required the researcher to attack the beliefs

Frances holds about caring at a very personal level. This was a difficult,

daunting, and uncomfortable proposition which was avoided. This limitation

will be discussed in the nelct chapter.
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TE KANAWA COLLEGE: EVALUATING GHANGE

Problem with the Professional Development Commlttee

David had distanced himself from the professional development commiftee's

initiative to implement an appraisal poticy because a previous effort to impose

a syslem of appraisal had failed. He was reluctant to challenge the committee

about deficiencies for formal information gathering about staff performance in

the current programme. Gonsequenily, he had relied on gathering data

outside the appraisal system when he needed such information. He now

acknowledged that he must work with the commiftee to ensure that the

scheme enabled him to meet both accountability and improvement

obligations. An earlier attempt to discuss his concerns openly with the

committee had not been successful 0bid. chapter Five) and David now

intended to try again.

A Snapshot of Practice

A meeting between the principal and the PD committee was arranged so that

David could revisit appraisal issues using a Model2 approach. The researcher

conducted a follow-up interview with the commiftee to gather views about what

the principal had communicated and the style in which he had done this.

What the principal set out to convey:

David's aim was to negotiate a formal leadership role for himself in the

appraisal scheme. He also wanted to communicate to the committee that the

appraisal system needed to be formulated in a way that served several linked

purposes. Because of his training, he now believed that an effective approach

to appraisalwould require the integration and open acknowledgement of both

accountability and development strands in the programme. David planned his

Model 2 approach which was to state his position, why he held these views,

and to check throughout for understanding and reactions.
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What the principal communicated and how he did this:

The following dialogue indicates that David did eventually say what he set out

to convey but he took a very long time to say it and he closed with a queslion

rather than a commitment to action. He opened the discussion by stating:

(D = David; 4 B, C, & E = pD Committee Members)

D l'm now saying to you that l'd tike to be part of thisprocess...

[and then, fifteen minutes later:]

OK - well, let's come to some crunchy stuff. t want to hear what vou see
?s my.role in approving, backing, guiding, assrsfing the proc6ss. l've
Deen in ffie gysfem gs_an appraiser but my leaderihip role is outside
ffiis. So, what can I doforth6 system?

A Well, thesysfem isn'tworWng.

D t know t am the manager of what
goes on on-site and I acceptthat responsibility.

I!tt_ ltt"^tp- oq paper is absotutety wonderfut, but there rs iusf no witt to
c..alry.tt nrough .because I thinr ,fs gof no teeth. lt could hale teeth if vou
ilnK tt DacK to the pefiormance thing that we tried so hard to get aivay
from.

D I am the 'teeth' but we=4e?d=to decide as a professionat

It is an informal non-
structure fofgrowth buti don'tmrg?v?qrJg.$rudure tor growth but I don't think it's failed. lt hasn't had

a far naL you clid the best you cgtld to.sef tf up al an acperiment but I
sril/ see a ehailenge^for'me. now ao t g6t the iefsondj=giowtiinformation that I need?

we need serrbus signals that the appraisers must get reports in by a
certain time.

[and finally, thirty-five minutes later, David concludes:]

D Can I just summarise for you the zs.for me? Firstly, hohv do I get
tne second is now I account

growth to Board, because as protessional
l99d.er l.am obliged td connect dottars to ciuiptms-ior the schoot. t,m
saying to you, up to now I've been a in the process but l've
not exercisgg p:olesgp^nat teadershifi tn it.
to adopt in the'future?l3

After almost forty minutes of meandering, David's speech is exacly the same

as when he started.
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The commlttee's perceptions of the principal's message:

The follow-up interview with the PD committee direaed a spotlight on David's

actions and the consequences of the strategies he used to deliver his

message. The group received the message about the principal's concern

about accountability.

B One of the things I think he was quite keen for us fo understand was
there has fo be accountability. I thiitk that was probably number one on
hrc /rsf, He needs to know ft's working. The board needs to know it s
working. Therefore it must work. So -we need to have some form of
written stuff for whatever reason - writing references or whatever.

C Yeah, that's right. But ittook avery tong timeto be sald.1+

On the positive side David had found the courage to state his concerns and

reveal that he used informal methods to collect information about staff

performance and incompetence. lt would appear that this message was also

received, but the style in which it was conveyed created difficulties for the

group. One person admits to being confused because:

c .-.:y?zig.zagged around begause as otherrssues came upwe were side
tracked onto those and his personat acperience anecilotes. What he
was doing _wa: !\Wdering when what' he was reatty trying to get at
was that he wanted to be mich more part of the format'prdce5s-rs

There was consensus about the constraint caused by the fact that David had

an agenda to get through. He had referred to it but had not shared it.

Commiftee members said:

A lt's very hard to dealwith a list of questrbns.

B He thinks hg.'gtgtling ugr,something and probabty doesn't expect us to
answer - iustthink about it.

But its couched as a guestion which makes it difficult notto respond.

well, I feel he communicated clearty at the end why he needed to bep?rt o!.the team and that he needs iiformation becaise he has to iisarvpleading for development funds from the board. HeC got me thi;ii;b

Bilractftom tollorup interviarwith pD committee FIOTIR3I
Extract ftom follov*up interviewwith pD committee ffKVTTR3l
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now of what we could do to improve the system so fie gets what he
wants and we get what we want.

C Yes. l've been left with the impression that with more support from him it
could work with the fact that there,s Ooing to bei some form ot
accountability to the principal.t6 -

The committee wanted the principalto be involved and indicated awareness of

the limitations of the present scheme. They had put considerable time and

effott into developing a non-threatening model but now realised that unless

pressure was put on staff to comply with procedures linked to accountability

the scheme was in danger of failing.

Feedback to the Principal

At a final workshop session David was shown video clips and presented w1h

analysis notes describing what he intended to convey, his actual behaviour,

and other's perceptions of what he had communicated (Appendix l). A shared

perception of Model 1 behaviour that created blockages for David,s

achievement of Model2 objectives was developed. This summary is presented

in Table 6.2 below.

Table 6.2

Evaluation Analvsls Summarv:
Davld's commuhlcation styt6 - Intentions and Blockages

MODEL 2 OBJECTIVES MODEL 1 BARRIERS

To state his position
clearly on needing
appraisalto serve
accountability and
improvement goals

To get joint commitment
to an expanded role and
a range 9f purposes for
appratsal

* asking rather than telling* talk that confused the messaoe* assumptions about committe-e
resistance not made testable* references to private (limited)
Knowteoge

* no specific checking of the
committee's views of his role* ideal role not specified

Extractfiom bllourup interviewwith pD committee fllffnml't6
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Reflection

Gommunication Barriers

The feedback session focused on reconstructing David's theory-in-use

strategies that were Model 1. His tendenry to mask what he was saying by

rambling around issues, posing questions, and being anecdotalwas confusing

and the committee would have prefened direct statements. Gomments he

made about his awareness of staff incompetence were shrouded in mystery

because they were references to private (limited and undisclosed) knowledge.

Finally, he alluded to his ftrture leadership role in an unclear way, and the

committee felt that he was expecting them to tell him what to do when in reatity

he should have stated exactly how he intended to exercise professionaf

leadership to meet both organisational (accountability) goals and individual

(improvement and support) goals. David accepted that this was a true

representation of what had happened. He was unhappy with his fa1ure to

show that he could apply his Moder 2 learning to practice. He was also

embarrassed about his communication skills because the analysis had

revealed how obvlously ineffective these were. David expressed his

determination to address this problem immediately.

Why ls Davld Belng Discursive?

The normative theory of effectiveness indicates that people use defensive

barriers to cover up dilemmas even when they are intent on revealing these. A

tendency to be long-winded and indirest is a common way to maintain control

and avoid specific checking of views. These strategies characterise David's

behaviour and indicate two areas of incompetence: one is that although he is

beginning to think more clearly about the leadership dilemmas in appraisat, he

is still not competent in expressing this concern succinctly. The other is his

failure to specify the particular tasks that he must perform, in his view, in order

to manage the complexity of appraisal purposes. Either he does not know
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what these tasks should be or this is an extension of the dilemma articulation

problem.

On-Going Eflorts with the Appraisat System

David and the committee agreed to meet again on the day after the evaluation

interviews to decide how the system could be fine-tuned. The PD committee

wanted to act on their awareness that the current appraisal system was

comfort-driven and lacked status, or "teeth" in their own terms. To succeed,

they now believed that it would need to incorporate, rather than be seen as

something apart from, the significant judgements about performance made by

the principal when he met with department heads. This led to a decision to

formally revise the appraisal policy. The committee met with senior

management staff and drafted an amended appraisal policy for presentation to

the staff and board.

Major changes to the original policy are; firstly, a restatement of the purposes

to be served.by staff appraisal so that there is an up-front recognition that it

serves several purposes aligned with both improvement and accountab1ity

goals; secondly, the purpose of incorporating the principal's formal meetings

with department heads within the appraisat system is made clear; and thirdty,

the role of the principal in the scheme is stated to indicate that staff are

accountable to him for implementing the appraisal scheme and that appraisal

information will be used by the principar for several purposes (Appendix J:

Staff Appraisal Policy).

It is interesting to note that although the principal was unable to communicate

his concern forthrightly, or to specify his role as leader of the appraisal system,

the collective efforts of the senior management team resulted in a Model 2

outcome in policy redesign. This could be attributed in some degree to the
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training given to the principalwho is no longer avoiding this contentious issue.

As one of the senior managers said:

rg'f"3o,y0lj33r";3[""[i.gettino 
this appraisat thins risht and he's totd

Achievement of policy redesign could also be attributed to senior management

team training and their subsequent guidance of the principal's actions, with his

approval. The team felt more confident in challenging the principal as a
consequence of their training. A senior staff member stated:

It was because we all had our consciousness rarsed, l think we
understanl-y,lr"1" 19 t]le. pljncipatl.is ar and what he was trying to
achieve. Yeah, and I lhink-that 'cnatenges 

the way we operdte.-l,ve
always challenged him but now t thin? I c-an do it moie effeciivety.l8

Development of a Model 2 appraisal policy could also be attributed to the

strong motivation of the PD committee (and the senior management team

representative in particular) to ensure that the investment of time and effort in

designing the scheme resulted in an outcome that would satisff both

organisational and individual needs. They had a vested interest in the success

of the scheme and wanted to ast immediately on the principal,s espoused

official support of their efforts. The senior management representative stated:

/ guess the key lhing for him woutd be to support the appralsal process
and the committee's work by making suie' nat wiraiii 7&ms are
handed in and that these aie very riuch a part oli nii-depaimentat
reyiews.19

The new policy was accepted by the staff without comment and ratified by the

Board of Trustees in September 1ggg.

David believed that he was beginning to internalise Model 2 theory and skill

learning because now he consciously attempted to do things differenfly. He

Extract from SMT interviar FKATTR8I
Extraa ftom SMT inteMen, [fKATTRgl
Enractftom SMT interview ffKATTRBI
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also believed that the training had provided him with valuable resources. When

faced with a problem that he would previously have been tempted to avoid, or

dealwith either angrily or kindly, he felt he had gained confidence to confront

the issue directly and openly, and consider both organisational and individual

aspects of dilemmas. He realised, however, that he needed to keep practising

in order to recognise and overcome the barriers that got in the way of being

Model2. In his own words he has:

identified two traits that mitigate against effectiveness. / m quick to
anger and that's unproductive. lt's easierto be kind rather than 6ftective
and one cal g?fo1 gorpfort, e.g.,.reluctance to confronf issues openty
and honestly. so I tudg31 or hgdge. I really want to focus on being
etfective as a manager.The real problems are the human probtems an-d
people won't co-operate unless ihey are invotved and owit the sotution,
It is commitmentthat is crucial.2o

Members of the senior management team were extremely supportive of the

principal's learning efforts. Because of their own training in using Model 2 as a

theory-in-use, they have been able to judge David's progress and appreciate

both what he is attempting and how challenging it is to change.They perceive

that in spite of immense effort, David's communication habit of wanting to say

too much, rather than making space for inquiry, presents a major obstacle to

change efforts at this stage. commenting on the degree to which he is
internalising Model 2, one staff member said:

st
fst & 52 = Senior Management Staff; F = Resea rcher)

I mean ft's yusf .alien to the way he operates and it's s-titt a huge
conscious et<ercise for him to swftch into behaviours he now oerciii,
grga.lrs he.believes, are more effective. rf's sep.aratefrom nis perioiaini
!y!,_i!.99rtainly .has made a difference, q think, in our gioup. neTs
rg!!.ecting on things and acknowtedging that they may oe- ooire quite
d ifferently. I mean- it's shared ref t ection..'

Asked to comment on whether David's style has changed, another member of

the team commented:

Extract from SMT intervierrr ffKATTRgl
E$ract from SMT interview IIKATTR8]
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s2 lerhaps in some ways back-tracking is a befter word than change
because in some cases he's gone back to things that haven't b&n
dong well.in.the p1st twg-years and apptied the lraining to tt. Like, he
wants to include the staff more in deiiSion-making and-wa're woiking
on that ne,rf. He's real\r agonised over some of th6se things. He,s als6
acted on our advice. oh : le always does throw things oier to you but
ys*y?!y w.o.n't.make.any changes.-Fut this time tthiilk it was'a major
effortfor him to really change what he wanted to say down to somethino
Yery precis.e, I tflnk a year ago, or six months agq he woutdn't hav6
been capable of it.

can you jusf sumrnansewhat hewoutdn't have been capabte of doing?

slowing it right down and gefting the adrice and acting on the advice in
sq.c.? a maior way. Now I think he's taking others' ideas on board. He's
willing to reconsider and do things more openly.

H.owever, I thtnk he very clearly believes that teadership invotves vou
!9morysfratilg lhat.yoq .can tatk your way_tfirough probiems. ue rdaty
associafes the leadership rolewifh talkini.n

R

s2

st

David is not unaware of how'too much talk' is used by him as both a defensive

and controlling strategy. He feels he is taking steps to dealwith this.

l-YP:ty_ZY:been in trouble because t tend to mumble and fitt in thegaps
witn words -.sg tfre other person doesn't know what the hel t'm joino
this for and .thinks^t/?rs r.s glt part of the agenda white rm reatiy uiinj"n
fgr !l!n!<ing time. But l've tried to frrck offdoing tnis anA A6w 6oi oiusb hink. The technique I'm adopting now is-to be more in controt of
myself.with the, talking.ana.tngiefor-e allowing the other perioi to Oe
more in control of the situation.2s -

The conclusion of the evaluation is that significant change has occurred

because the principal has adopted a new approach to appraisal issues. David

is willing to revisit past mistakes and take corrective astion. His learning and

his attempts to apply an alternative theory of effectiveness have made him

conscious of bad communication habits which he must modify if he wishes to

be direct and clear about his dilemmas. Basically, David has not been able to

express his dilemmas and this has constrained his ability to move on to the

next step which is consistent use of a Model 2 approach in challenging

interpersonal engagements in order to effect problem resotution.

Extract from SMT intervierr ffKATTRgl
Extract from refiection exercise [REVfiRl Bl
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PARTICIPANT EVALUATION OF THE VALUE OF TRAINING

David and Frances, and members of their senior management teams,

demonstrated that they were committed to learning how to become effestive.

Their willingness to examine their practice, to evaluate the consequences of

their reasoning and actions when faced with complex problems, and to do

things differently must be acknowledged. The intervention was intended to

have reciprocal beneftts: providing the researcher with the means to answer

questions and providing learning opportunity for the subjects in the course of

pursuing a mutual goal to improve practice. The participants have repeatedly

attested to the value of the research for them personally and for improved

approaches to solving appraisal-related problems in their schools. The

following comments about the value of the training programme illustrate their

positive responses:

* Explanation of Model 1 and Model 2 theories have made me
awar,e o! ryy.gw1 practices and ideas. /t nas made me very
aware of what I do.* l've been surpli.sed. I've been reassured because the whote thing
is about checkino.* I'm realty pteasdd we had the training because otherwise we
wourct nave been in much deeperwater by now.* lt's given us-a clear direction and ifs mtaeii more r*eptiveto
challenges from the staff.* It's raised our consciousness and t think we're much befter as a
team because we have a shared understanding and can support
one another with this appraisalprocess.* l've been ableto focus'on growing and not just coping.* I think the team is more dpen td tne ercctiieieii iigte rather
than the conflict angle.* we'ue prou.ght out a tot that was previously hidden and we can
sharethe dflemmas.* /f's certainly changed t\e way the senior staft handte
i nterpersonal rel ati onsh i ps.z+

The emphasis on team training was particularly appreciated by the principals

who feel that they will need the support of colleagues, who are informed about

and willing to adopt Model 2 approaches, as they continue with their efforts to

deaf with dilemmas effectively.

SMT training evaluations; lnterviary with SMT members at Te Kanaara College IKATTRg]
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE EVALUATION

More than two years spent in training, practising and evaluating the

development of interpersonal and organisational problem-solving skills is a big

investment. However, interventions of this nature which require intensive face-

to-frace training, practice in real situations, and demanding data collection

initiatives do take considerable time. The internalisation of an alternative and

personally very demanding approach to problem-solving also takes time. A

major factor implicated in effecting learning and changed practice is the

complexity of the curriculum that must be learnt, internafised and acted upon.

Currlculum Complexlty

The intervention involved teaching a curriculum for doubleloop learning. The

most challenging feature of double-loop learning is having to deal w1h what

Argyris calls "skilled incompetence". The intervention evaluation confirms this

because even when the principals deliberately set out to discover dilemmas

and to be Model 2, their efforts to set aside Model 1 reasoning and strategies

were often unsuccessful. They were unaware of the extent to which their

Model 1 skills reduced their competence to articulate dilemmas and learn. This

was because they were unable to discover and then disclose all they needed

to, or to obtain essential information from others, exactly at the point when this

information was most needed to inform decisions. Because ditemmas have

threatening overtones, associated with conflict and vatue tensions, their

presence must be acknowledged and articulated as a starting point for

learning and applying a new set of skills. The formal evaluation of the

intervention programme has focused attention on the question of why these

principals have been so challenged by the learning expected of them? This

has led the researcher to deftne the double-loop learning curriculum in terms

of the competencies that the principats were expected to master in order to
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manage dilemmas. This has been done to illustrate learning complexity and to

reflect on where the major stumbling blocks might lie.

Dllemma Management Competencies

Teaching people how to manage dilemmas presents a complex curriculum

problem because of the defensive barriers that are raised by leamers to cover

up dilemmas, to resist the unlearning of instinctive skills, and to block the

learning of new skills. These facets of learning can be viewed as three

interrelated dimensions of a complex learning system that must be mastered

by those who wish to use doubleJoop learning organisationally and

interpersonally to resolve complex problems. Underpinning this fearning

should be the conviction that norms of effective practice need to be

restructured in the light of a theory of effectiveness that offers an alternative to

dilemma avoidance.

In this curriculum summary, the first dimension relates to problem

understanding and the articulation of dilemmas. The second dimension relates

to dilemma maintenance factors, and the third dimension relates to factors that

have potential to effect dilemma resolution. Table 6.3 specifies the details of

these learning dimensions.

Table 6.3

Double-Loop Learnlng Dimenslons In Dilemma Management

Dilemma Orioin Factors
(PRoBLEM u n OensraNDtNc AND ARTTCU LATTON)* understanding norms 'of effestive dilemma

management* recognition of complex problems with
. lTultiple/conflicting valu'es, goals and expestations.* identification of the sources of long-term-problems

unresolved by prior routine problem-solvino efforts* awareness of 
-resistance io innovation involving

perceptions of threat and lack of knowledge
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* analysis of problem dimensions* articulation of the horns of a dilemma

Dilemma Maintenance Factors
(MODEL 1 APPROACHES)* separation (polarisation) of conflicting purposes* achievement of single rather than mu-itiple-goals* suppression of dilefrrmas* application of a variety of routine solutions* avoidance of threat and conflict* employment of defensive reasoning

Dilemma Resolution Fastors
(MODEL 2 APPROACHES)* theorising about theories of action* evaluation of current practice and recognition of

defensive routinest integration of complex (conflicting) goals and
values* understanding leadership implication in problem
maintenance1* confrontation of threat and conflist* employment of productive reasoning

These dilemma management dimensions suggest that learning must occur in

incremental and interrelated ways at all three levels before it can be

successfully transferred to practice. At each level integrated theoretical and

practical skills must be mastered to develop competencies that enable

organisational and individual double-loop leaming. Practitioners must develop

an understanding of the norms of effectiveness and ineffectiveness in relation

to dealing with dilemmas. Unless problems are analysed to reveal di6mmas,

which can then be stated explicitly, the comptexity of dilemma-related

problems cannot be addressed. Unless the skills that maintain dilemmas are

discovered in practice, and then unlearnt, these skills create baniers in

repetitive attempts to apply a set of new skills. Unless the new skills are learnt

and practiced, incorporating prior learning about dilemma articulation and

barrier skills as internalising aids, the tendency to slip back to single-loop

learning cannot be easily overcome. Incompetence at the first level of dilemma

explicitness can inhibit the application of skills mastered at the other two levels.

lf practitioners fail to understand the nature of a problem in terms of its



complexity as a dilemma, they are unable to articulate this and, will therefore,

be unlikely to be motivated to adopt an ahernative theory of effectiveness when

they need it most.

THE PRINCIPALS' LEARNING ACHIEVEMENTS

The learning achievements of the participants in this project can be judged

against mastery of three competencies related to dilemma management

learning dimensions. Becoming competent involves learning a range of skills

associated with each of the following areas of competency:

1. an ability to analyse problems and articulate dilemmas;

2. an ability to examine theories of action and counter defensive barriers

that act as problem-solving constraints; and

3- an ability to generate and use valid information to secure coilaborative

commitment to action.

It is possible to evaluate the competence of the principals at the end of the

intervention from both organisational and interpersonal perspectives. In
organisational terms they have:

* acknowledged that appraisal activity has conflicting expectations that

create leadership dilemmas; and

* they have redesigned appraisal policies to integrate both accountability

and improvement goals.

lmplementing these policies will require the principals to demonstrate mastery

of c'ompetence that can impact at the level of interpersonal engagements.

Their interpersonal problem-solving attempts show that they:
* acknowledge that organisational versus individual concerns create

dilemmas which they wish to manage;
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are often unsuccessful in managing dilemmas because they do not

recognise dimensions of complexity or articulate these clearly to

disclose multiple concerns;

retain use of leadership styles that subscribe to unilateral control and

avoidance of unpleasantness, but are working to counter these

tendencies;

can recognise and counter some specific Model 1 barriers and apply

Model 2 rules in some situations;

recognise the ineffestiveness of fundamental beliefs but might not

always choose to act on the basis of alternative values; and

recognise that effective communication skills can support the aim to act

in Model2 ways.

The catalyst to act in Model 2 ways has been their wish to be effective in

dealing with a complex appraisal problem. They have subsequenly been able

to plan an approach that subscribes to Model 2 values of collaborative

information generation. They have achieved this intention to some e)dent in

broad terms both in their espousals and theory-in-use. tn each case, when it

has been necessary to be specific rather than global about a concern or a
course of action, the principals have found it difftcult to analyse and state

complexities while in dialogue with others, and then work forthrightly and

c-ollaboratively towards simultaneous achievement of dual goals.

Frances found this difficult to do when giving staff appraisalfeedback. She lost

the impetus to deal with concerns directly when the support horn of her

dilemma was served exclusively, and consequently, staff were subjected to a
non-appraisal experience. In practice, Frances framed her beliefs about caring

with Model 1 values of threat avoidance. David found his dilemma extremely

dfficult to state, yet in order to specify his new role in the appraisal system he
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needed to clarify tasks that would help him to meet both individual and

organisational obligations.

In the training interuention specific attention was not paid to formal ways of

teaching the principals how to think and talk in terms of dilemmas. Even if

practitioners have developed skill in theorising about theories of action, and

wish to adopt an alternative theory-in-use, the inability to analyse and describe

a dilemma explicitly appears to act as an impediment because the framework

of conflisting goals or values is missing. David's appraisal dilemma, for

example, was framed by values of threat avoidance on the one hand; on the

other hand, he also placed value on meeting his accountability obligation to be

informed about staff performance. lf he had been able to communicate this

values framework succinctly he might have been able to specify how his new

role would ensure that he managed allfacets of his problem.

I believe that the seemingly simple, but inherently complex, theoretical and

practicallearning system that must be mastered to frame problems in terms of

dilemmas presents an obstacle to the application of double-loop learning in

practice. To surmount this problem an intervention programme should take

this factor into account to a much greater extent than has been the case in this

research. lf practitioners, and those they engage with, are unmotivated by

dilemma awareness to ast differently, then knowing about an effective theory

of action will not suffice. This is a learning-teaching issue that could be

addressed within a modified intervention programme that takes into account

the limitations of this research project.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

The starting point for this research projec.t was a conception of astion research

as a method that concemed itself with the improvement of prastice, in a
democratic and critical way, within the research contelil itself. The research

design involved intensive case studies of the staff appraisal practices of two

principals. The researcher's aim was to seek collaborative answers to
research questions and find joint solutions to problems of practice in which the

behaviour of the participants themselves was likely to be implicated. As a
consequence, the resourc€s of problem-based methodology were employed

to test a normative theory of effectiveness in the course of, ',doing research for
the improvement of educational practice, through collaborative and critical

processes of problem formulation and resolution,' (Robinson, 1gg3, p. 256).

The purpose of this research was also to generate knowledge about the

implications of this kind of action research for solving educational problems

and for the professionaf development of school leaders. This research

contributes to the knowledge base of research that engages participants in

critical dialogue as a means for mounting collaborative critique and improving

practice.
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Contribution to a Collaborative and Grltlcal Approach ln Understanding

Problems ol Practice

In problem-based methodology, an understanding of problems of practice

requires that we understand the constraints that are created by the reasoning

and theorising of practitioners. ln order to investigate what was problematic for

the principals in the context of staff appraisal, the researcher set out to answer

a question about what specific dilemmas arose for principals as they set about

the task of designing, negotiating and implementing staff appraisal policy.

Further questions were posed to discover the extent to which the principals

acted in Model 1 ways, how this behaviour constrained their ability to manage

dilemmas, and the consequences of dilemma avoidance for the organisation

and the individuals in it.

Answers to these research questions were sought through an intensive

analysis of the subiects' problems, and a diagnosis of their problem-solving

styles. A specific appraisal-related dilemma was mapped for each principalthat

reflested the tension between conflicting organisational and individual

concems. The dilemma mapping exercise (ibid. pp. 127,132) shows that the

subjects in this proiect had to contend with complex, multi-faceted problems

which invariably posed challenges for them when they embarked upon

appraisal activities. When faced with these dilemmas they responded in

instinctive, routine ways that created road-blocks to change. These constraints

to dilemma resolution could be explained according to a theory of

effectiveness which described ineffective and effective approaches to dealing

with dilemmas.

The style in which they managed their dilemmas was diagnosed to illustrate

how approaches, guided by an over-riding wish to avoid unpleasantness,

resulted in sacrifice of an organisational accountability goal in the interest of
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preserving positive relationships and reducing threat. Because the principals

thought and ac.ted in ways that polarised the horns of dilemmas, and then

suppressed or ignored one horn, their efforts to deal with complex appraisal

issues and difficult interpersonal engagements were ineffective. Their Model 1

skills constrained their ability to pay synchronous attention to the conflicting

goals that are a feature of staff appraisat practice. As a consequence, they

were unable to effectively reconcile organisational obligations and individual

relationship concerns. This research contributes to an understanding of

complex problems of practice in a staff appraisalcontext because it shows that

dilemmas are a central feature of staff appraisal activity and that constraint

structures are related to suppression of dilemmas, defensive approaches, and

inability to achleve multiple goals simultaneously.

contribuilon to Developlng Model2 Intervention strategy

The questions that guided intervention in this projest were concerned with

whether a Model 2 intervention strategy could be used to help the principals

adopt an effective problem-solving style and what impact such training could

have on the resolution of appraisal-related problems. The researcher also

sought answers for questions about what challenges would be presented by

the learning and teaching of critical dialogue and what the implications of this

research were for future interventions and for principal development

programmes.

Model 2 theory provided a new way in which to frame problems so that the

principals could reconstrust and alter their theories of action. The research

illustrates how highly personalised critique can be mounted to allow

participants to theorise about a Model 1 theory of action that sustains

defensive reasoning. lt afso shows that practitioners can be taught critical

dialogue skills (Robinson, lggg) to reframe their responses guided by an
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alternative, productive Model 2 theory of action. This theory, which subscribes

to values of openness, information generation, and joint commitment to

problem resolution, is a theory of productive reasoning. The evaluation of the

intervention revealed that the principals adopted new ways of thinking and

acting which enabled them to approach staff appraisal initiatives in an

alternative and more effestive way at the level of policy and procedure design.

The intervention was also partialfy successful in changing interpersonal

practice. The two principals discovered how their betiefs and communication

habits asted as barriers to their intentions to adopt a Model 2 theory-in-use.

However, success in consistently translating their espousals into Model 2

actions was not always evident in observations made during and after the

intervention programme.

By seeking to discover the challenges in learning and applying critical

dialogue, this research contributes to the knowledge base on double-loop

learning interuentions in educational settings where problems arise in the

course of irnplementing staff appraisat policy. The research shows that

curriculum complexity is a major issue that was underestimated in this

intervention. lt also reveals that the cognitive demands of framing problems as

dilemmas, and the learning of skills for dilemma articulation, require formal

teaching. In addition, it draws attention to the need for facilitation expertise in

challenging participants to reframe fundamentral Model 1 belieF and values,

such as those related to caring for individuals, in ways consistent with a Modet

2 theory of action.

Generallzatlon ol Flndln$

In reflecting on the answers to the research questions it is evident that claims

about findings in this research project are related to the problems and

practices of only two school principals. The key concern in this project was to
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inform the subiects about ineffegtiveness in their own professional practice,

and to facilitate learning and application of new knowledge to improve that

practice. However, the relevance and applicability of these case study findings

to other principals' problems of practice is also important. Conclusions drawn

about the types of problems the principals encountered, what the principals

learnt, and what changed in their schools, have significant implications for

future research intended to impact on complex problem resolution. Inferences

drawn from this study could also influence the design of programmes for

teaching principals skills for dealing with dilemmas.

In order to make the claim that this case study research contributes to the

research base of critical intervention for solving educational problems, it is
necessary to argue that the findings of this study can apply generally to the

problems of other school leaders when dilemmas arise in staff appraisal

contexts. A conceptualization of generalization (Gook, 1gg1) allows that

research findings might be extrapolated through causal explanation as well as

through sampling. To apply the notion of extrapolation in this way, it has been

necessary to c'onstantly test the intervention hypothesis that defensive

reasoning is counterproductive to effective dilemma resolution. This testing

has shown causal relationships between the principals'problem-solving styles

and their attempts to manage dilemmas effectively. lt is argued here, that the

problems of practice encountered by the two principals in this research were

not unique. In fact, I suggest that it is possible to extrapolate from this set of
problem and practice explanations to a set of explanations about problem

sources, and possible problem constraints, that willfeature for all principals as

they perform a demanding new role in New Zealand's self-managed schools.

Research done by Argyris's (1g92) and by Rossmore (1ggg), and Robinson's

reports of research in educational settings in New zealand (1ggo, lggg),

confirm that leadership practice is beset by dilemmas. This project shows that



the dilemmas experienced by both a primary and a secondary school principal

had common foundations in the tension between organisational versus

individual concerns. Furthermore, the principals in this research were not

unusual in demonstrating strong, defensive Model I skills in dealing with the

threat encountered in dfficult interpersonal situations. Robinson et al (1990)

state:

Argyris has documented the responses of hundreds of educationat and
business leaders to a standarciised interpersonal encounter in which
the desire to protect self and others from unpleasanfness is in conflict
with the desire to achieve organisationat goals. Nthough peopte show
considerable variation in the surface struCture of the langiage they use
in this situqtion, .the vast maiority of respondents attemptlo ilnpose tneir
views on the ?thgr p?rty. varialions aie apparent onty in the'degree of
directness or indirectnesspeop/e emproyii achievingj tnis goat (p. ae.

While this study does not achieve generalization through a design concerned

with sampling a population, I contend that it does contribute generalizable

knowledge. Explanations of ineffective dilemma management can be

generalised beyond this study to all principals in cases where the

implementation of staff appraisal policy creates complex problems. The

principals in this study have attested to the fact that the data captured

significant aspests of the leadership challenge involved in performing the dual

task of evaluating and developing teachers. Constraints to complex problem-

solving illustrated by the data and evidence that alternative approaches could

be adopted with effective results were acknowledged as realistic and relevant

issues in school leadership practice.

CRITIOUE OF T}IE INTERVENTION PROGRAMME

Reflection on the evaluation data draws attention to certain limitations of the

intervention process. David and Frances, the two principals involved, have

been consulted to seek answers to questions in which they are impticated.



Their perspective sheds light on issues which have implications for future

research of this nature and for initiatives to train principals how to manage

appraisal dilemmas.

Umltations In Addresstng Gurrlculum GomplexiU

A major intervention issue is the complexity of the double-loop learning

curriculum. What are the essential elements of this curriculum? How are they

best taught and learnt? What are the cognitive complexities of learning that

challenge participants? Reflection on the outcomes of the intervention led the

researcher to revisit the issue of curriculum scope and to formulate a

description of the training curriculum to capture its many and complex

dimensions (ibid. p. zz1, 224).An intervention programme must begin with

collaborative and critical understanding of a problem. Not all problems of
practice contain dilemmas, but the incidence of the organisational versus

interpersonal tension is ertremely high in staff appraisal contexts. Hence, such

problems require analysis that reveals the conflict at the sourc€ of a dilemma.

In this researoh the participants were challenged to frame their thinking about

appraisal problems within a 'ditemma management framework' and this was

assisted by the initial description of leadership conoerns and the mapping of

each principal's problem in terms of dilemmas. The next step demanded a

considerable reasoning shift involving the understanding and acceptance of a

new conceptualisation of effestiveness within a framework that incorporated

the principal's role and a normative theory of effective dilemma resolution.

A limitation of the interuention was the failure to formally teach the skills of

dilemma mapping and articulation to increase the principals' ability to underpin

their broad framing of a complex problem with a clarification of the opposing

value positions or goals that constituted a dilemma. The principals were shown

dilemma maps in the problem analysis stage, but this exercise was not used in



the training conte)il. I believe that if these participants had been taught how to

analyse and describe problems within a frame that established the requirement

to manage muftiple goals and conflicting expectations they would have been

more confident to move on to the next stage. This involved the use of specific

Model 2 approaches to reduce defensiveness and generate valid information

in interpersonal encounters relevant to the dilemma. Figure 7.1 illustrates the

framing concept which the evaluation of this intervention indicates should have

been revisited regularly with the participants to strengthen their skilt in
conceptual framing.

Figure 7.1

Conceptual Frame for a Theory of Effectiveness

David, for example, was unable to apply his knowledge of Model 2 rules in
practice when he intended to use this approach to negotiate his role in the

appraisal system with the professional development committee. He was

PRINCIPAL'S ROLE

NORMATIVE THEORY OF EFFECTTVENESS
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unable to articulate his dilemma clearly, for himsetf and others, in terms of the

personalthreat horn and the professional task horn, and this constrained his

ability to apply Model 2 skills in dialogue with others (ibid. p.22O).lf David had

been able to explain his leadership obligation to judge staff competence on the

basis of formal information gathering, and had also been able to articulate how

threatened he felt about having to communicate this requirement to the staff,

he might have been able to set the foundations for engaging in critical dialogue

that would have allowed him to be open and would have allowed others to

contribute to solutions.

Thinking and working within the new conceptual frame presented the

principals with a further challenge in the form of recognising and then altering

thinking and action which was counterproductive and, therefore, needed to be

relocated outside the frame when they recognised that they were confronting

non-routine, complex problems. This is simuhaneously a highly theoretical and

a highly practical exercise because it involves both knowing and doing. The

learner needs to be knowledgeable about, and able to constantly draw upon, a

new set of standards to reframe thinking. Intentions to adopt a Model 2

approach must be translated into practice by learning and employing critical

dialogue skills to counter and eliminate Model 1 responses.

Intervention Process Limitations

Questlons About Theory Learnlng and Application

The question of what the researcher could have done to facilitate theory

learning and assimilation at a faster pace, and with more immediate results,

was raised in initial reflection on the impact of the intervention (ibid. pp. 180,

192, 193). Difficulties in teaching the seemingly simple (yet deceptively

complex) curriculum associated with dilemma management had also been

detected. The participants found the theory part of the curriculum Very heavy
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going'. They also raised severalobjections to the theory which indicated a tack

of conceptual understanding (ibid. pp. 181-1gS).

A Lighter Approach to Theory presentation

A challenge in interventions based on Argyris's effestiveness theory of

organisational learning (1992) is the matter of making the normative theory of

effectiveness which incorporates the Model 2 intervention theory base more

'user friendly', and 'lighter' to assimilate. While essential principles must be

introduced, ideally, these should be presented in a compact form that engages

participant interest without diminishing the cognitive foundation of the

cuniculum. Theoretical concepts must be taught and understanding must be

tested as practical skill learning proceeds. Relying on participants to read and

interpret this theory for themselves is not sufficient. In the researcher's opinion,

the modification of the curriculum for the senior management team training

programme (ibid. pp. 188-190) allowed for examination of the normative theory

in some depth. In the view of participants howevar, too much time was spent

on theory explanation (ibid. p. 193)l This particular limitation presents a

training challenge: the theory should be presented simply, yet its complexity

must not be underplayed and alt its retevant dimensions should be explored.

My conclusion is that training interventions should be designed to introduce

theoretical concepts in a concise way, with a focus on developing ability to

frame thinking and action according to the standards of the new theory of

effective dilemma management. Training related to notions of framing and

reframing should be organised as an intensive block of time (approximately

four to five days) at the beginning of the intervention programme. Such training

should be interactive, with a variety of practical activities, such as dilemma

mapping and group activities in style diagnosis, interspersed with the teaching

of theory concepts.



Role-Play and Dllemma Articulation Limitafions

Another concern was the issue of whether the researcher's decision to stop

the replication of real school situations in workshop role-plays contributed to

slowing down progress in applying learning to practice (ibid. p. 197). tt is

coniectured that a consequence of this decision was that the principals

perceived a separation between the workshop setting and the specific

appraisal dilemmas they were attempting to resolve in the school setting. The

researcher also questioned whether this disconnection contributed to the

participants'failure to seek support from her.

In post-intervention consultations, both participants totally agreed with the

decision to keep role-play scenarios separate from school issues because,

otherwise, they would have focused on getting into character instead of

discovering their theory-in-use and altering this, Both Frances and David felt,

however, that the use of role-play as the mdn method for teaching critical

dialogue was limiting. While I agree with this view to some extent, because

using a variety of processes caters for differences in learning style (Kolb,

1984), I also believe that videotaped role-play is the single, most powerful

process available for holding up a mirror to theory-in-use. Frances fett that in

addition to role-play practice she would have benefited from discussion

sessions in which a school problem was identified and, "talked through as a

dilemma, planning how to approach it and how not to,,, before trying it out in

the school setting and formally reporting back. David admitted to his intense

dislike of role-play and to having a "limited energy budget,, in workshop

sessions. In his case, this energy problem also extended to journal writing. He

also would have preferred a lot more training time devoted to, "rehearsal -

actually planning what you're going to do, in a real situation you've got to face

up to". He says that he now employs this practice regutarly with his senior

managers.



When I asked the principals why they didn't suggest these changes during the

training programme their response was that such additional processes woutd

have taken up even more of their limited timel Furthermore, they believe that

they lacked confidence to make such suggestions. From the researcher's

perspective, talking about how difficult situations could be approached was a

constant feature of evaluating and interpreting the principal's behaviour in the

role-plays, but many of these scenarios were unconnected to the principals'

specific appraisal problems, and we did not talk about them in terms of

dilemmas in the leadership role and normative theory frame. In addition, no

pressure was put on the principals to trial a planned Model 2 approach

immediately and report back formally to the researcher. Even had this been

done, the complication of the right opportunity arising for skills to be prastised

in the school setting and the fact that the researcher would have required the

recording of these practice episodes would have placed further demands on

the participants.

David and Frances fett that if they could have described their appraisal

dilemmas more clearly (to themselves and others including the researcher)

they might have been motivated to contact the researcher for help. As it was,

they both admitted that they were reluctant to expose their vulnerability: the

inability to describe a difficult issue by pinpointing its dimensions. David said, "l

couldn't tack it down". Frances suggested that a formal mapping of a dilemma

(actually being able to produce a graphic representation of all the dimensions

and challenges it contained) would have hetped her gain confidence in

articulating dilemmas. she says that she now uses this strategy when

considering how to tackle a 'tricky issue". Although senior managers at both

schoofs confirm that the principals are involving them in examining ahernative

approaches to complex problems by engaging in ndilemma mapping, and
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"rehearsing" when they have to deal with difficult situations, a research

limitation is that these claims cannot be tested.

Tlme lssues and Tlme-Lapsed Learning

Taking a considerable lengfth of time to learn and internalise an alternative

theory of astion appears to be the norm (Argyris, 1gg5), and this research

indicates that the principals' assimilation of the theory concepts was a slow

process. lt is also possible that assimilation, internalisation, and demonstration

of theory understanding and skills was slowed down because the principals

did not use regular encounters with others as opportunities to practise their

Model 2 skills. They have both confirmed that attempts to practise have been

made since the conclusion of the intervention. They have both asserted that

they are using Model 2 skills more often, and they have both stated that they

needed time to internalise a new set of beliefs, internalise learning, and gain

confidence in their ability to be open, specific and forthright. David said,

"You're asking a pretty big thing of someone when you challenge them to

change the way they think and act. I needed time to stand back and reflest.,,

Argyris confirms that although learning might take time, in his experience,

onee the skills are learnt they are not forgotten although learners often have to

wait for months or over a year to "take their skills and the conditions they had

begun to develop out of mothballs and place them into action relatively easily

and quickly" (1985, p.342). An aspect of practice opportunity which must be

considered is the ability and the willingness of the practitioner to recognise and

use 'opportunity'within the scope of everyday practice. In this project, Frances

assumed that she had to create significant prastice times or wait for major

issues of contention to arise before she and her senior managers could

practise their Model 2 skills (ibid. p. 210). Yet, she admits that on numerous

occasions when she could have given people feedback that was critical, such



as telling a staff member that she was dissatisfied with the way a task had

been done, she failed to practise her new skills. Participants appear to create

their own limitations in the sense of being unable to recognise the

opportunities for practice that exist in everyday encounters with others and this

is an issue that should be attended to in future interventions. A further limitation

of this research is the inability to test time-lapsed learning because

consideration was not given to this issue in the plan devised for evaluating the

impact of the intervention.

The time commitment in action research of this nature is inevitably high. While

it is true that some of Argyris's interventions have spanned nearly ten years,

compared to the mere three year span of this project, the time issue might

nevertheless constitute a serious practical problem in relation to training

principals. The feasibility of designing Model 2 interventions that span periods

of less than one year would need careful consideration. For change to be

sustained, participants would need to be supported and some form of

aftercare provided to serve two purposes. Firstly, consideration must be given

to the learning timejapse fastor because there are indications that

practitioners need time to internalise learning. Secondly, Model 2 training

should have a team focus to ensure that the learning and change impetus is

maintained and expanded. Because personnel changes are likely to occur,

and could impact on the organisation's learning momentum, all senior

managers (at least) should be trained. Participants should have continuing

access to consultancy support that helps learning to be strengfihened, and

allows additive learning gains to spread through the school. (Appendix F lists

details of the post-intervention consultations with the two principals).
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DISCUSSION OF NORMATIVE THEORY LIMTTATIONS

Mental and Emotlonal Challenges

Both Argyris (1992) and Robinson (1993), who have influenced my beliefs

about how effective practice is facilitated through double{oop learning, draw

attention to the dfficulties and discomfort of self-examination and self-critique.

The challenges involved in testing whether participants can adoptthe norms of

a new theory of effectiveness include the researcher's ability to interrupt and

challenge defensive routines governed by fundamental beliefs, such as caring

for others framed in Model 1 terms, when these beliefs limit engagement in

dialogue that is simultaneously open and inclusive.

lwould contend that double{oop learning is not only conceptually demanding

but requires a huge mental paradigm shift. This is because, as I have

previously stated, one must learn to think in terms of a new set of c€ncepts to

frame understanding and attempts to alter practice. Such learning demands

not only post-practice reflection, but a far more immediate form of reflection:

reflection-in-action which is a matter of being able to think about what is being

done while doing it (schon, 1991, pp. zrs). Developing competence in

reflecting on practice whilst in the midst of it, without rendering practice otiose,

is c'ognitively demanding for participants. Facilitating learning by critiquing

action as it happens also poses a considerable challenge for the researcher.

Participants and the interventionist must learn and use a new inquiry-focused

vocabulary of critique to support both skitl learning and the application and

internalisation of theory concepts. Embracing concepts that are the antithesis

of instinctive mental modes is extremely challenging - both morally and

emotionally. Yet, to be effective, the researcher must be able to challenge

resistance to altering a value base that is counterproductive to making

discussion about emotions and beliefs possible.
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I did not challenge Frances to reflect-in-action about her adherence to a
concept of caring which led her to seek the conrfortable option in preference

to making tough decisions about effestiveness because my own defensive

reasoning intruded. Her Model 1 concept of caring for senior staff guided her

to protect them from having to deal with difficult staff members and from

undertaking management responsibilities. Her failure to make formal time for

management available to these staff (ibid. p. 210), or disclose to them that she

expected them to be more effective as managers, was indicative of the

dependency culture she was fostering as a Model 1 caring leader. This

constrained her from meeting an organisational goal - which was to have these

senior staff contribute to the resolution of complex problems. My decision to

challenge Frances about this issue at a level that was confined to her

espousals shielded her from having to test her learning by communicating her

concern directly to the staff involved. Consequently t was unabfe to challenge

her beliefs at the theory-in-use level in the very situations in which it blocked

effectiveness. What I should have done to facilitate learning about how to

frame caring with Model 2 values was to interrupt her practice during an

engagement with the senior staff and challenge her to make her dilemma and

her view of caring leadership discussable during on-tine learning. This would

have permitted Frances to make her new notions of being caring explicit and

therefore open to testing by the others present.

It should be acknowledged that a constraint on effective intervention is likely to

be facilitator expertise in using and teaching the skills of critical dialogue

because, as Robinson (1993) states:

Tnig.type of learqing, given the strength of the emotional, cognitive and
institutional bariersto inquiry iptg nany educational probtem\, is highty
unlikety.to be accomptished through reading aid reftecina on a
research rep?rt or paficip.gtilg in a.lay's in-selruice education.-soiing
{nese problems requires- that-practitioirers unlearn ttre proCesses ttra-t
nave so far pr.?.veltgd.them from doing so, and learn how to practice
the skills of critical dialogue aroundissles thatwere previousty'blocked
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out of suc/r inquiry. This is the gpe of learning and the tyw of problem-
solving that requires an intensive face-{o-tace dktogue' with a
researcher or interuentionistwho is skilled in fhese process-es (p. 262).

Argyris (1985) also alludes to the dfficulties of conducting Model 2

interventions and suggests that as our knowledge and skill in conducting this

type of intervention grows the impact might be more successful. He says:

As our Rnowlgdge increases, I believe that we will be able to help an
increasingly largel numbeq of individuals to become competent aha to
do so more quickly than is presenily the case. The same knowledge
might qlsg h.9ip us to identity where it is unlikely that we can be of hdtp
either to individuals or to ttie organisation. My-belief is that if there are
limits they will be related more to individuals than to organisations
because it is ryor.e likely that the latter wilt have a widd variety ot
individuals and, hence, some who can learn the new ideas'and
competencr'eso @. A4.

Motivatlonal Challenges

The researcher's normative theory is a theory of organisationat and individual

learning which tests the belief that leaders will be intrinsically motivated to learn

and to improve the organisation. Productive learning is a matter of error

detestion and correction and defensive reasoning is the key barier to learning

about what is constraining error elimination. How can one promote the notion

that 'barning organisations' are desirable entities? Wll defensiveness attend

consideration of participation in an intervention that is offered because this

might openly challenge the norms of interpersonal and organisational practice

and question leadership competence?

Model 2 theory suggests that reasoning must be altered to eschew a value

base that maintains defensiveness. Argyris asserts that Model 2 is an effective

theory-in-use to adopt when one is confronted with non,routine or threatening

issues, or when an innovation creates probtems (1g95, pp. 2b9-260). lt is an

effectiveness theory connected to the resolution of complex, difficult or long-

standing problems through double-loop learning. Such learning might help

organisations cope with instability, changes in the status quo, and crisis
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situations (Argyris & Schon, 1978; Evers, 1990). In these situations leaders are

more likely to seek assistance because there is an urgent need to deal with

errors. Hence, the motivation to learn often grows from a suMval orientation.

As Evers and Lakomski (1991) assert, Argyris's research shows some of the

conditions under which error correction by feedback is valuable.

Not surprisingly, these are when the organisational environment is
unstable or undergoing rapid change, where organisational knowledge
and expectations are most likely to be falsified-, and where there is a
gr^eater premium on more rapid acquisition or growth of knowledge (p.
16).

To apply a normative theory of effectiveness with roots in the concept of

organisational learning to the resolution of educational problems, practitioners

will need to be highly oriented towards notions of complex problem

identification and resolution. Such an orientation demands a high tevel of

commitment to learning that is extremely challenging, and is threatening,

because it requires outsider facilitation to examine practice. Because many

schools (ibid. Ghapter Four; Robinson et al, 1990) display Model 1 closed and

defensive tendencies, and are adept at threat and dilemma avoidance, it is
questionable whether they will be self-motivated to place value on the notion of

having to confront errors in organisational and interpersonal practice.

Learning how to deal with dilemmas is a highly threatening notion because it

requires an inward focus on practice that is organisationally and

interpersonally ineffective. I do not believe that intervention in school-based

problems is likely to be invited by school leaders in the first place untess there

is a catalystto make organisational learning a desirable school norm. How can

internal stakeholders in schools be motivated to examine and alter the

consequences of failure to learn about errors in order to correct them? lt is

suggested that answers to this question might have both positive and negative

foundations. A positive view of teacher professionalism allows that

practitioners are concerned about standards of quality, are self-motivated to



grow professionally, and are willing to participate in endeavours to improve the

school. School managers and teachers might, therefore, be responsive to the

notion of engaging in change and development initiatives that can assist with

the identification and resolution of organisational problems. Internal

stakeholders might also recognise the need to be adaptive and to alter the

consequences of past practices because of threats in the external

environment, such as the competition between schools to attract students

resulting in falling rolls for some schools. Furthermore, there are many external

stakeholders in educational endeavours who would wish organisational

learning and improvement to be constant aims for schools. Expressions of

concern about the consequences of ineffective practice could encourage

schools to examine the sources of problems.

The cunent upsurge of interest in 'strategic' and 'total' quality management

approaches to organisational effectiveness (Murgatroyd, 1gg2), and the

Ministry of Education and Education Review Office emphasis on school self-

review, could well act as the catalyst to urge or direct schools to improve

problem-solving capability. This current focus on school-level demonstration of

accountability and improvement initiatives could 'up the ante' for schoots,

raising both their interest and their stake in becoming effective. However,

questions arise: firstly; about how one would promote the benefits of these

norms of effectiveness to attract schools to be self-starters in opting to

become more effective, and secondly; about what internal or elternal factors

would pressure schools to become involved in organisational learning

interventions.

Quallty Management and Organlsailonal Learnlng

In the rhetoric of the reform movement, the issue of quality is inextricably

bound to the notion of accountability. One way in which Boards of Trustees
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and principals in New Zealand schools have been charged to demonstrate

their accountability for improving the quality of teaching is by appraising and

developing staff. There is also considerable official pressure on schools to

account publicly for their effestiveness. For example, they are required to

demonstrate accountability for implementing National Educational Goals and

NationalAdministration Guidelines ([he Education Gazette, 30 April 1993, pp.

3-4). The Education Review ffice performs an audit function in evaluating the

extent to which schools comply with national standards of effectiveness related

to the establishment of databases to evaluate curriculum delivery and the

manner in which the associated function of appraising staff is performed.

Pressure is also likely to be exerted by governing bodies when principals fail to

perform an effestive evaluative role that is central to quality management.

Parental concern about educational standards and outcomes constitutes a

constant form of pressure to assure quality of teaching and schools are

expected to respond participatively to the needs and aspirations of this group

of stakeholders.

Many schools are expressing interest in the translation of the principles and

practices of quality management systems to educational settings. Interest has

been raised because it appears that schools could capitalise on the potential

for continuous improvement inherent in self-review of performance according

to documented standards. Systematic quality improvement involves regular

monitoring, information gathering, and feedback about educational services.

The quality management theory base in education emphasises the importance

of judgement that is based on accurate information, evaluative practices that

are collaborative, and effective communication of concerns - as key elements

in a process of continuous improvement (Murgatroyd, 1989, 19g2; payne,

Turner & Pryke, 1992; Spanbauer, 1g8g). In other words, the quality

movement appears to be underpinned by a notion of rendering accounts that
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are open and databased, and involve the detestion and correction of errors.

Senge (1990) contends that truth-telling and honest dialogue about

effectiveness are essentialto the pursuit of quality improvement and that this is

a matter of organisational learning.

lf schools are motivated by an internal professional ethic to continually improve

practice; and by external pressure to be more accountable, then it is possible

that quality assurance and management approaches that have worked in

business settings might be viewed as potentially usefulframeworks for school

self-review and development. In order to implement quality management

practices leaders will need skills that enable them to balance the search for

information that provides accounts about practice with participatory

approaches to negotiating what constitutes valid information and

improvement. This search will, I contend, exacerbate the essential

organisational - interpersonal dilemma and the associated condition of

defensiveness that is central to staff appraisal activity which is, itself, a subset

of quality management activity.

An answer to the question of how norms of organisational learning and

effective dilemma management can be promoted as desirable elements of

school cultures might lie in revisiting the implications of school setf-

management reform for the role of the principal. lf school leaders and their

governing bodies are serious about managing accountability obligations, and

are also concerned about maintaining productive and collaborative

professional relationships, then training for principals that attends to

developing competence in dilemma management might be an attractive

proposition.
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My recommendation is that quality improvement initiatives in schools should

be supported by on-going research. The goals of such research would be to

investigate the best ways to design and deliver programmes that aim to

increase the principal's competence in managing dilemmas in a framework of

introducing a quality management system. Action research projects could help

principals solve problems of practice and could also contribute to the

knowledge base about the relevance and effectiveness of the translation of

quality management theory to school settings.

IMPLICATIONS OF REFORM FOR THE PRINCIPAL'S ROLE

The role of the New Zealand school principal is now significantly different from

its pre-reform counterpart. The principal is accountable for the performance

appraisal of staff which involves both the judgement of and the improvement of

the quality of teaching. Principals can no longer rely on external buffers to

cushion these accountability obligations. They must face up to their

unavoidable dual role as evaluators and developers of staff in appraisal

contexts that are fundamentally similar in both primary and secondary schools.

My conclusion is that the restructuring of education administration to devolve

accountability for staff appraisal to the level of the school has relocated a

recurring problem at a new level, with new actors responsible for the task.

Efforts to assist principals with the implementation of reform requirements

have concentrated on correcting structural deficiencies such as the

establishment of school policy and plans. Where appraisal policies and

procedures have now been established in schools, there are still concerns

about the capability of leaders to resolve complex problems in ways that

acknowledge the muhiple purposes and conflicting expectations inherent in
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appraisal activity (Alcorn, 1989, 1990; Battersby, 1991; Peel & Inkson, 1993;

Robinson et al. 1990).

Old Problems In a New Era of Setf-Management

It would appear that in spite of radical reform and considerable training

provision, nothing much has changed. In fact, it is possible to identity

constraints of past problem-solving that are still militating against effective

approaches to staff appraisal practice. These constraints are related firstly; to

the tendency to ignore the issue of the appraisal dilemmas that school leaders

must contend with, and secondly; to the adoption of closed responses to

external stakeholder perceptions of a continuing problem.

Perceptions held of the ineffectiveness of the pre-reform inspectorate to deal

with dilemmas in the appraisal context seem to have been overlooked in the

framing of reform implementation solutions. Inspectors (and principals

expected to ast as professional leaders) were considered to be in an

impossibly difficult position because their advisory and monitoring roles

conflicted and this disabled them from playing their part tully in quality

maintenance (Prebble & stewart, 1983; Scott Report, 19g6). They were also

considered to be inadequately skilled.

...the p|opl9 most deep-ly involved in the procedures, the principals and
senior teachers specifically, and inswbfors are not themseives welt
trained or adequately prepred fortheir rore (scoft Report. 19g6, p. 42).

In short, the inspectorate was perceived as failing to manage dilemmas related

to the appraisal of teachers. The paradoxicaltransfer of responsibility (for both

evaluating and developing teacher$ to principals, has placed them in a similar

position to the pre-reform inspectorate but attention has not been paid to the

specffic skills they need in preparation for performing the extremely demanding

task of managing conflicting expec.tations.
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At the outset of this research, t cited the public perception that the quality of

teaching was detrimentally affected by teacher incompetence and by inaction

on the part of system agents and school leaders to deal with this situation

(ibid. pp. 29-31). lt would appear that such perc€ptions remain unaltered, if the

assertions of a Business Roundtable spokesman are to be given credence.

The New Zealand Herald newspaper (9 October 1993, p. 17) reports Mr Kerr's

conjecture that there could be up to 30% of incompetent teachers in our

secondary schools. He said that he did not pretend that his was a systematic

study on teacher performance but commented, "if unsatisfactory teachers are

not being helped to shape up or ship out, why not?" The reported response of

secondary school principals was that they scorned this allegation. Some of the

principals spoken to by the New Zealand Herald reporter did, however,

concede that there might be three or four staff at their school (less than 107o)

considered ineffective, and suggesited that this could be the case in any

profession. lt would appear that in spite of the dramatic restructuring of

education administration a public perception of this particular quality issue,

and the principal's Inability to deal with it, remains substantially unchanged. lt

would also appear that responses to public disquiet about teacher

competence are defensive rather than concerned about questioning why even

one teacher in our schools remains incompetent.

CONSIDERATIONS IN DESIGNING TRAINING PROGRAMMES FOR

PRINCIPALS

Research lmplicatlons for Training

The Picot Report (1988) recommended that principals would need specific

training to deal with their expanded role. Such training, the report stated,

should focus on the knowledge and skills that research suggested were

necessary for principals to perform this new role effectively. My conclusion is
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that much of the training provided for principals is based on research that

ignores dilemmas and the possibility that they can be managed. Training has

therefore been incorrectly targeted because essential competencies related to

dilemma management are not taught.

Reynolds and Packer (1992) who are critical of school leadership training

initiatives overseas, suggest that a focus limited to school organisational

processes ignores the very complicated cultural and interpersonal processes

that impact on effectiveness. Traditional school effectiveness research has

customarily neglected these issues. These authors say:

We have concentrated, to put it simply, upon the first dimension of
schooling - the formal, reified, organisational structure - without looking
in enough dekil at the second - cultural and informal - world of values,
attitudes and perceptions, which together with the third dimension - the
complicated web of personal relationships within sclroo/s - will
determine a schoo/3 e/fecfiyeness or lneffectiveness (p. 179).

lf an alternative non-structural perspestive is adopted then there will be a

considerable shift of emphasis from a concern about merely putting new

structures in place - to a concern about the interpersonal proc€sses that must

be managed to productively align organisational and individual goals.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRINCIPAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Present Trainlnq Provlslon

In New Zealand there are no pre-requisites for appointment to school

leadership positions that relate to specffic pre-appointment management

training or qualiftcations in educational management. Therefore, many

principals embark on a new career with either no preparation or with some

self-sought preparation. Neither Frances nor David had received any formal

training to prepare them for their role as principals, either before or after the

period of 'Tomorrow's Schools' reform. Prior to this research project, their
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professional development experiences had consisted of reading about

management issues, mentoring consultations with peers, and attendance at a

range of conferences for principals or occasional in-service training days

related to reform implementation issues. Conferences and in-service training

usually included seminars and workshops on a range of school administration

topics, constituting what I consider to be a smorgasbord approach to

development; an approach in which participants choose to attend sessions

that interest them, obtain notes about 'the best way of performing a task', and

ftle these guidelines away on return to the school. Even when participants are

involved in management theory learning and practical activity there is seldom

any connection made between the macro-theory level and their micro-theories

about effective practice which might be linked to difficulty in resolving problems

of practice.

Problem-Based Trainlng

The kind of training that David and Frances experienced in this research

projest was their first experience of substantial training focused on leadership

development. lt differed from previous in-service training engagements in

terms of the specific theory content. lt was also very ditferent because the

training required them to look inward; to examine their theories of astion in

order to discover what was problematic in the course of learning how to

participate in dialogue that enabled them to be critical and adopt new, inclusive

approaches to problem-solving. lt was training focused on the analysis and

resolution of their very personal professional practices related to dilemmas in a

significant school-based context. Furthermore, they could not walk away from

the evidence that their own behaviour was implicated in ineffective practice and

that the solutions also lay within their own reasoning and actions - if they

agreed to learn and change. In quick succession, they had to come to terms

with the implications of reform imperatives and the complex issues



surrounding appraisal activity. They then had to link this knowledge to a new

theory of effectiveness and engage in challenging practical training that they

were keen to receive because, although evidence of ineffectiveness shocked

them greatly, they were highly motivated to be effective as principals.

Training Prooramme Deslgn

The training that is recommended as a result of this research takes into

account the fast that staff appraisal is a highly complex and contestable

activity. Because it heightens dilemmas and defensiveness, these conditions

must be understood and the cumpetencies that are taught must be connested

direaly to them. Instead of a smorgasbord approach a holistic, problem-based

approach is recommended. In such an approach it might be relevant to

incorporate elements of generic management theory that impinge on effective

communication, collaborative decision-making, and the management of

quality, change and organisational culture. However, the purpose of examining

traditional management topics would not be to provide information per se, but

to help participants connest personal and professional practice to norms of

effectiveness suggested by these theories. In short, the professional

development of school leaders should involve intervention to change practice

that is ineffestive.

Principals and senior management teams should participate together in

training that covers the following core issues:

a) clarification of the principal's role in relation to evaluation and

development responsibilities including understanding the purposes,

procedures and processes of appraisalwith attention paid to dispelling

the confusion and contradiction that surrounds this issue in the reform

literature;
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b) dilemma management training that involves collaborative analysis of a

specific school issue which can become the focus for team learning and

change. Programme design would include an initial intensive training

period in which the dilemma management curriculum would be taught.

This would be followed by a period of school-based action learning

facilitated by a consultant who can teach and evaluate the skllls of

critical dialogue.

The aim of such training initiatives should be to seek long-term, lasting

solutions to problems of practice and develop sustainable organisational

learning norms. Because Model 2 intervention strategies are particularly

appropriate in conditions of rapid organisational change, and when serious

problems arise for organisations and their leaders, a further recommendation

is that interpersonal effestiveness consultancy services could be made

available to principals requiring or seeking assistance in crisis situations. The

critical focus of these institution-specific programmes would be the

development of interpersonal effectiveness skills related to dilemma

management competence in staff appraisal contexts.
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APPENDIX A

PROBLEM ANALYSIS - DATA COLLECTION

Transcript Codes:
[DVATTR = Doon Valley Schoolaudiotape transcript]
IIKATTR = Te l(anawa Gollege audiotape transcriptl

Documentary Analysls
Schoolpolicy and procedure notes
Ministry of Education publications
Reform literature

Doon Valley School

Interview with principal: establishing school
conditions and diterhma reconnatssanc€
(23 August 1990)

Interview with principal: establishing school
conditions and dilerirma reconnais5ance
(4 September 1990)

Te Kanawa College

Interview with principal: establishing school
conditions anci dilerirma reconnaisdance
(23 August 1990)

lnterview with principal: establishing school
conditions anci diterhma reconnaisiance
(4 September 1990)

DVATTRl

DVATTRlA

[te_rvieyv with principal: checking dilemma statement
(8 October 1990) DVATTR2

Meeting. with senior management team: checking
percepttons
(22 March 1991)

Interview with staff member: checking perceptions
(24 April 1991)

Interview with staff member: checking perceptions
(24 April 1991)

DVATTRS

DVATTR4

DVATTR4A

TKATTRl

TKATTR1A



Interview with senior management team: establishing
school conditions and dilefima reconnaissance
(25 September 1990)

Mgetilg with professional development committee:
role discussion
(8 October 1990)

Interview with principal: checking dilemma statement
(18 December1990)

Interuiew with committee member: checking
perceptions
(17 February 1991)

Interview with committee member: checking
perceptions
(4 March 1991)

InteMew with committee member: checking
perceptions
(4 March 1991)

Interview with committee member: checking
perceptions
(29 March 1991)

lnterview with senior staff member: checking
perceptions
(29 March 1991)

TKATTR2

TKATTRS

TKATTR4

TKATTR5

TKATTR6

TIOTTR6A

TKATTRT

TKATTRTA

Researcher-Participant Meetings

With both principals: introducing the researcher's
normative tltggry and explaining the intervention strategy
(8 March 1991)

with. both .principals: presenting style diagnosis feedback.
(17 June 1991)
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APPENDIX B

INTERVENTION STAGE - DATA COLLECTION

Transcript Codes:

n\tVTIR = workshop video tape transcriptl
IDVATTR = Doon Valley Schobl audiotape iranscript]
ffKrVTfR = Te Kanawa-Gollege videotape transcriftl-

Tralnlng lor the Prlnclpals

flqini4g workshops
(26 July, 2 August, 16 August 1991)

Training Workshops
(22 August, 29 August 1991)

Training Workshops
( 27 September, 4October 1gg1)

Training Workshops
(25 October, 8 November 1gg1)

Training Workshops
(29 November 1991, B0 January 1992)

Obseruation of Progress

Doon Valley School

Participant obseruation : principal addressing
staff meeting
(10 February 1992)

Te Kanawa Gotlege

Participant observation: principal addressino
profes'sional development corhmittee
(2e April 19e2)

Meetings

9'ylg Frqry_e_g analysis feedback on progress
(17 June 1992)

WVTTHA

WTTBB

WTTRC

WTTRD

WVTTRD

DVATTR5

TI{/TTR1



9iving DaMd analysis feedback on progress
(4 June 1992)

Tralnlng for Senlor Management Teams (SMT)

Tralnlng Negotlation Meetlngs

Meeting with SMT at Doon Valley School
to negotiate training
(13 November 1992)

Meetingwith SMT at Te lGnawa College
to negotiate training
(19 November 1991)

Tralnlng Workshops

Two sessions:
(12 March and 10 June 1992)

DVATTRSA

TI{/TTH1A

wvTTRE
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APPENDIX C

CASE-WRITING EXERCISE

The Purpose of this Exercise

This exercise is designed to help you discover the theories you have in your
head about effective interpersoha,il astion when you have tb give someone
negative feedback.

By writing up this case you will be producing a simulation of the way you act in
practice in such a situation. what you write will be analysed to help you
reconstruct your theories of effective practice.

The Background to the Case

9.reg is_ a Senior Teacher (or HOD) with middle-management responsibitities.
f{.is performance on the job during ihe last two years lias been dibappointing.
Ine senlor management team in the school have decided that somethino must
be done and thaihe can only be given one more cnance to p-erf6;-hE"duiie;
as expested.

Ann is the DeprJty Principal, appointed onlv one term aoo. She has aoreed tobe responsible for appraising and impioving Gregis performande. The
nlqlaggment team has asked Ann to urgently convey to Grbg the seriousness
of his situation and that the school genulnely wants to do their best for him but
that matters cannot rest as they are.

Ann and Greg had a meeting last week. Ann has reported on this meetino to
yg!,(tqe principal) in a memo. 9gme sentences from'Ann's memo ( indicafing
what she said) are reproduced below. Please assume that thev riloresent d
valid sample of what she said to Greg during the conversation with nlm.

WHAT ANN WANTS FROM THE PRINCIPAL IS A RESPONSE TO THIS
MEMO. SHE WOULD LIKE FEEDBACK ABOUT HOW EFFECTIVE SHE HAS
BEEN IN CARRYING OUT THE TASK OF COMMUNICATING CONCENITS tO
GREG.

1 Greg, .yo.ur performance. is not up tg standard (and moreover ...) you
seem to be carrying a chip on yodr shoulder.

2 lt_appgars to me that this has affeste-d your wgrk in a number of ways. I
have heard words like 'lethargy', 'uncommitted' and 'disinteresfed',
used by s-taff commenting on yolr recent performance. lt iust won't dd
tor a currtcutum leader to have those characteristics.

3 Let's discuss your feelings about your performance.

4 Greg, I know you want to talk about the iniustices that have been
perpetrated on you in the past. The problem is that I am not familiar with
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the specifics of those issues. I do not want to spend a lot of time
discussing something that happened years ago. lts not relevant and
nothing construstive will come of it. Let's put it behind us now.

5 | want to talk about you today, and your firture in the school.

THE CASE.WRITING TASK

Please do the followlng:

1. You play the role of the Principal.

2. Assume that Ann has asked you to comment on how effective she was
in the case of communicating to Greg.

She has asked, "What do you think of the way I handled Greg?'

2 Please write yo.ur.response to Ann on the next two pages using the
format outlined below:

* In the right-hand column write your response in scenario form.
Write an actual conversation that vou wduld hold with Ann: what
you would say; what she would saty, etc.

* In the.teft-naqq= colHTn write any thoughts and feelings that you
might have while talking to Ann 6ut Oo not reveal

PRtNCtpAL'$ RESPONSE TO ANN'S MEMO

The two pages of dialogue should look like this:

Apy lfoughts and feelings The actual conversation
I had but did not expres- between Ann and myself

(state.only yoyr undisclosed p : (Witg here what you as the
thoughts and feelings) principarwould aitually say)

A : (Write here what you would
expect Ann to reply)

P: (etc)

A: (etc)
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APPENDIX D

ROLE.PLAY GROUND RULES

GROUND RULES FOR LEARNING MODEL 2 IN ROLE.PI-AY

(|NTERPERSONAL EFFECT]VENESS TRAtNtNc)

1.

2.

3.

4.

we accept that although we attempt to play the role of someone else it
is our normal behaviour that emerges in these scenes.

We will not relate role-plays to actual schoolsituations.

We will not inhibit the role-play bv considerinq how others behaved and
trying to replicate the way b pbrtibuhr situatioi was enacted in reality.

We yltl-agree to a broad scenario and then act it out trying to apply
Model2 rules.

we will examine our behaviour and learn from it, setting successively
more challenging goals.
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APPENDIX E

SMT TRAINING OBJECTIVES AND
PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

INTERPERSONAL EFFECT]VENESS TRAINING

FOR SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAMS

1.

2.

Tralnlng Oblestlves for Senlor Management Teams

To introduce the theory of effectiveness that the principals are learning.

To explain Model 1 and Model 2 theory and demonstrate the leaming
process.

Tg plovlde opportunrty to examine behaviour by writinq a case studv
which will be analysed-to discover Model 1 barriers to bEcoming Modril
2.

To role-pl?y, vidqglspe. an! play back attempts to be Model 2, and to
evaluate observable behaviour.

To agree qbgut Way..s in which practice, evaluation, and team support
can be sustained inlhe schoolsbttings.

1. To demonstrate to the group what has been learnt thus far and present
videotaped. examples bf eittempts to use Model 2 strategieb as a
tearntng a|o rcr tne group.

2. To revisit corcqpts of the theory of effectiveness and participate in
explanation of this to the group.

3. To use this opportunity to find out what the teams believe the principals
have learnt by encourAging articulation of difficulties inherent in tryin'g to
be Model2.

4. To allow contentious issues in team interaction to surface so that altcen
gain a better understanding of team commitment to effestiveness.
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PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

I NTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS TRAI NING WORKSHOPS
FOR SENIOR MANAGMENT TEAMS

DAY ONE: 12 FEBRUARY 1992

9:00 - 9:30 Introductions
Principals' Training OveMew

9:30 - 10:30 Organisational Leaming
Leadership Dilemmas and Defensiveness
Learning Dilemmas

10:30 - 10:45 Morning Tea

10:45 - 12:15 Model 1 and Model2 Theorv
Video - Principals' Demonstiation

12:15 - 12:45 Lunch

12:45 - 2:15 Case Writing and Analysis

2:15 - 3:15 Role-plays
Practising Model 2 rules

(Readings and exercise for homework!)

DAYTWO: 10 JUNE 1992

9:00 - 9:30 Review of Learning Challenges

9:30 - 10:30 Role-play Prastice

10:30 - 10:45 Morning Tea

10:45 - 12:15 Role-play prastice
Theory Revision
Planning School-Based Support
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APPENDIX F

EVALUATION STAGE - DATA COLLECTION

Transcript Codes:
[DVATTR = Doon Valley School audiotape transcript]
[DWTTR = Doon Valley Schoolvideotape transcript]
IIKATTR = Te Kanawa College audiotape transcript]
ffKt/TTR = Te Kanawa College videotape transcriptl
[REVTTR = reflection exercise videotape transcript]

Doon Valley School

Reflection Exercise: interview / role-play -
independent observer check on learhing progress
(27 November 1992)

Participant observation: principal's appraisal meeting
with Tanya
(3 Deeember 1992)

Participant observation : principal's appraisal meeting
with Roger
(3 December 1992)

Te Kanawa Gollege

Reflestion Exercise: interview / role-plav -
independent obseruer check on learhin! progress
(27 November 1992)

Participant observation: principal's meeting with
the professional development committee -

(11 February 1993)

lnterview with Tanya: checking perceptions
(3 December 1992)

Interview with Roger: checking perceptions
(3 December 1992)

Interviewwith two senior staff and principal: checking
style change
(14June 1993) DVATTRG

REVTTF1A/1 B

DWTTRl

DWfiR3

DWTTR2

DWTTR4

REVTRIA/1 B
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InteMew with professional development
committee: checking perceptions
(11 February 1993) TI{YTTR3

InteMew with two senior staff: checking style
change
(14 June 1999) TKAfiRB

MEetinoe

9iyirlg Frances evaluation analysis feedback
(28 January 1993)

Giving David evaluation analysis feedback
(3 March 1993)

V-erifoing d-ata in thesis - Fransss and David together
(30 April lees)

POST-I NTERVENTI ON CONSU LTATION S

Telephone interview with Frances
(22 December 1993)

Interview with David
(23 December 1993)
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APPENDIX G

DOON VALLEY SCHOOL PROFESSIONAL
EVALUATION AND APPRAISAL POLICY

RATIONALE
The Principal has a responsibility to the Board of Trustees to establish a
system of evaluation and appraisal.

PURPOSES1. to identify, evaluate and develop the professional performance of staff in
the school so that school goals and objectives are more effec'tively
achieved.2. to benefit staff in terms of recognition, receiving feedback, identifying
work related training needs and offering career guidance.

GUIDELINES1. Evaluation and appraisalare:
- processes
- based on job related criteria
- focused on individualpractice
- part of the management system
- co-operative astivities between staff

2. The key elements are:
- qach person has a job description
- the job description ls based dn consultation and

mutually_ negotiated decision making
- the feedback is given by all concernbd
- the consultationls seen by staff as a time to assess strengths and

developmental needs

3. Professional evaluation and appraisalwill contribute to improved school
and staff relationships because it:
- focuses on performance
- enables co-op-erative responsible work practices
- motivates staff
- highlights a wide range of school issues needing attention
- develops.the schoolthrough ensuring staff are developed in response

to current and ftrture needs

4. Professional evaluation and appraisal will benefit staff because it:
- ensures that there are clear expectations
- provides feedback
- assists with career directions
- pro.vi.dgs staff with a structure within which they are able to talk about

their jobs and their place in the school as a whble

coNcLusroNs
S:taff evaluation and appraisalare part of the Professional Development of staff.
They contribute to staff effectivbness, provide feedback, anb enable the
Principalto meet Board of Trustee obligatibns.
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APPENDIX H
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APPENDIX J

TE KANAWA COLLEGE STAFF APPRAISAL
POLICY

WBITERS: ProfessionalDevelopmentCommittee

DATE: 23 September 1993

INTRODUCTION

Staff appraisal is an integral part of professional development because the
process looks back on what has and has not been abhieved, and looks
forward in planning forfuture development.

PURPOSES

Staff appraisalis a process that makes staff accountable for their performance
as professionals.

{ppraisal facilitates improvement in the quality of teaching and leaming, and
the services that suppcirt the delivery of thb cuiriculum.

Through the aPpraisal process objectives for staff development are set and
achievement of them is evaluated.

The appraisal process may provide information for testimonials and referees'
reports.

The.appraisal process may identify problems related to competence, discipline
or dismissal. They will be addressdd in accordance with sebarate oioceciures
specified in collective contracts, awards and associated legidhtion. '

GUIDELINES

1. The Principal is appraised by the Board of Trustees and is accountable
to the board for the implemehtation of a staff appraisal scheme.

2. The Princip..al delegates re_sponsibihtv fgJ overseeing the appraisal
process to the Professional Development (pD) Committee.

3. All staff are.appraised annually by an appraiser usually nominated by
the Principal.

4. The appraisal process comprises an annual cycre of formal
consultations Jor setting and reviewing job driscriptions and
development objectives, and for giving feedbdck about p'erformance.
Staff should have at least two consultations each year. Seif-appraisal is
also a requirement. After the final consultation (in ierm three) b'mutually
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7.

agreed report should be filed with the principal before the end of the
school year. (Refer to Page 3: The Appraisal Cycle).

- assistant teachers' consultations are with one of their Heads of
Department (HOD's)

- middle managers' and deans' consultations are with members of
the senior management team- senior management staff consultations are with the Principal- non-teaching staff consultations are with service managers- service managers'consultations are with the Principal

Support should be negotiated to achieve objectives set for the following
year. This may involve peer coaching, in-service training and
professional d evel opment ac'tivities as ag reed.

Staff development plannino should coincide with annual
department/team planning and be budgeted for accordingly.

The Principal is responsible for securing a professional development
budget to deliver a planned staff development programme.

Senior and middle manager annual reports to the Principal are part of
the appraisal process an-d should inciude a sec{ion on'apprais'al and
statf development.

The PD committee should report annually on school-wide development
initiatives to the Principal.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Appraisal should be an open, honest and positive experience.

All staff are responsible for building trust and respecting confidentiality.

The formal process should be applied consistently by allstaff.

Appraisalfeedback should be based on knowledge of performance.

Partners in the appraisal process should agree ways to observe and
evaluate performdrice so that development nEeds can be identified.

The time fiactor in appraisal is acknowledged in the professional
development budget. 

'Hequests 
for time alloviance should'be dirested

to the Relief Co-ordinator - up to a total of $5,000 for the whole staff
(sum reviewed each year).

Tle school sup.ports staff involvement in continuing professional
education and wiliconsider requests for a subsidy of up t:o d0/" of study
fees from a total of a negotiated budget.

Any appraisal-related queries or concerns should be directed to
members of the PD commiftee or senior management team.

The PD committee will undertake regular review of the effectiveness of
the appraisal process and report to the Principal. The principal will
regularly evaluate the system's capacity to meet its stated purpodes.

9.

*

*

*

*

*
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APPRAISAL CYCLE

EARLY TERM ONE Appraisal Consultation

1. Discussion of job description
2. Confirm mutually agreed positive and achievables fl'#:l'S'glff 

'lT8""ffi?f8ll fl?YflSflfi"#"
on performance)

(lf an agreement cannot be reached at any point then a
neutral, respected member of the profession (PPTA
member for example) will be approached to act as
arbitrator).

REST OF YEAR Appraisal lmplementation

(a) STAFF

Classroom visits
Informal observation
Peer Appraisal
In-service activities
etc.
(Statf keep personal
file)

(b) HOD's/PR'sfl-eachers
In Charge

Visits to department
Attendance at department
meetings
lnvolvement in in-service
activity
Peer appraisal
Presentation of staff reports
(Middle managers report to
Principal)

Executive
strategies
to be negotiated

(c)

Appraisal Consultation

Meeting to discuss and establish the extent to which the job description and
profes-dqnd development goals and objectives have been niet.. 

(Setf-Appraisaito be dompleted before consultation).

END OF TERM 3 Report Writing

Appraiser completes written report.

Reoort Meetino

1. Report discussed and modified where necessary.
2. Report signed and filed with Principal.
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